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Abstract 

 
The southern margin of Chryse Planitia forms part of the martian global 

dichotomy boundary, dividing the ancient, rugged southern highlands from the 
younger plains of the northern lowlands. This region contains 14,386 isolated, 
positive relief, kilometre-scale landforms (‘mounds’) comparable to mesas, buttes, 
and inselbergs on Earth. The mounds are associated with several areas of geological 
and astrobiological significance including Oxia Planum, the future landing site of 
ESA’s ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover, and Mawrth Vallis, a type locality for 
martian phyllosilicate-bearing stratified rocks. Using high-resolution orbital remote 
sensing datasets, including HiRISE, CaSSIS, CTX, and CRISM, this thesis 
investigates the stratigraphy, age, and origins of the mounds for the first time. 

I present a map that shows the extent of the mounds in the circum-Chryse 
region, defines their individual morphometries and morphologies, and establishes 
a relationship between these characteristics that reveals an erosional origin. 
Through investigation of their stratigraphy, composition, and geometry, I show that 
the mounds are phyllosilicate-bearing remnants of the circum-Chryse highland 
terrains that formed through stepwise backstepping and top-down aqueous 
alteration of highland material during the Noachian. Prior to this erosion, therefore, 
the dichotomy boundary lay hundreds of kilometres further north than at present. 
The mounds are the last remnants of this ancient landscape, and are an accessible 
archive of substantial physical and chemical modification of the dichotomy. 

The mounds are key targets for astrobiological exploration and understanding 
Noachian Mars. They are the only known localities in Chryse Planitia where altered 
strata are interposed between unaltered strata, and thus provide the most complete 
record of Noachian aqueous conditions. Furthermore, I show that mound-forming 
material buried mission-relevant phyllosilicate-bearing plains at Oxia Planum, 
providing long-term protection from martian surface environments. The mounds 
are therefore ideal localities for ExoMars, or other future missions, to explore Mars’ 
aqueous history and search for biosignatures. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Chryse Planitia is an ancient (>4.0 Ga), 1200 km-diameter impact basin 
situated in the northern lowlands of Mars (Pan et al., 2019; Figure 1.1). In the past 
two decades, analyses of orbital remote sensing data have revealed three locations 
of significant geological and astrobiological interest in the circum-Chryse highland 
regions: Oxia Planum, the future landing site of ESA’s ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ 
rover (e.g. ESA and The ExoMars 2018 Landing Site Selection Working Group, 
2014; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), the Mawrth Vallis region, a type locality for 
martian phyllosilicate-bearing stratified rocks (e.g. Poulet et al., 2020), and 
northern Xanthe Terra, the location of the Hypanis Vallis sedimentary fan (e.g. 
Adler et al., 2022; Fawdon et al., 2018).  
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Figure 1.1: Geographic setting of Chryse Planitia and the mounds: a) MOLA globe 
centred on the south-eastern Chryse Planitia region. The approximate margin of Chryse 
Planitia is shown by the dotted line. The approximate study area containing the mounds 
is demarcated by the white box. The names of major physiogeographic features and 
geographic regions are shown. The locations of Oxia Planum (1), Mawrth Vallis (2) and 
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northern Xanthe Terra (3) are shown. b) CTX global mosaic of a mound field in the Oxia 
Colles region of Chryse Planitia. The mounds appear as upstanding, bright-toned 
landforms on the dark plains. 

Thousands of isolated, kilometre-scale, positive-relief landforms (‘mounds’: 
McNeil et al., 2021) that resemble terrestrial mesas, buttes, and inselbergs, 
dominate the southern margin of Chryse Planitia (Figure 1.1) and are conspicuous 
landforms that are abundant within all these sites of interest. The mounds are 
enigmatic, yet ubiquitous along the circum-Chryse margin; however, little is known 
about their origins, age, stratigraphy, or composition, and they were only briefly 
considered in the literature (Chapter 2) prior to this study. These landforms are 
uniquely likely to record depositional, modification, and erosional processes that are 
inaccessible elsewhere, so a key focus of this study is to gain a comprehensive 
understanding of the geology of the mounds in each locality, and in the larger Chryse 
Planitia basin as a whole. Furthermore, given the dichotomy-adjacent location of 
the mounds, study of their geology could provide crucial insights into environments 
and processes occurring in this transitional region and therefore at the planetary 
scale, at a time when Mars was potentially much more habitable than at present.  

As well as exhibiting mounds, the circum-Chryse regions of Oxia Planum, 
Mawrth Vallis and northern Xanthe Terra possess well-documented commonalities 
in geographic setting, geology, and age that make them prime candidates for in situ 
astrobiological exploration using rovers and for geological investigations using 
remote sensing data to understand the environment, climate, and habitability of 
Noachian Mars: 

(1) They each occur on the margin of the highlands with Chryse Planitia (Figure 
1.1), along Mars’ hemispheric dichotomy boundary, which divides the 
northern lowlands from the southern highlands; the former being relatively 
much younger, smoother, and more devoid of impact basins than the latter. 

(2) Spatially extensive detections of hydrous minerals have been made at all 
three sites (e.g. Carter et al., 2022), corresponding to bright-toned, stratified 
bedrock, and indicating prolonged water-rock interactions. Outcrops 
corresponding to these detections in Oxia Planum and northern Xanthe Terra 
manifest as low-relief plains (Mandon et al., 2021; Quantin-Nataf et al., 
2021), whereas at Mawrth Vallis, the deposits exhibit vertical exposure of 
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several hundred meters (e.g. Loizeau et al., 2007; McKeown et al., 2009; Noe 
Dobrea et al., 2010; Wray et al., 2008). Both Oxia Planum and northern 
Xanthe Terra feature fan-shaped sedimentary deposits interpreted as eroded 
deltas (Fawdon et al., 2018 and Molina et al., 2017, respectively), and the 
Mawrth Vallis region is dominated by a 600 km-long channel, formed by 
liquid water (Loizeau et al., 2012). Together, these mineralogical and 
geomorphological characteristics suggest that large amounts of liquid water 
were present across the martian surface in the ancient past. 

(3) Each site is primarily Noachian (4.1–3.7 Ga) in age (e.g. Adler et al., 2022; 
Loizeau et al., 2012; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), corresponding to Mars’ most 
habitable time interval (e.g. Vago et al., 2017). 
 

This thesis presents the first comprehensive investigation of the mounds, 
using orbital remote sensing data to determine their origins, evolution within the 
context of Chryse Planitia’s regional stratigraphy, and geological significance. 
Through observations of their morphology, morphostratigraphy, and composition, 
this investigation has improved our understanding of their depositional, erosional, 
and modification histories. In turn this has furthered our understanding of some of 
Mars’ most ancient, exposed terrains, and by extension, shed light on the 
palaeoenvironments and processes that occurred on early Mars. Some of the 
mounds occur in the Rosalind Franklin rover landing ellipses. Thus, this new study 
of the Oxia Planum mounds means that the mission team will be able to better place 
Rosalind Franklin’s geological observations and geochemical analysis into their 
regional contexts. Furthermore, it is possible that observations of the mounds from 
orbit, and hypotheses made therein, may be ground-truthed by the rover during its 
operational phase, and could help rover operators decide on the details of mission 
objectives. In addition, because the mounds exist along the dichotomy boundary, 
this investigation has revealed new information about how this enigmatic—but 
fundamental—feature evolved. Finally, this thesis provides a comprehensive 
understanding of Chryse Planitia’s development by synthesising observations and 
interpretations of the geology of the mounds into the framework of a geologic 
history, creating a holistic view of this complex region's evolution. 
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1.2 Aims 

The aim of this study and thesis is to investigate and understand the thousands 
of isolated, kilometre-scale mounds that occur around the southern and eastern 
margin of Chryse Planitia, to understand their origins, constrain their stratigraphic 
relationships, and decipher their geological history. The mounds were investigated 
on a range of scales ranging from outcrop to regional, both stratigraphically and 
laterally. The investigation includes detailed studies of their relationships with the 
Mawrth Vallis and Oxia Planum regions, which are globally significant both 
geologically and in terms of their astrobiological potential. Furthermore, this thesis 
has explored the implications of the existence of these mounds on the development 
of the state of the dichotomy boundary in the Chryse Planitia region.  

1.3 Objectives 

In order to successfully fulfil the overall aims in Section 1.2, the following 
detailed objectives were defined: 

• Objective 1: Produce a geomorphic map that records the number and 
locations of mounds in the circum-Chryse region. Use this map, in 
tandem with topographic data and observations of mound morphology, 
to develop a classification scheme to describe the variability in form 
within the mound population(s). Use the resultant mound database to 
interrogate the relationships between mound location, morphology, 
and morphometry to investigate the relationship between mound 
classes and consider possible formational processes. 

• Objective 2: Identify the broad regional geographic and stratigraphic 
relationships between mounds and other well-studied areas around the 
circum-Chryse region (e.g. Mawrth Vallis and Oxia Planum). Use these 
relationships to obtain upper and lower age limits for the mound 
population(s) to better understand their formation and events in their 
geological evolution. 

• Objective 3: Interrogate multi- and hyper-spectral orbital data to 
investigate the composition of the mounds. This will explore 
stratigraphic and horizontal variations in mineralogy. Combine these 
results with those from Objectives 1 and 2 to further constrain their 
possible formational processes in the context of landscape evolution. 
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• Objective 4: Explore the detailed relationships between the mound 
population and the important locations of Mawrth Vallis and Oxia 
Planum. This will be achieved through high-resolution investigations of 
stratigraphy of mounds near Mawrth Vallis and in Oxia Planum. Then, 
utilise this knowledge to: (1) improve our understanding of the geologic 
history and evolution of the two regions, (2) understand the 
implications of this in the context of the ExoMars mission’s 
astrobiological/geological objectives, and (3) improve our wider 
understanding of the geological history of Mars. 

1.4 Thesis structure 

This Chapter 1 introduces the study, outlining its purpose, aims, objectives, 
and structure. Chapter 2 is a review of the understanding of the mounds prior to 
this study, the geology of the Chryse Planitia-Arabia Terra dichotomy region, 
including the Mawrth Vallis and Oxia Planum regions, and the context of ESA’s 
ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover mission. It presents the state of the art at time 
of writing, outlines the gaps in the knowledge prior to this study and explains why 
addressing these was important. From this background literature, scientific 
research questions are formulated to test hypotheses about the mounds (Section 
2.8). Chapter 3 describes the history of martian remote sensing, the visible, 
multi/hyper-spectral, thermal, and topographic data used in this thesis, the 
software used to manipulate the data, and the process through which the 
fundamental mound database was digitised.  

Chapters 4–6 contain the main scientific findings of this study. These 
chapters are framed as self-contained investigations within the larger narrative of 
the thesis framework, each with its own bespoke introduction, review of the method 
applicable to that chapter, results, and discussion section that address the aims and 
objectives outlined above (Sections 1.2 and 1.3). Together, they form a cohesive 
narrative exploring the aims and completing the objectives of this study.  

In Chapter 4, I present the first comprehensive map of mounds in the circum-
Chryse region, investigate their stratigraphy, morphology, and morphometry in 
order to assess their origins, and develop a landscape evolution model that depicts 
the temporal evolution of the mounds in their stratigraphic context. Chapters 5 and 
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6 build on Chapter 4 through high-resolution case studies of mounds in two 
geologically and astrobiologically important regions. In Chapter 5, I examine the 
stratigraphic relationship between the clay-bearing strata in Mawrth Vallis, and 
strata exposed within the mounds in the surrounding lowlands. In doing this, new 
evidence for substantial physical and chemical modification of the hemispheric 
dichotomy during the Noachian period is presented, and the global geologic and 
environmental implications of such a discovery are discussed. Chapter 6 focusses 
on the mounds in and around Oxia Planum, with particular attention given to 
examples near the proposed landing ellipses of the ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover 
mission. Here, the position of the mounds in the local stratigraphy is explored, with 
the implications for their origin and the ancient martian environment subsequently 
discussed. Additionally, the implications of their existence in the astrobiological and 
geologic context of the ExoMars mission objectives are assessed.  

Chapter 7 presents a synthesis of the work conducted in the studies described 
in the literature in Chapter 2 and the new understanding gained from Chapters 4–
6. Here the geologic, environmental, and astrobiological implications of the work at 
the local, regional, and global scales, are synthesised and discussed. The findings are 
integrated into the geologic history of terrains on the Chryse Planitia margin, 
producing an evolutionary model of the dichotomy boundary during the Noachian. 
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarising the findings and 
highlighting potential avenues for future research.  
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Chapter 2  
Background 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Mars is a planet of contrast and contradictions. Its radius is just over half that 
of Earth’s, yet its surface boasts enormous physiogeographic features like shield 
volcanoes and canyons orders of magnitude larger than the largest terrestrial 
examples. Its two hemispheres are contrasting in character; the southern 
hemisphere of the planet is ancient, heavily cratered, and high in elevation, whilst 
the northern hemisphere is geologically younger, lightly cratered, and much lower 
in elevation. Even Mars’ geological record is a tale of exponential decay in activity 
(e.g. Carr and Head, 2010), from a geologically active and turbulent Noachian (~4.1 
to 3.7 Ga), through the Hesperian (3.7 to 3.0 Ga) to a relatively quiescent and long-
lived Amazonian (3.0 Ga to present). 

This chapter provides a general overview of the state of Mars geoscience, and 
a detailed review of the study area and landforms which this thesis investigates. In 
this chapter, I provide fundamental details about the planet’s overall characteristics 
(Section 2.2), information about the history of martian remote sensing (Section 2.3), 
and a synopsis of its geologic history (Section 2.4). In addition to this, I provide a 
more detailed summary of the geography and geologic history of the Chryse Planitia 
study area (Section 2.5), the Mawrth Vallis region (Section 2.6), and the Oxia 
Planum study area (Section 2.7), which includes a brief summary of the ExoMars 
‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover mission as well as the combined mission-research 
landscape in which this investigation is situated. Section 2.8 outlines the research 
questions addressed in this thesis within their wider research context. 
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2.2 Planetary characteristics 

2.2.1 Physical characteristics 

Martian meteorites indicate that Mars, like the Earth, formed from accretion 
and differentiation soon after the solar system itself at about 4.5 Ga (Lee and 
Halliday, 1997; Nyquist et al., 2001). The radius of Mars (~3389 km) is much 
smaller than that of Earth (~6371 km; Figure 2.1), and as such, its volume and mass 
are also correspondingly small at ~0.15 and ~0.1 of the Earth’s, respectively. This 
small size has impacted its geologic development and the present-day 
environmental conditions. Crustal magnetisation on Mars’ highlands indicates that 
dynamo action shut down no later than ~4 Ga (Acuna et al., 1999; Solomon et al., 
2005), after a strong magnetic field was present in the pre-Noachian (Weiss et al., 
2002). Similarly, its small size contributed to a rapid decline in interior heat flux, 
resulting in little to no mantle convection (Hauck and Phillips, 2002) and a lack of 
crustal processes resembling terrestrial plate tectonics (Carr and Head, 2010). The 
lack of a dynamo likely contributed to substantial atmospheric thinning as a result 
of solar wind-induced sputtering and photochemical escape (Jakosky et al., 1994). 
As such, Mars has a modern atmosphere of ~6.1 mbar that is composed 
predominantly of carbon dioxide (96%), argon, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon 
monoxide, (Mahaffy et al., 2013), compared with Earth’s nitrogen and oxygen-rich 
atmosphere that is 1013 mbar at sea level. Without the regulation of a substantial 
atmosphere, surface temperatures are cold and highly variable, with an average 

temperature of 215 K (approximately -52°C) and an average diurnal range of 60 K. 

Equatorial temperatures in the summer can reach 300 K (approximately 27°C) at 

noon, whereas polar winter temperatures are as low as 130 K (approximately - 

143°C) at night (de Pater and Lissauer, 2010). 
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Figure 2.1: a size comparison between the Earth (left, seen from Apollo 17 in 1972) and 
Mars (right, taken in 2007 OSIRIS/Rosetta) in true colour – NASA/ESA. 

2.2.2 Physiogeography 

Mars exhibits examples of physical geographic features that are much larger 
and differently distributed than their terrestrial equivalents. For example, the lack 
of plate tectonics (Sleep, 1994) means that volcanism does not occur in chains along 
subduction zones or at mid-ocean ridges, but in clusters in specific locations. A lack 
of plate tectonism means that volcanism resulting from mantle sources is static, 
resulting in the progressive growth of large volcanic provinces such as Tharsis and 
Elysium. The largest volcano in the solar system by height, Olympus Mons (~26 km 
high), lies in the Tharsis province. The majority of martian volcanism took place in 
the Noachian and Hesperian (Hauck and Phillips, 2002), although geologically 
recent activity has been recorded in both Tharsis and Elysium (e.g. Dohm et al., 
2008; Horvath et al., 2021). The youngest lava flows on Mars are tens of millions of 
years old, suggesting that Mars was (and on geologic timescales and within the 
bounds of crater counting accuracy, likely still is) quite recently volcanically active 
(Hauber et al., 2011). Valles Marineris is one of the largest canyons in the solar 
system at over 4000 km long, up to 200 km wide and as much as 10 km deep. It 
likely originally formed as a result of tectonic stress from the Tharsis bulge, and was 
exacerbated further by erosional and weathering processes over time (Andrews-
Hanna, 2012). Unlike Earth, the primary geomorphic process recorded on the 
surface throughout Martian time is impact cratering. The landscape is dominated 
by impact craters, ranging from small examples on the order of metres, to enormous 
impact basins such as Hellas (~2300 km diameter) and Utopia Planitia (~3300 km 
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diameter). The most conspicuous feature of the martian surface, however, is the 
martian dichotomy. 

2.2.3 The martian dichotomy 

Like the Earth, Mars’s surface is dominated by a bimodal elevation 
distribution, known as the crustal dichotomy (Figure 2.2). Unlike the Earth, where 
this distribution is the endogenic result of plate tectonics (Tuzo Wilson, 1966) 
manifesting as thick, low-density, high-standing continents and thin, high-density, 
low-standing ocean basins, Mars’ crustal dichotomy is expressed as a stark contrast 
between its northern and southern hemispheres (Hartmann, 1973). The southern 
highlands, which occupy the southern two-thirds of Mars’ surface, are higher in 
elevation, exhibit a higher density of impact craters across a greater range of sizes, 
and have a much greater crustal thickness than the northern lowlands (Knapmeyer-
Endrun et al., 2021; Neumann et al., 2004; Smith and Zuber, 1996; Watters et al., 
2007). 

 
Figure 2.2: MOLA Global Colour Shaded Relief (~463 m/pixel) showing the 
topography of Mars. The approximate location of the dichotomy boundary is indicated 
by the dashed black line. 
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On Earth, the crustal dichotomy is well defined both physically and in terms of 
the endogenic tectonic processes that formed it. The continent-ocean boundary is 
topographically distinct, and has also been identified through wide-angle seismic 
refraction and reflection data, palaeomagnetic data from ocean-floor magnetic 
stripes, and gravity data inversion (e.g. Greenhalgh et al., 2007; Alvey et al., 2008). 
Conversely, on Mars, the dichotomy itself is often topographically diffuse and the 
boundary between highland and lowland is indistinct. Furthermore, the processes 
that produced Mars’ dichotomy are poorly understood because we are limited to 
remote sensing data (i.e. visible, topographic and geophysical) from orbiters, and 
more recently, landers with seismic equipment (e.g. InSight; Daubar et al., 2018; 
Golombek et al., 2018). 

It is debated whether the origins of the dichotomy are endogenic or exogenic. 
Two primary endogenic origins are proposed: firstly, single-cell “degree-1” mantle 
convection early in Mars’ history that progressively stripped material from the 
underside of the northern lowlands and simultaneously underplated the southern 
highlands (e.g. Zhong and Zuber, 2001; Elkins-Tanton et al., 2005; Roberts and 
Zhong, 2006; Šrámek and Zhong, 2010; Citron and Zhong, 2012), and secondly, 
early, short-lived plate tectonic processes where pre-existing, thicker highland crust 
was subducted and replaced by thin lowland crust through seafloor spreading 
(Sleep, 1994). 

Alternatively, an exogenic origin is proposed in the form of one or more giant 
impact events early in Mars’ history that excavated substantial amounts of the 
northern hemisphere, and caused a gravitational collapse forming a thinner, 
younger northern crust (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008; Frey and Schultz, 1988; 
Marinova et al., 2008; Nimmo et al., 2008; Wilhelms and Squyres, 1984). Later, 
infill of the northern lowlands buried the ancient basins formed in the pre-Noachian 
(Dimitriou and McGill, 1990). This theory is primarily evidenced by the overall 
geometry of the dichotomy boundary, which traces an approximate ellipse across 
the planet that coincides with the thinned crust (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2008), and 
the established presence of large impacts (e.g. Utopia Planitia, Chryse Planitia) 
under the northern plains, but is weakened by the lack of direct evidence for such 
an impact on the southern highlands (e.g. impact ejecta). 
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2.3 A brief history of martian remote sensing 

Obtaining geologic information about the Earth is relatively straightforward. 
Geological fieldwork can be undertaken to gather quantitative and qualitative data 
that describe the geology of a region, and samples can be collected for later analytical 
study in a laboratory setting. At present, traditional fieldwork on Mars is impossible, 
and geolocated samples of the surface will not be returned to Earth until the 2030s 
at the earliest. For now, planetary geologists must instead depend on remote sensing 
data obtained through robotic missions in the form of flybys, orbiters, landers, and 
rovers, through analyses conducted onboard landed craft, as well as through the 
geochemical analysis of martian-derived meteorites found on Earth. The advent and 
advancement of each of the aforementioned spacecraft types have revealed the 
nature of the martian surface in increasing detail and are briefly described below. 

Flyby remote sensing of Mars was undertaken by spacecraft on their way past 
the planet, often en-route to other destinations beyond Mars’ orbit. The first flyby 
mission to successfully image the surface of Mars was NASA’s Mariner 4 in 1964. It 
quashed the idea that Mars was a hospitable, Earth-like world, revealing a thin 
atmosphere (Kliore et al., 1965), low surface temperatures, and a barren, heavily 
cratered landscape apparently not unlike the surface of Earth’s moon (Leighton et 
al., 1965).  

Orbiters, as their name suggests, operate in martian orbit, and have provided 
by far the largest volume of remote sensing data available for analysis. To date, 17 
operational spacecraft have successfully entered martian orbit, 8 of which are 
currently active. The first of these orbiters, Mariner 9, arrived at Mars in 1971 to 
find the surface obscured by an enormous, planet-wide dust storm. After the storm 
abated, the spacecraft acquired more than 7000 images of the surface over its 
lifetime, imaging ~95% of the surface at a resolution of 1–2 km/pixel and, for the 
first time, revealing Mars as a geologically diverse world, with river channels, 
volcanoes, valleys, smooth low-lying plains, and densely cratered highlands 
(Hartmann and Raper, 1974). Between 1976 and 1980, NASA’s Viking 1 and 2 
orbiters built upon Mariner 9’s findings with new and varied data of much higher 
quality and quantity than their pioneering predecessor. Of particular note is that 
Viking was the first mission to image the entire surface of Mars, producing a global 
mosaic with a resolution of 200-400 m/pixel (Soffen, 1976). There are currently 
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eight spacecraft in orbit: 2001 Mars Odyssey (NASA, 2001–present), Mars Express 
(ESA, 2003–present), Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (NASA, 2006–present), Mars 
Orbiter Mission ‘Mangalyaan’ (ISRO, 2014–present), MAVEN (NASA, 2014–
present), ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (ESA and Roscosmos, 2016–present), 
Emirates Mars Mission ‘Hope’ (UAESA, 2021–present), and Tianwen-1 (CNSA; 
2021–present). All of these orbiters have contributed to our understanding of Mars’ 
surface; at time of writing, approximately 95% of the planet has been imaged at 6 
m/pixel or better using the CTX imager onboard MRO (Dickson et al., 2018). 

Landers are stationary spacecraft which are delivered to, and then operate at, 
the surface. As part of the Viking program, twin landers – correspondingly also 
named Viking 1 and 2 – made the first successful operational soft landings on the 
martian surface and became the first to transmit clear images from the surface 
(Binder et al., 1977; Mutch et al., 1976). Since then, six landers have reached the 
surface and completed their science objectives, or successfully delivered a rover to 
the surface: Mars Pathfinder, Spirit Lander, Opportunity Lander, Phoenix, 
InSight, and Tianwen-1 Lander.  

Rovers are spacecraft which operate at, and traverse across, the surface. This 
mobility has several science-operation advantages over static landers, in that rovers 
can investigate much larger areas, and can move from their landing site to examine 
potentially interesting features. Six successful Mars rovers have operated at the 
surface: Sojourner (NASA, 1997), MER-A ‘Spirit’ (NASA, 2004–2011), MER-B 
‘Opportunity’ (NASA, 2004–2018), Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) ‘Curiosity’ 
(NASA, 2012–present), Mars 2020 ‘Perseverance’ (NASA, 2021–present), and 
Zhurong (CNSA, 2021–2023). Each rover has contributed to our understanding of 
the geology of the planet and provided engineering advances that informed and 
improved the design of subsequent rovers.  

NASA’s MER, MSL and Mars 2020 rovers have been particularly important in 
unravelling Mars’ aqueous history. Spirit and Opportunity searched for and 
examined rocks related to aqueous processes and established that early Mars had a 
warmer climate with substantial amounts of water, the chemistry of which may have 
been conducive to life (summarised in end of mission reports - Callas et al., 2015; 
Callas et al., 2019). Curiosity (Grotzinger et al., 2012) continues to further our 
understanding of ancient martian habitable environments by investigating the 
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geology, geochemistry, and biological potential of Gale Crater (Freissinet et al., 
2015; Grotzinger et al., 2015, 2014). Perseverance’s (Farley et al., 2020) objectives 
include searching for physical and chemical biosignatures in the sediments of an 
ancient martian fluviolacustrine system (Mangold et al., 2021), collecting and 
depositing cached samples for collection by a future Mars Sample Return mission 
(Moeller et al., 2020), and testing experimental technologies such as ISRU oxygen 
production (Hecht et al., 2021) and its accompanying mini-helicopter, Ingenuity 
(Balaram et al., 2021).  

The advent of each type of Mars spacecraft has produced paradigm shifts in 
our understanding of the red planet. The next three milestones which will make 
similarly great advancements are: (1) the Rosalind Franklin rover, due to launch in 
2028, which will for the first time drill into the martian subsurface at depths of up 
to 2 metres; the current record depth is less than 10 cm, (2) Mars Sample Return, in 
which pristine rock samples cached by the Perseverance rover will be returned to 
the Earth in the mid-2030’s for laboratory analysis, and (3) in the decades that 
follow, crewed missions to Mars, which will, at last, allow for field geology to be 
undertaken on the red planet. 
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2.4 Geologic history of Mars 

2.4.1 Introduction to martian geologic time 

Martian geologic time is conventionally subdivided into three periods: the 
Noachian (~4.1 to 3.7 Ga), the Hesperian (~3.7 Ga to 3.0 Ga), and the Amazonian 
(~3.0 Ga to present), based on the size and density of impact craters and their 
stratigraphic relationships (Hartmann and Neukum, 2001; Ivanov, 2001; Michael, 
2013; Michael and Neukum, 2010). There are multiple chronologic systems 
available that vary based on the crater production function and density function 
used; in this thesis, I will use the system defined in Michael (2013), as this is the 
most widely utilised in the literature (Figure 2.3). Another extant chronology system 
is based on martian mineralogy (e.g. Bibring et al., 2006; Figure 2.3) and divides 
the surface into a clay-forming period (Phyllosian), a sulphate-forming period 
(Theiikian) and an iron oxide-forming period (Siderikian), but this is much less 
widely used; craters are ubiquitous, observable mineralogy is not. 

 
Figure 2.3: Martian geologic timeline showing the Michael (2013) system used in this 
thesis, the Bibring et al., 2006 mineralogy-based system, and Earth’s 
chronostratigraphic system (Cohen et al., 2013; updated). 

2.4.2 Pre-Noachian Mars 

The pre-Noachian is the time between planetary formation and the start of the 
Noachian. Very little is known about the pre-Noachian, as no crust is exposed from 
this time, but it is thought that it was during this time that the hemispheric crustal 
dichotomy formed (Frey, 2006), that the planet had a strong magnetic field (Weiss 
et al., 2002) and large impacts were common (Frey, 2008; Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4: Martian geologic timeline, documenting the history of events and 
processes on Mars. The left column indicates the three geologic periods and the pre-
Noachian, and the width of each vertical process bar indicates the rate of that process 
over time. Adapted from Carr and Head (2010). 

2.4.3 Noachian Mars 

The boundary between the pre-Noachian and the Noachian is poorly defined, 
but is generally taken as the formation of the ~1700 km-diameter Hellas impact 
basin at ~4.1 Ga (Frey et al., 2003; Figure 2.4). The Noachian period (~4.1 to 3.7 Ga) 
is characterised by a high rate of impact events as a result of its coincidence with the 
Late Heavy Bombardment (Bottke and Norman, 2017; Frey, 2008), as well as the 
presence of abundant surface water, probably as a result of the liberation of volatiles 
into the martian atmosphere from high impact influx and intense, widespread 
volcanism (Werner, 2009; Figure 2.4).  

Noachian-aged surfaces provide geomorphologic evidence for widespread, 
long-lasting liquid water on the surface of Mars, in the form of abundant fluvial 
networks (e.g. Alemanno et al., 2018; Balme et al., 2020; Davis et al., 2016; Salese 
et al., 2020), alluvial plains (Davis et al., 2023, 2019; Grotzinger and Milliken, 2012; 
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Lowe et al., 2020; Malin and Edgett, 2000), fluvially-modified craters (e.g. 
Craddock and Maxwell, 1993; Forsberg-Taylor et al., 2004), crater palaeolakes (e.g. 
Boatwright and Head, 2022; Fassett and Head, 2008a; Fawdon et al., 2021a; Grant 
et al., 2008; Irwin et al., 2005; Michalski et al., 2022), and sedimentary–and likely 
alluvial and deltaic–fans (Di Achille and Hynek, 2010; Fawdon et al., 2018; Mangold 
et al., 2021; Mondro et al., 2023; Pondrelli et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2021), 
indicating that the Noachian hosted a diverse range of aqueous environments that 
together composed a complex hydrological cycle (Figure 2.5). Valley networks and 
associated inverted channels, which are common landforms on the southern 
highlands (e.g. Carr, 1995; Fassett and Head, 2008a, b; Davis et al., 2016, 2019; 
Balme et al., 2020; Fawdon et al., 2021a) indicate that Mars had prolonged or 
recurrent phases of fluvial activity, with the many dendritic channels implying 
substantial amounts of precipitation as a driving component of overland flow. In 
addition, these channelised features often terminate in sedimentary fan deposits at 
the dichotomy boundary, which may have formed along the shoreline of one or more 
long-lived oceans that existed in the northern lowlands during the Noachian (e.g. 
Clifford and Parker, 2001; Di Achille and Hynek, 2010; Duran et al., 2019; 
Rodriguez et al., 2022, 2016). In addition to the abundant morphologic evidence for 
widespread aqueous environments in Mars’ ancient past, the majority (~88%) of 
large, stratified, clay-bearing exposures occur in Noachian-aged terrains, showing 
that the prolonged, widespread aqueous alteration required to form the clays 
predominantly occurred during (and possibly slightly before) the Noachian (Tanaka 
et al., 2014; Ye and Michalski, 2022).  
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Figure 2.5: Examples of geomorphologic features observed on Noachian-aged terrains 
that indicate the diversity of water-related processes active on the surface at this time; 
a) daytime THEMIS global mosaic image of dendritic fluvial networks in Warrego 
Valles (from Carr, 2012), b) alluvial plains in Oxia Planum indicated by inverted 
channel landforms (CaSSIS NPB (Near-Pan-Blue, see Chapter 3.3.1), 
MY36_018354_017), c) fluvially-modified craters in a heavily degraded landscape near 
Auqakuh Vallis (CTX mosaic), d) colour HRSC image of Holden crater, which supported 
a Noachian palaeolake (e.g. Grant et al., 2008), e) night-time THEMIS global mosaic of 
the Hypanis and Magong deltas, f) finely stratified deposits in the Mawrth Vallis region 
(HiRISE IRB (IR-Red-Blue, see Chapter 3.3.1), PSP_004052_2045). 

 
Combined, the geomorphological and compositional observations show that 

Mars hosted a complex hydrologic system in the Noachian, possibly in a long-lived 
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‘warm and wet’ climate supported by an atmosphere of approximately 1 bar (e.g. 
Carr, 1999; Melosh and Vickery, 1989). However, this is at odds with a number of 
factors: firstly, the sun’s luminosity was ~25% weaker during the Noachian and is 
unlikely to have provided enough radiation to sustain the atmosphere required for 
the observed hydrologic systems for significant amounts of geologic time (Read et 
al., 2015). Secondly, substantial carbonate-rich deposits would be expected to form 
under a thick atmosphere of CO2 with substantial surface weathering, however, only 
small carbonate outcrops are observed on Mars today (Niles et al., 2013). Thirdly, 
climate models which invoke a >1 bar, CO2-rich atmosphere fail to produce global 

temperatures above 0°C (e.g. Forget et al., 2013; Wordsworth et al., 2013), a 

prerequisite condition for many of the water-formed landforms observed on 
Noachian terrains. This has led to the development of a ‘cold and dry’ Noachian 
climate hypothesis in which the observable morphologic features were produced by 
recurrent, short-lived episodic warming with liquid water sourced through incipient 
melting of highland ice deposits during brief climatic excursions caused by 
volcanism or impact events (e.g. Wordsworth, 2016).  

2.4.4 Hesperian and Amazonian Mars 

The Hesperian period (~3.7 to 3.0 Ga) is characterised by diminished geologic 
activity (Figure 2.4), with environmental conditions becoming colder and more arid. 
Contemporaneously, there was a decrease in the size and frequency of impact events 
(Hartmann and Neukum, 2001). Volcanism continued to be an important 
landscape-forming process in the Hesperian (Robbins et al., 2011), with activity 
continuing (albeit at a slightly decreased rate) in more confined regions: in Tharsis 
(Werner, 2009), Hesperia Planum (Broquet and Andrews-Hanna, 2023), Syrtis 
Major (Fawdon, 2016), and in the northern lowland regions (Tanaka et al., 2005); 
approximately 30% of the surface of Mars is covered by Hesperian-aged volcanic 
plains (Carr and Head, 2010). Replacing the phyllosilicate-dominated water-rock 
interactions of the Noachian, water-rock interactions in the Hesperian 
predominantly generated hydrated sulphates, indicative of alteration in a colder 
climate by ice or cold, acidic water (Ehlmann et al., 2011; Poulet et al., 2005). Like 
in the Noachian, Hesperian fluvial activity was concentrated in the southern 
highlands, but at a diminished rate after a particularly intense period of valley 
network incision and fluvial modification at the Noachian-Hesperian boundary 
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(Hynek et al., 2010). Thereafter, Noachian-style fluvial activity either ceased 
completely, or was short-lived in the cold Hesperian climate (Hauber et al., 2013; 
Mangold and Ansan, 2006; Wilson et al., 2016). The decrease in liquid water 
availability at Mars’ surface reflects that much of its water became locked into a 
subsurface cryosphere as the planet cooled (Andrews-Hanna and Lewis, 2011), or 
was removed through atmospheric loss to space (Carr and Head, 2015; Lillis et al., 
2015). Occasional warming events (probably a result of impact events or volcanism) 
melted localised sections of the cryosphere, creating catastrophic outflow channels 
that flowed into the northern lowlands (Baker, 2009; Baker and Milton, 1974). Such 
events may have created short-lived Hesperian northern oceans (e.g. Sharp and 
Malin, 1975; Clifford, 1993; Clifford and Parker, 2001; Baker, 2009; Rodriguez et 
al., 2015, 2022), although these likely froze quickly (Hynek et al., 2010).  

The Amazonian period (~3.0 Ga to present; Figure 2.4) is characterised by 
extremely cold environmental conditions with extreme surface aridity. The 
Amazonian climate has remained broadly unchanged throughout the past 3 Gyr, and 
has predominantly been controlled by deviations in Mars’ orbital parameters (e.g. 
eccentricity, inclination, and declination) across geologic time scales (Kieffer and 
Zent, 1992; Kreslavsky and Head, 2006; Laskar et al., 2002). In comparison with 
the older periods, the Amazonian represents a marked quiescence of geological 
activity (Carr and Head, 2010). Volcanism, although still present, is confined to the 
large igneous provinces of Tharsis and Elysium, which were active in some locations 
until ~ 100 Ma (Hauber et al., 2013; Werner, 2009). Surface morphogenesis in the 
Amazonian is controlled primarily through continued impact cratering, ground-ice 
processes as water was sequestered as ice in near-surface and polar regions (Balme 
et al., 2013), volcanism, and aeolian processes. 
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2.5 Chryse Planitia 

2.5.1 Geography and geology 

Chryse Planitia is a ~1200 km-diameter, quasi-circular basin situated in Mars’ 
northern hemisphere (Figure 2.6). Dominated by low-lying plains it is bounded 
along its eastern, southern, and western rim by heavily cratered highland terrains: 
to the east and southeast by Arabia Terra, to the south-southeast by Margaritifer 
Terra, to the southwest by Xanthe Terra and Lunae Planum, and to the west by 
Tempe Terra (e.g. Frey and Schultz, 1988; Greeley et al., 1977; Tanaka et al., 2005). 
Situated around the highland margin in southern Chryse Planitia are thousands of 
kilometre-scale isolated mounds, which are the focus of this thesis. In the north it is 
open to, and shares a gradational boundary with, the plains of Acidalia Planitia and 
the rest of Vastitas Borealis.  

 
Figure 2.6: MOLA DEM (463 m/pixel) showing a globe projection of the Chryse Planitia 
region. The approximate margin of the impact basin (diameter of ~1200 km) is indicated 
by dashed line. The surrounding highland and lowland terrains are labelled. Also shown 
are the Hesperian-aged outflow channels that drain into Chryse Planitia: Kasei Vallis 
(KV), Chryse Chaos (CC), Tiu Valles (TV), Ares Vallis (AV), as well as the Noachian-aged 
Mawrth Vallis (MV). 
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Chryse Planitia is thought to have formed as the result of a large impact event 
(Frey, 2006; Schultz et al., 1982), and is generally accepted as a type example of an 
ancient (> 4.0 Ga), infilled, and highly degraded impact basin (Pan et al., 2019). It 
is likely to be older than the better-preserved large impact basins on Mars (i.e. 
Argyre, Isidis, and Hellas), and occurred after dichotomy formation (Pan et al., 
2019). Soon after formation, it underwent substantial crustal relaxation and surface 
modification (Pan et al., 2019). The northern rim is topographically undetectable 
and its location can only be inferred by the presence of a strongly positive Bouguer 
gravity anomaly (Genova et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2019) caused by high density 
material emplaced high in the crust during the impact process under the Chryse 
basin (Pan et al., 2019). CRISM and OMEGA detections of phyllosilicate clay 
minerals are common on the Noachian-aged margins of Chryse Planitia (Carter et 
al., 2022, 2015), particularly in the Mawrth Vallis (see Section 2.6 and summary in 
Poulet et al., 2020) and Oxia Planum (see Section 2.7; Brossier et al., 2022; Mandon 
et al., 2021; Parkes-Bowen et al., 2022; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021) regions. 

 The exceptional size of the Chryse basin, its openness with the wider northern 
plains, and its proximity to the southern highlands, means it probably acted as a 
sedimentary sink for much of the detritus shed from the surrounding highland 
terrains in the Noachian and Hesperian (Oehler and Allen, 2010). Several 
Hesperian-aged catastrophic outflow channels including Ares Vallis, Tiu Valles, and 
Kasei Valles debouch into Chryse Planitia from the surrounding highlands, locally 
dissecting the basin margin (Baker, 2009; Rodriguez et al., 2015; Figure 2.6). The 
Noachian-aged Mawrth Vallis drains into the lowlands of Acidalia Planitia east of 
the proposed margin of the Chryse basin (see section 2.7). 

2.5.2 State of the art: circum-Chryse mounds 

The mounds of southern Chryse Planitia have previously been referred to as 
buttes, mesas, and knobs, irrespective of their morphologies (Fawdon et al., 2018; 
Loizeau et al., 2012; Michalski and Dobrea, 2007; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2019; 
Rodríguez et al., 2007). In terrestrial geomorphologic settings, these terms denote 
specific geographic features; the most widely accepted definition of a butte is: “a 
small steep-sided and flat-topped hill, built of flat lying soft rocks capped by a more 
resistant layer (...) surrounded by a plain” (Migoń, 2004). A mesa is “a flat-topped 
landform, bounded from all sides by steep escarpments, and standing distinctly 
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above the surrounding country” (Bryan, 1923). The distinction between butte and 
mesa is indistinct, with one author suggesting that “when the diameter is 
approximately equal to, or less than the height, the name butte is applied” (King, 
1942). A knob is poorly defined in both terrestrial and martian geomorphology, but 
is generally used to described rounded hills or mountains. Whilst many individual 
mounds fit the definition of mesas, buttes, and knobs, none of these terms are a 
catch-all to describe all of the landforms in the study. As such, in this thesis, I use a 
simple umbrella term ‘mound’ to describe all the isolated, positive relief landforms 
in the study region. Characteristics of these positive relief features in Oxia Planum 
have been briefly described before (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; see section 2.7) 
however, no comprehensive, qualitative descriptions of their wider characteristics, 
or quantitative studies of their distribution or morphologies exist.  

Rotto and Tanaka (1995) used Viking images to interpret the broad mound-
containing region to consist of two intergrading units of “knobby terrain”, dating 
from the Middle to Late Hesperian. They suggest two phases of knobby terrain 
formation: the first in the Late Noachian concurrent with Mawrth Vallis incision, 
and a second in the Early to Middle Hesperian. In Oxia Planum, the mounds overlie 
the ~4.0 Ga clay-bearing materials that are a primary target for the Rosalind 
Franklin rover (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Mounds in northern Xanthe Terra may 
overlie sections of the Hypanis Vallis terminal fan delta, a >970 km2 Late Noachian-
Early Hesperian sediment fan (Adler et al., 2019; Fawdon et al., 2018; Hauber et al., 
2009). Some sections of the delta may be considerably older than this age, however, 
so this cannot be reliably used to constrain the age of the mounds (Fawdon et al., 
2018). 

The ‘knobby terrain’ units that are mapped and described in Rotto and Tanaka 
(1995) are postulated to be comprised of debris flow material that originated from 
the south. They suggest the mounds themselves consist of highly degraded crater 
rims or other isolated peaks comprising highland plateau material, with the 
embaying interknob dark plains material interpreted as ‘reworked deposits’ and lava 
flows (Rotto and Tanaka, 1995, 1991). Rodríguez et al. (2007) suggest that the 
mounds on the boundary between Xanthe Terra and Chryse Planitia could have 
been formed by a variety of processes including thermokarst activity, sedimentary 
volcanism, or groundwater sapping and runoff. They suggest that near-surface 
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groundwater emergence along densely packed faults could have played a role in 
mound formation. 

Michalski and Dobrea (2007) noted that a population of mounds in the area 
near the mouth of Mawrth Vallis exhibit clay-bearing layers in their exposed flanks 
that resemble those found in the Mawrth Vallis plateau (Loizeau et al., 2012, 2007; 
Noe Dobrea et al., 2009; Poulet et al., 2020, 2008). This study implies, but does not 
explicitly state, that that these mounds could be related to the Mawrth Vallis plateau. 
These clay-bearing mounds are surrounded by dark, smooth material that lacks the 
aqueous alteration observed in the Mawrth Vallis plateau strata (Loizeau et al., 
2007). This dark plains-forming material pervades the Chryse Planitia region and 
corresponds to the Late Noachian-Early Hesperian HNCc1 and Late Hesperian HCc2 
units of Tanaka et al. (2005). The source of this dark material is uncertain, but the 
lack of aqueous alteration signatures and presence of pyroxene in spectral data 
(Loizeau et al., 2007) suggest that the materials that compose these plains may be 
of mafic volcanic or volcaniclastic origin. Loizeau et al. (2012) measured the crater 
retention model age of these dark plains, finding that they were emplaced ~3.55 Gyr, 
which is in agreement with estimated ages of the HNCc1 unit (Tanaka et al., 2005). 
Despite the observation that the dark plains material embays the mounds in the 
mouth of Mawrth Vallis (Loizeau et al., 2012), the relationship between the mounds 
and the plains material elsewhere along the flanks of Chryse Planitia is still unclear.  
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2.6 Mawrth Vallis 

2.6.1 Introduction 

Mawrth Vallis is a valley located in north-western Arabia Terra (Figure 2.7). 
The primary channel winds north-westwards through Arabia Terra for 640 km, 
before reaching the dichotomy boundary and opening out into the northern 
lowlands in eastern Chryse Planitia. At its greatest extent, the channel has a 
maximum width of 20 km and depth of 2 km. The Mawrth Vallis region is 
particularly noted for its extensive clay-bearing strata, exposed primarily on the top 
of the plateau surrounding the main channel. These outcrops are the surface 
expression of the most laterally extensive and stratigraphically thickest 
accumulation of phyllosilicate-bearing material on Mars, and are interpretated to 
preserve evidence of ancient aqueous environments where liquid water was 
abundant (e.g. Bishop et al., 2013; Loizeau et al., 2007; McKeown et al., 2009; 
Michalski and Dobrea, 2007; Noe Dobrea et al., 2010; Poulet et al., 2005).  
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Figure 2.7: Geographic setting of Mawrth Vallis showing: a) HRSC DTM and hillshade 
of regional topography and location on the dichotomy boundary relative to Arabia 
Terra and Chryse Planitia, and b) CTX mosaic showing widespread bright-toned clay-
bearing outcrops on the highlands surrounding Mawrth Vallis. 
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The Mawrth Vallis alteration assemblage is over 200 m thick, and crops out 
over nearly 2 km of topographic relief across the Mawrth Vallis region (Poulet et al., 
2020). Similar assemblages have been observed in outcrops throughout western 
Arabia Terra (Noe Dobrea et al., 2010). The alteration assemblage is characterised 
by two main units (Figure 2.8; e.g. Poulet et al., 2005, 2008; Loizeau et al., 2007, 
2012; Bishop et al., 2008; Noe Dobrea et al., 2010): an upper unit, up to 50 m in 
thickness, composed of Al-rich smectites, kaolins, and hydrated silica, and a lower 
unit, up to 200 m in thickness, dominated by Fe/Mg-rich smectites (predominantly 
thought to be nontronite, a dioctahedral Fe3+-bearing clay mineral) and/or 
vermiculite (an Fe/Mg-rich clay mineral formed through alteration of other 
phyllosilicate minerals, pyroxenes, or other Mg-rich silicates; de la Calle and Suquet, 
1988). This alteration sequence, with Al-rich phyllosilicates stratigraphically 
positioned above Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates, is a relationship common across 
Noachian-aged terrains on Mars where surface conditions (e.g. dust) permit 
observations of the bedrock spectra (e.g. Carter et al., 2022; Poulet et al., 2005; Ye 
and Michalski, 2022). Within these basic units, there are substantial variations in 
mineralogy and lithology (Figure 2.8), making the Mawrth Vallis region one of the 
most mineralogically diverse locations on the planet, with multiple depositional and 
geochemical alteration palaeoenvironments represented in the stratigraphy here. 
Additional subordinate mineral phases, such as sulphates including alunite, jarosite, 
and bassanite (Farrand et al., 2009; Wray et al., 2010), zeolites (Bishop and Rampe, 
2016), mica (Bishop et al., 2008; Poulet et al., 2014), and possibly carbonates 
(Bultel et al., 2019), have also been identified from orbit. Unconformably draping 
the altered lower and upper units is a thin, regionally-extensive dark-toned capping 
unit with a non-hydrated mafic composition (Loizeau et al., 2007; Noe Dobrea et 
al., 2010). 
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Figure 2.8: Simplified stratigraphic column for the Mawrth Vallis region, showing the 
thicknesses, mineral assemblages and geologic features observed for the lower unit, 
upper unit, and the capping unit. Adapted from Poulet et al. (2020). 

2.6.2 The lower Mawrth Vallis unit 

The lower Mawrth Vallis unit is comprised primarily of Fe/Mg-rich 
phyllosilicates that correspond spectrally to nontronite (an Fe-rich smectite), and 
vermiculite (an Fe/Mg-rich clay mineral), or mixed-layer clays (Loizeau et al., 2010, 
2007; Noe Dobrea et al., 2010; Poulet et al., 2005). At the lowest observable sections 
of this unit, detections of primary igneous minerals such as plagioclase and 
pyroxenes have been made (Poulet et al., 2008). The Fe/Mg-smectite deposits have 
a thickness of approximately 200 m, and are characterised by complex metre-scale 
layering suggesting multiple (and possibly varied) depositional events over a long 
period (Loizeau et al., 2015, 2007). Significantly, the base of this unit has not been 
observed, due to a lack of exposure at the base of the Mawrth Vallis plateau. As a 
result its phyllosilicate geochemistry and morphology, as well as the nature of the 
material directly underlying the hydrated sequence, is unknown. Putative ancient 
channels, cross sets, and undulating layering observed in the exposed walls of 
craters atop the Mawrth Vallis plateau indicate that deposition may have occurred 
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in shoreline, alluvial, and aeolian settings (Lowe et al., 2020), or through pyroclastic 
ashfall processes (Michalski and Dobrea, 2007), although these studies cover only a 
small section of the plateau and may not be representative of the entire terrain.  

Above the lower unit, at the interface with the upper unit, is an inconsistently 
observed boundary that appears enriched in Fe2+ relative to the rest of the lower unit 
(Figure 2.8), possibly indicating a shift to alteration in more acidic waters with 
changing surface redox conditions (Bishop, 2020). Detections of sulphates such as 
bassanite or jarosite (Farrand et al., 2009; Wray et al., 2010) have been made within 
the Fe/Mg-rich unit, suggesting drier phases within a predominantly wetter 
sequence. Many lower regions of the Fe/Mg-bearing clays are intensely fractured, 
and elongate, halo-bounded fractures up to 2 m in width are common. These halo-
bound fractures are likely to be the result of subsurface post-alteration fluid 
circulation, with mineral precipitation occurring in and around the fractures 
(Loizeau et al., 2015; Poulet et al., 2020). Subsurface alteration in a hydrothermal 
scenario is generally not considered to be responsible for the widespread alteration 
at Mawrth Vallis; hydrothermal settings are usually highly localised and can 
therefore not be ascribed to regional alteration (Poulet et al., 2020).  

2.6.3 The upper Mawrth Vallis unit 

The upper Mawrth Vallis unit lies stratigraphically above the lower unit, and 
its clay mineralogy is dominated by Al-rich smectites such as montmorillonite 
(Poulet et al., 2005) and kaolinite-group minerals (Bishop et al., 2008; McKeown 
et al., 2009; Noe Dobrea et al., 2010; Wray et al., 2008), as well as opaline silica 
(Bishop et al., 2008; Michalski and Fergason, 2009). At its greatest stratigraphic 
thickness, it reaches approximately 50 m, although typical thicknesses are closer to 
~10 m (Figure 2.8). Three models for the formation of this chemostratigraphically 
distinct layer are proposed in Michalski et al. (2013): firstly, a leaching model based 
on terrestrial examples (e.g. Gaudin et al., 2005), in which precursor Fe/Mg-rich 
smectites are chemically weathered by persistent precipitation and/or overland 
flow, where soluble cations of Mg2+, Na+, Ca2+, and K+, as well as chemically unstable 
mineral phases, are leached away from the host rock by water action leaving the 
uppermost sections of the bedrock relatively enriched in insoluble cations such as 
Al3+ and Fe3+ (e.g. Gaudin et al., 2011). A second, sedimentary model invokes 
Walther’s Law, in which compositionally distinct strata are deposited over time 
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through lateral migration of environments, resulting in stratigraphic changes in 
rock type. In this scenario, the boundary between the lower and upper units is not a 
superimposed chemical boundary as in the previous model, but a distinct 
stratigraphic marker for a change in the martian environment, possibly indicating 
an unconformable boundary or a rapid environmental shift. A third model suggests 
that a layer of ice, overlying a highly eroded substrate, hosted a weathering 
environment that altered entrapped dust; removal of this ice through sublimation 
or melting formed ‘intimately mixed alteration minerals’ that mantled the substrate. 
The first model, invoking the leaching of soluble cations, is the most widely accepted 
model in the literature (e.g. Poulet et al., 2020). 

2.6.4 Authigenic or detrital? 

A persistent problem in our understanding of Mawrth Vallis lies in whether 
the Fe/Mg-rich clays are primarily detrital or authigenic, and, if it is the latter, 
whether alteration primarily happened contemporaneously with deposition in a 
submarine or subaerial setting, or post-deposition in a subsurface environment. 
Whilst the formational settings of the clay minerals and the layers in which they lie 
are not well understood, three distinct authigenic possibilities can be considered: 1) 
formation through subsurface alteration of mafic or ultramafic rocks; 2) in a 
subaerial environment in a moderate water-to-rock ratio environment within a 
closed system; or 3) through the submarine weathering of volcanics (e.g. Bishop et 
al., 2013, 2008; Bishop and Rampe, 2016; Horgan et al., 2013; Loizeau et al., 2012; 
Michalski et al., 2010; Michalski and Dobrea, 2007).  

Alternatively, in the non-authigenic scenario, alteration of rock to clay could 
have occurred elsewhere, and was followed by erosion and aqueous transport of 
those clay minerals to Mawrth Vallis (Michalski and Dobrea, 2007). It is generally 
accepted that, due to its mineralogy, relative thinness, and conforming relationship 
with topography, that the upper Al-rich unit was predominantly formed through 
leaching of soluble cations of the topmost sections of the Fe/Mg-rich lower unit in a 
moist, acidic, pedogenic setting (i.e. model 1 in Michalski and Dobrea (2007)). There 
is far less consensus on the origin of the Fe/Mg-rich unit, with a lack of overlap 
between good, continuous bedrock exposure and high-resolution visible or spectral 
data meaning that stratigraphic variation in clay chemistry is difficult to 
comprehend at both the outcrop and basin scales. 
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2.6.5 Channel formation age and stratigraphic relationships 

It is shown in Loizeau et al. (2007, 2010) and Michalski and Dobrea (2007) 
that the geomorphic work that formed the primary channel occurred after 
deposition of the Fe/Mg-rich clays, as they are crosscut. The crosscut layers 
themselves, however, subtly dip into the location of the primary channel, suggesting 
that they were already dipping in that direction before the channel formed, and that 
another ‘palaeo-Mawrth’ channel existed prior to their deposition (Loizeau et al., 
2012). The Al-phyllosilicate-rich upper unit formed after the last phase of channel 
formation, evidenced by the topographic mantling of the unit down the valley walls 
(Wray et al., 2008), and the presence of in situ upper unit material on the valley 
floor (Bishop et al., 2013). 

2.6.6 Mawrth Vallis regional history 

The following regional history is adapted from material in Loizeau et al. (2012) 
and Poulet et al. (2020), and can be broadly split in to six phases. It is summarised 
here, and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.9. 

1. Stratigraphic relationships with other regional features indicate that the 
bulk of the plateau, including the majority of the layered strata, was in 
situ by approximately 4.0-3.9 Ga, in the early to mid-Noachian (Loizeau 
et al., 2012). It is at this time that the lowest sections of the Fe/Mg-rich 
smectite-bearing strata were deposited (including the 
plagioclase/pyroxene-bearing regions; Poulet et al., 2008) possibly as 
pyroclastic or first-order sedimentary materials in a 
fluvial/aeolian/palustrine setting (Lowe et al., 2020; Michalski and 
Dobrea, 2007). It is unclear whether these lowest sections represent the 
deposition of detrital pre-altered sediment, whether it was altered 
contemporaneously with deposition, or whether alteration occurred 
significantly after deposition. Regardless, the present observed 
mineralogy of this section suggests low-temperature alteration, 
sustained aqueous activity, and a moderate water-rock ratio. 

2. Continued deposition of the layered material occurred throughout the 
middle Noachian (around 3.9 Ga), possibly with coeval alteration, 
which progressively covered the pre-existing strata and caused 
hydraulic fracturing of the sediments nearer the bottom of the stack 
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(Poulet et al., 2020), suggesting burial depths on the order of 
approximately ~1 km (Caswell and Milliken, 2017). There may have 
been subsurface circulation of fluids at or shortly after this time, 
evidenced by the halo-bound fractures seen in the lower sections of the 
stratigraphy (Kinzelman and Horgan, 2019). It is likely that the large 
craters of Oyama and McLaughlin formed during or shortly after the 
majority of the plateau strata were deposited, although estimations of 
their ages range from 4.1–3.8 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012; Michalski et al., 
2019). The primary channel as visible today is also likely to have formed 
at this time. 

3. The late Noachian saw substantial reworking of the lower unit, 
evidenced by eroded and redeposited clay-rich material on the floor of 
Oyama Crater (Loizeau et al., 2012). It is at this time around ~3.8 Ga 
that nearby McLaughlin crater hosted a ~500 m deep lake that acted as 
a sink for detrital material shed from the highlands (Michalski et al., 
2019). The lack of true rims or ejecta for Oyama and McLaughlin craters 
suggest substantial erosion has happened since their formation; this 
erosion could be contemporaneous with the reworking event. This is 
also consistent with the fact that the heavily fractured lower unit 
sections of the plateau are also no longer buried by material of the 
required thickness to hydraulically create observed fractures. Between 
3.8 and 3.7 Ga, the emplacement of the upper unit occurred, either 
through primary deposition, or modification through leaching of the 
top section of the pre-existing stratigraphy (Loizeau et al., 2012). 
Various surface and subaerial geochemical and depositional 
environments are proposed, with fluvial activity occurring on the top of 
the plateau and pedogenesis affecting the upper part of the landscape 
to form the upper unit (Bishop et al., 2008; Loizeau et al., 2007; 
Mangold et al., 2010).  

4. After the emplacement of the upper unit, colder, drier conditions 
prevailed at the Noachian/Hesperian boundary. No more substantial 
alteration is recorded at this point (Loizeau et al., 2012), and sulphates 
are observed in depressions at the top of the sequence (Farrand et al., 
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2014; Michalski et al., 2010), indicating protracted, cold, acidic 
conditions. 

5. The final major unit of the Mawrth Vallis region, the dark capping unit, 
was emplaced 3.7-3.6 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012). This ~10 m thick unit is 
likely of pyroclastic origin, given its draping morphology across a large 
area at a range of elevations (Loizeau et al., 2012; Noe Dobrea et al., 
2010), and its non-hydrous, pyroxene and plagioclase-bearing spectra 
indicate that regional aqueous alteration had ceased prior to its 
emplacement (Loizeau et al., 2007). It is exposed as elongate and 
circular mesas (i.e. inverted channels and impact craters), indicating 
erosion continued after its deposition; the erosional agent is likely to be 
wind owing to the unaltered spectral signature of the unit. 

6. The final stage of Mawrth Vallis’ history is simultaneously the longest, 
and the least complex. From the early Hesperian to the present (a span 
of over 3.5 Gyr), the region has been progressively exhumed by aeolian 
processes. The dark capping unit preserves the underlying clay-bearing 
units in some regions, and in others, has been removed, exposing the 
ancient plateau-forming hydrous material. 
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Figure 2.9: Stratigraphic history of the Mawrth Vallis region, adapted from Poulet et 
al. (2020), with each numbered panel corresponding to the text in section 2.6.6. Colours 
and units are the same as shown in Figure 2.8. 1) progressive deposition and alteration 
of the lower section of the lower unit; 2) continued deposition and alteration of the lower 
unit with heavy fracturing in the lowest sections of the stratigraphy; 3) reworking of 
the lower unit followed by leaching of soluble cations in the upper ~10’s of metres to 
form the Al-rich unit; 4) deposition of sulphates at the surface indicating colder, more 
arid conditions in the region; 5) emplacement of the dark capping unit, likely through 
airfall processes indicating the end of widespread alteration processes; 6) wind erosion 
throughout the Hesperian and Amazonian. 
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2.7 Oxia Planum 

Oxia Planum is the proposed destination (ESA and The ExoMars 2018 Landing 
Site Selection Working Group (LSSWG), 2014) for the European Space Agency’s 
ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover (Vago et al., 2017; Figure 2.10). Located on the 
margin of Arabia Terra and Chryse Planitia, the region occupies expansive plains 
with ancient, expansive clay-bearing bedrock exposure and low relief (Quantin-
Nataf et al., 2021). This section describes the geography and geology of Oxia Planum 
following the informal naming conventions of Fawdon et al. (2021b), and provides 
a summary of the ExoMars rover mission in order to place this thesis into its 
research framework.  
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Figure 2.10: The geographic setting of the Oxia Planum region, showing the elevation 
from CTX DTM and hillshade from Fawdon et al. (2021b) overlying the global daytime 
THEMIS mosaic. Shown are three channels from the Coogoon Valles system, as well as 
major named craters and Sardinia Lacus (SL). The location of the European Space 
Agency’s Rosalind Franklin ExoMars rover 1-sigma and 3-sigma landing ellipses (as 
calculated in February 2022) are indicated; it is likely that the location of these ellipses 
will shift slightly, based on new orbital parameters before the new Rosalind Franklin 
launch dates in 2028. 

2.7.1 Geological summary 

The oldest bedrock exposed in Oxia Planum is the Noachian-aged ‘clay bearing 
plains unit’ (e.g. Brossier et al., 2022; Fawdon et al., 2021b; Ivanov et al., 2020; 
Mandon et al., 2021; Molina et al., 2017; Parkes-Bowen et al., 2022; Quantin-Nataf 
et al., 2021), which crops out across the entire landing site region (Figure 2.11). The 
clay-bearing plains are bright-toned, highly fractured, low-relief regions that have 
spectral signatures consistent with detections of phyllosilicates by OMEGA 
(Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité; Bibring et al., 2004) 
and absorption spectra in hyperspectral CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imaging 
Spectrometer for Mars; Murchie et al., 2007) data. The phyllosilicates are likely to 
be Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates such as vermiculite and/or smectite clays such as 
saponite, ferrosaponite, or nontronite (Parkes-Bowen et al., 2022; Brossier et al., 
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2022; Carter et al., 2016; Mandon et al., 2021). The plains material is stratified 
(although the flat topography and regolith cover of Oxia Planum makes direct 
observation of layering difficult outside of impact crater walls): stratal thicknesses 
appear to range between <1 m and ~3 m, and the unit appears to conform to the 
topography of the regional slope  (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Excavated material 
from impacts across the region suggest that anhydrous, unaltered material is 
present at a depth of at least ~250 m (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). There are at least 
two distinct geologic members within the plains unit (Mandon et al., 2021): a lower 
member, at least 200 m thick, which exhibits orange tones in HiRISE IRB and 
CaSSIS images and contains closely spaced metre-scale fractures, and overlying this, 
an upper member, which is tens of m thick and exhibits blue-white tones in HiRISE 
IRB and CaSSIS images and contains more widely spaced decametre-scale fractures 
(Parkes Bowen et al., 2022; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). This unit will be the focus 
of Rosalind Franklin’s biosignature detection and surface/subsurface aqueous 
environment investigations.  
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Figure 2.11: The primary geologic units in Oxia Planum; a) the clay-bearing plains with 
both the upper ‘blue’ member and lower ‘orange’ member shown (CaSSIS RGB 
MY36_016394_162); b) HiRISE IRB image of the decametre-scale fractures and hue of 
the upper ‘blue’ member, from Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021); c) HiRISE IRB image of the 
metre-scale fractures and hue of the lower ‘orange’ member, from Quantin-Nataf et al. 
(2021); the Oxia Planum sedimentary fan complex at the terminus of Coogoon Valles – the 
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margin of the fan is shown by the yellow dashes; e) a cluster of mounds in Oxia Planum 
(CaSSIS RGB MY36_016394_162); d) the dark resistant unit at Sardinia Lacus, infilling 
craters within the clay-bearing unit (outcrop 1) and as a positive-relief mesa indicating 
terrain inversion through erosional processes (outcrop 2). 

Superposed on the clay-bearing unit is a heavily modified fan-shaped 
sedimentary deposit (Figure 2.11), which also has a Noachian age (3.84 – 4.0 Ga; 
Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). The fan feature is ~10 km long, up to 80 m thick, and 
contains crisp, continuous metre-scale layering. It has been interpreted as a delta, 
suggesting the presence of a standing body of water in the Oxia Planum basin in the 
Noachian (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Coogoon Valles is a complex, ~100 km long 
fluvial channel system that terminates at the delta-fan in Oxia Planum (Fawdon et 
al., 2021a; Molina et al., 2017). It is shown to incise the clay-bearing materials of 
Oxia Planum and western Arabia Terra, so therefore must postdate the clay-bearing 
plains – a hypothesis which is reinforced by crater-size frequency data (Molina et 
al., 2017; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Linear features on the surface of the delta are 
interpreted as infilled channels, and the overlapping lobate terminations are 
interpreted as individual delta lobes which occurred at the mouth of distributary 
channels  (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). This fan system is similar in age and 
morphology to the Hypanis Vallis fan on the western rim of Chryse Planitia (e.g. 
Fawdon et al., 2018). The Coogoon Valles outlet delta-fan was deposited over a 
substantial time period—possibly on the order of tens of millions of years—as shown 
by the presence of interbedded impact craters with diameters of tens to hundreds of 
metres  (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). 

Also rising topographically above the clay-bearing plains is a population of 
mounds (Figure 2.11), which are observed to be continuous with the circum-Chryse 
population discussed in section 2.5.2. The mounds are easily distinguishable from 
the clay-bearing units of Oxia Planum by their low thermal inertias, as well as their 
characteristically high albedos and pronounced relief and shapes (Quantin-Nataf et 
al., 2021). They range considerably in tone and roughness, and some are observed 
to contain curvilinear ridges. The mounds are very clearly smaller in Oxia Planum 
than further into the Chryse basin, and here are suggested to be the remnants of an 
almost completely eroded layer, for which there is likely to be no other exposure or 
extant stratigraphic section elsewhere in the region (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). 
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In some areas of the clay-bearing plains where no elevated hydrous signatures 
are recorded, a <5 m thick, intermediate albedo mantling unit is present (Quantin-
Nataf et al., 2021). This unit appears to drape the underlying plains as well as the 
margins of the delta-fan system, implying that it postdates both features. In areas 
where the mantling unit is discontinuous, the presence of small quasi-circular 
outliers interpreted as inverted crater-fill suggests this unit was once far more 
extensive  (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021).  

A widespread, thin, dark resistant unit (Figure 2.11), exists in the topographic 
lows of Oxia Planum, and as high-relief mesas  (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). It is 
easily recognised by its superposing stratigraphic position, low albedo, rugged 
texture, and high relief. Its thickness is reported to be a maximum of ~20 m 
(Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), although recent investigations have suggested it is only 
a few metres thick, superposed on high-relief materials of another origin (Fawdon 
et al., 2021b). An Amazonian (~2.6 Ga) crater-retention age is reported as a 
minimum age  (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), although the study area was only 83 
km2, and only 100-500 m-diameter craters were used in the crater-counting, so a 
considerably older age cannot be ruled out. Two origins are suggested for this unit: 
1) a sedimentary origin, and 2) a volcanic origin. The material appears to gather in 
topographic lows, suggesting that it could be water-lain (Molina et al., 2017), 
although most depositional processes preferentially occur in topographic lows, so 
this is not a conclusive observation. The unit has an anhydrous unaltered mafic 
composition  (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), as well as a massive appearance and 
apparent resistance to erosion, suggesting it could be volcanic in origin. A conclusive 
composition, source, and depositional environment for the material has not been 
identified. 

2.7.2 The research context for the ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover 

mission 

The ExoMars rover, also known as Rosalind Franklin, is a European Space 
Agency (ESA) mission designed to explore the surface and subsurface of Oxia 
Planum in search of signs of past and present life (Figure 2.12; Vago et al., 2017). 
Originally scheduled to launch in 2016, 2018 and 2020, before being delayed to 
2022 by engineering issues and the COVID-19 pandemic, it is now scheduled to 
launch no earlier than 2028 owing to the severing of cooperation between ESA and 
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Roscosmos (ESA’s former mission partner and previous provider of the rover’s 
Kazachok landing platform) as a result of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in early 2022. 

 
Figure 2.12: The ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover in its 2022 configuration with 
annotations showing the locations of its analytical instruments and navigational systems. 

The rover (Figure 2.12) will use its Pasteur payload comprising nine analytical 
instruments to investigate the geology and geochemistry of the surface and near 
subsurface within a ~100 km-long 3-sigma landing ellipse (Quantin-Nataf et al., 
2021). The onboard instruments are a panoramic camera system (Panoramic 
Camera; PanCam), an IR spectrometer (Infrared Spectrometer for ExoMars; 
ISEM; a Roscosmos instrument likely to be replaced with a European-built 
spectrometer with comparable operating capabilities), a ground-penetrating radar 
(Water Ice and Subsurface Deposit Observation on Mars; WISDOM) designed to 
detect interfaces at a vertical resolution of a few cm at a depth of 3 m, a subsurface 
neutron detector (ADRON; a Roscosmos instrument likely to be removed), a close-
up imager (Close-up Imager; CLUPI), ~2 m subsurface drill with IR spectrometer 
(Mars Multispectral Imager for Subsurface Studies; Ma_MISS), a sample 
preparation and distribution system, a visible and IR imaging spectrometer 
(MicrOmega), the Raman Laser Spectrometer (RLS), and the Mars Organic 
Molecule Analyzer (MOMA). 
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Within the rover’s Oxia Planum landing site, the mounds are the most 
topographically significant positive-relief features. Whilst impact craters may 
provide important information about stratigraphy in the subsurface, the unique 
geomorphology and internal structures of mounds may record evidence for geologic 
processes which are otherwise not observable elsewhere in the landing ellipse. These 
processes may have occurred later in time than the stratigraphic horizon to be 
explored by the rover. Furthermore, because the mounds appear to be part of a 
circum-Chryse population, investigations of the mounds in Oxia Planum may give 
us more information about the geologic evolution of the wider Chryse Planitia 
region, filling in important gaps in our knowledge of basin-scale and localised 
geologic processes and their timing. Inversely, the limited number of small mounds 
in Oxia Planum is a constraint on our understanding of their formation; 
investigations of larger mounds in the circum-Chryse region could inform us about 
processes in Oxia Planum.  
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2.8 Research Questions 

The literature reveals that many first-order questions remain outstanding as 
to the nature of early Mars: how did the Noachian landscape evolve? What 
depositional and erosional processes contributed to its development? Did alteration 
in the Mawrth Vallis-Oxia Planum region occur in the subsurface or at the surface, 
and what geochemical palaeoenvironments and climatic conditions can be 
determined from basin-scale investigations of this area? These questions are open, 
and prior to this work, undefined. 

The circum-Chryse mounds are three-dimensional outcrops accessible for 
study from orbit that could contain crucial information which may help to answer 
these important questions. Thus far, very little work has been done on the mounds, 
so fundamental questions exist as to their origins and significance in the evolution 
of the Chryse Planitia basin. In order to attempt to answer the first-order planetary-
scale questions I have highlighted, a comprehensive study of the Chryse Planitia 
mounds was undertaken. This thesis therefore provides a detailed study into the 
geomorphology, stratigraphy, and composition of these landforms, and in 
particular, what their relationships are with Oxia Planum and Mawrth Vallis.  

Using the aims and objectives outlined in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, I have outlined 
a series of research questions, grouped into three sections, that will help answer the 
aforementioned first-order questions concerning our understanding of early Mars: 

2.8.1 Fundamental questions about the mound population 

It is clear from reconnaissance observations of the region that there are many 
thousands of mounds and that in order to understand the whole population, a 
database of the locations and sizes of all mounds within the study region needs to be 
built. Because this is the first known synoptic study of these mounds, the series of 
questions addressed in Chapter 4 are fundamental and regional in scale:  

• where are the mounds located in the circum-Chryse region, how are 
they distributed spatially, and what are the morphometric properties of 
their various geomorphologies?  

• how did the mounds form? Was it through erosion of pre-existing 
material or through constructive processes such as volcanism or 
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another process, and what processes modified them (e.g. wind, surface 
water, groundwater, tectonism)?  

• are there spatial relationships between mounds and other regional 
features (e.g. tectonic structures, impact craters, or Oxia 
Planum/Mawrth Vallis units)? 

2.8.2 Stratigraphic comparisons between mounds and highlands 

The second set of research questions I tackled in Chapter 5 of this thesis are 
focussed on specific study areas, but still with globally important geological 
relevance. It is clear from reconnaissance observations that the mounds near 
Mawrth Vallis are both larger and have more extensive exposures of bright-toned 
material than elsewhere in the basin. As such, a key goal of this thesis in Chapter 5 
was to test the briefly-touched upon hypothesis of Michalski and Dobrea (2007) that 
these mounds may be in some way related to the Mawrth Vallis stratigraphy. By 
investigating the morphostratigraphy, composition and geometries of mounds 
nearby Mawrth Vallis, I addressed the following research questions:  

• Do the mounds share stratigraphic or compositional characteristics 
with visibly similar highland stratigraphy at Mawrth Vallis and/or Oxia 
Planum? Does this show that they have a common origin and/or an 
analogous geologic history?  

• If there is a highland-mound relationship, can the position of the 
mounds within this stratigraphic framework tell us anything new about 
how the Mawrth Vallis or Oxia Planum strata might have formed? What 
depositional environments are responsible for the deposition or 
emplacement of the regional plateau? Are the phyllosilicates authigenic 
or detrital? What kind of erosional processes might have contributed to 
the mounds’ morphology throughout their geological history? 

• If they are stratigraphically equivalent, are there any stratigraphic or 
lateral changes in composition or layer morphology within the mounds 
that are not visible in the Mawrth Vallis/Oxia Planum stratigraphy? 

2.8.3 Mound stratigraphy in the ExoMars rover landing site 

In addition, I focussed on mounds within the Oxia Planum region in Chapter 
6. As Oxia Planum is the future landing site of the Rosalind Franklin rover, it is 
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feasible that the mounds in this region may be investigated through ground-based 
analyses. As such, it is important to better understand the stratigraphic significance 
and astrobiological importance of these mounds. The only previous work on 
mounds in this region can be found in Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021), and forms a small 
overview section of a larger body of work. I have performed a detailed investigation 
of the mounds in order to fully understand their geological and stratigraphic 
significance within the landing site region and answer the questions:  

• What geologic processes led to the formation of the mounds in Oxia 
Planum? Are they the same geologic processes that formed the rest of 
the circum-Chryse mound population?  

• Are all the mounds in the landing site made of the same materials, and 
what are the physical and stratigraphic characteristics of those 
materials?  

• What is the geologic or stratigraphic relationship between the mounds 
and other units within the landing site? What can this tell us about the 
evolution of Oxia Planum?  

• Can orbital investigations of the mounds tell us whether they are of 
astrobiological relevance, and are therefore potential rover targets? 
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Chapter 3  
Remote sensing, data, and 

methodology 
 

3.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to introduce remote sensing of the martian surface 
and detail the data sets, software and methodologies used in this thesis. First, the 
principles of remote sensing in the context of Mars exploration is outlined (Section 
3.2). Second, the data products used in this thesis are described, and explanations 
are given as to how these were combined and utilised to draw new scientific 
conclusions (Section 3.3). Third, the software used to process and analyse these data 
are introduced (Section 3.4). Finally, the workflow used to generate the 
fundamental mound data sets used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 is outlined in Section 3.5. 
The specific approaches used to analyse these data sets are detailed in Sections 4.4, 
5.3, and 6.3. 

3.2 Planetary geoscience and remote sensing 

To complete the scientific aims and objectives outlined in Chapter 1, I 
employed a geological approach, combining observations of surface geomorphology, 
stratigraphic relationships, mineralogy, topography, and thermophysical 
characteristics to gain an understanding of the origins and evolution of the mounds. 
This approach is based on observations made from orbital data and the utilisation 
of pre-existing knowledge of terrestrial geology and planetary processes to make 
inferences, rather than a typical physical science approach based on testing models 
or theories using constrained experimental studies. 

One of the primary ways a planetary surface can be studied is through its 
geomorphology. Geomorphology is the study of the origins and evolution of 
landforms formed through processes operating at or near the surface of a planetary 
body. The physical and chemical characteristics of features within a landscape can 
reveal the processes by which those features formed and changed through time, be 
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they driven by aeolian, alluvial, glacial, marine, igneous, metamorphic, tectonic, or 
biological processes. Analysis of the features allows information about environment 
and timing to be inferred.  

A significant challenge often encountered in planetary geoscience is the lack of 
ground-based observations in all but a few locations (those visited by rovers or 
landers). As such, any interpretations or conclusions drawn from orbital remote 
sensing data must be treated with an appropriate level of caution, and should be 
considered working hypotheses. In addition, the lack of ground truth compounds 
the problematic concept of convergence of form, in which landforms with similar 
physical traits (for example, igneous and sedimentary volcanoes) may be the result 
of very different processes. This has particular importance if secondary inferences 
about, for example, formational environments or depositional setting are 
extrapolated from the observations. However, by utilising several different remote 
sensing techniques or data sets, and collecting contextual observations, one may 
exclude or include certain formational processes and arrive at the hypothesis that 
best explains the origin and evolution of landforms or landscapes. The conclusions 
in this thesis should therefore be treated as working hypotheses; future orbiters, or 
in situ, ground-based observations by landers, rovers, or humans, could confirm or 
disprove them. 

The remote sensing techniques I have employed in this study are conventional 
planetary geology approaches. They include geomorphic mapping, qualitative 
geologic and geomorphological analysis, quantitative morphometric analysis, 
compositional analyses of multi- and hyper-spectral data, and comparative 
geomorphology using terrestrial analogues. 

Geomorphic mapping is a technique which consolidates observations of the 
geomorphology (i.e. the forms, shapes, and locations of landforms) within a 
landscape, recording characteristics, location, and relationships between features. 
The resultant data are often used as a basis for more detailed geomorphologic and 
morphometric studies, and can provide insight into the spatial distributions, 
stratigraphic relationships, and temporal order of the mapped features. These 
insights can then be used to produce working hypotheses of the geologic evolution 
of the landscape, in the form of conceptual models which show how landscapes and 
features within them have changed over time. Qualitative geologic analysis bolsters 
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the interpretations made from geomorphic maps by adding observations of physical 
characteristics of surface features, including its geomorphology, stratigraphy, and 
composition. Quantitative morphometric analysis uses measurements of the size, 
shape, and volumes of a population of landforms to attempt to understand their 
origins and formational mechanisms. Compositional analyses of spectral data allow 
for interpretation of the surface mineralogy and wider composition. 

By comparing physical characteristics such as morphometry, composition, and 
stratigraphy of landscape features on planetary bodies such as Earth and Mars, we 
can better determine their formational dynamics and generate geologic hypotheses. 
It is vital, however, to consider the differences in environmental parameters 
between the two planets when considering landform formation (for example, 
Earth’s higher surface gravity and thicker atmosphere leads to different physical or 
chemical characteristics compared with the same landforms occurring on Mars). As 
such, it is important to also compare landforms on each planet against each other 
(for example, not all volcanoes on Earth share the same morphology, despite being 
formed through the extrusion of volcanic material). 

3.3 Data 

Analyses of the remote sensing data provided by flybys, orbiters, landers, and 
rovers allow for in-depth examinations of the surface, subsurface and atmospheric 
characteristics of Mars. This section describes the visible, topographic, thermal, and 
compositional remote sensing data sets which are used in this thesis.  

3.3.1 Visible data 

The use of visible data (i.e. data collected by instruments sensitive to the same 
electromagnetic spectrum as the human eye; Figure 3.1), is crucial in planetary 
science, because it provides us with a view of planetary surfaces in wavelengths 
similar to those visible to our own eyes. Four instruments which produce visible data 
were used in this study. In order of increasing resolution, these are: HRSC (High 
Resolution Stereo Camera; Jaumann et al., 2007), CTX (Context Camera; Malin et 
al., 2007), CaSSIS (Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System; Thomas et al., 
2017), and HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment; McEwen et al., 
2007). 
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Figure 3.1: Stacked and normalised graphs showing the sensitivity (spectral 
response/transmission/responsivity) of the four primary visible data sets used in this 
thesis, along with the Rosalind Franklin Rover PanCam instrument and position of its 
geology filters (arrows), and the normalised responsivity curves of the human eye. No 
inter-comparison of instrument sensitivity is implied in this figure, the quantitative 
sensitivity shown in the y-axes allows the spatial response of each instrument to be seen. 
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HRSC is a camera on board Mars Express (MEX) which images the surface in 
blue (440 ± 45 nm), green (530 ± 45 nm), red (750 ± 20 nm) and near-IR (970 ± 45 
nm) at a resolution of between 12.5 and 25 m/pixel (Figure 3.2d); the instrument 
has forward and backward facing cameras to image the surface from different angles 
which enables the production of Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) at a resolution of 
~25-200 m/pixel. HRSC has imaged the MC-11 (Oxia Palus) quadrangle in 
panchromatic colour at a resolution of 12.5 m/pixel, and the resultant DTM has a 
resolution of 50 m/pixel. This DTM covers most of the highland region where the 
mounds occur.  

In this study, the HRSC DTM (available at https://maps.planet.fu-berlin.de) 
was used in tandem with the CTX mosaic for the initial digitisation of the mounds, 
and is used throughout the investigation to calculate mound heights and 
quantitatively compare the topography around Chryse Planitia to the mounds. 

CTX is a camera on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) which 
images the surface in grayscale (~500–800 nm) at a resolution of approximately 6 
m/pixel (Figure 3.2c). CTX image footprints are approximately 30 km wide (Figure 
3.3) and up to hundreds of km long, and the dataset covers approximately 95% of 
the martian surface. CTX data are primarily used, as its name suggests, as local and 
regional context for higher-resolution datasets. Its level of coverage combined with 
its relatively high resolution makes CTX a suitable intermediary between high-
resolution datasets with smaller footprints and low coverage (i.e. HiRISE), and low-
resolution datasets with larger footprints and high coverage (i.e. HRSC). In places 
where two CTX images occur, given suitable image and orbital parameters, DTMs 
can be produced. A summary of how CTX data were used in this study is included in 
Section 3.5.1. 

CaSSIS is a camera on board the ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) that 
images the surface in near-IR and visible wavelengths at a resolution of 4.6 m/pixel 
in four bands; Near-Infrared, ‘NIR’, ~850 nm; Red ‘RED’, band centre ~ 838.5 nm; 
Panchromatic; ‘PAN’, band centre ~676.5 nm; and Blue-Green; ‘BLU’, band centre 
~480.5 nm (Figure 3.2b). These filters were chosen to allow CaSSIS to be sensitive 
to a variety of minerals at the surface and thus collect limited multispectral data. 
CaSSIS images are acquired at different times in a martian sol, and capture 9.5 km 
wide (Figure 3.3), ~45 km long swaths of the surface.  
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Owing to its high resolution and excellent coverage in the ExoMars rover 
landing site, CaSSIS was used qualitatively in this study to highlight colour 
differences at different local times between mounds and other features. Its coverage 
is sparser across the wider circum-Chryse study area; as such it is used to assess 
individual differences between mounds and mound units at both a local and regional 
scale.  

 
Figure 3.2: Comparison of the main visible data used in this thesis, showing the edge of 
two mounds in a) HiRISE IRB Colour and RED (~0.25 m/pixel), b) CaSSIS NPB (~4.6 
m/pixel), c) CTX (~6 m/pixel), and d) HRSC Colour Mosaic (~50 m/pixel). 

The HiRISE camera on board MRO images the surface at ~0.25-1.3 m/pixel 
(Figure 3.2a), and is presently the only instrument capable of resolving metre-scale 
surface features. HiRISE images are approximately 6 km wide (Figure 3.3), with 
lengths up to several tens of kilometres long. HiRISE consists of 14 CCD sensors 
which collect data between 550-850 nm; this is known as the ‘RED’ band. The 
middle three sensors also have filters which allow them to image in an additional 
two bands, blue-green (‘B-G’, 400-600 nm) and near-infrared (‘NIR’, 800-1000 
nm), which allow for the middle 1.2 km swathe of each HiRISE image to be viewed 
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in false colour. HiRISE is capable of producing stereo images, although acquisition 
of these images must be completed on two separate orbits.  

In this study, HiRISE was used primarily to make observations of metre-scale 
features of mounds, including their relative stratigraphic relationships and 
morphologic characteristics.   

 
Figure 3.3: Images of plains and mounds showing the approximate widths of images 
produced by HRSC, CTX, CaSSIS, and HiRISE (RED and IRB). 

3.3.2 Topographic data 

The elevation and relief of the martian surface are used extensively throughout 
this thesis to measure the morphometry and geometry of mounds. The first-order 
topographic data used in this project derive from the Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter 
(MOLA; Zuber et al., 1992), on Mars Global Surveyor (MGS). The MOLA 
instrument transmitted infrared laser pulses (λ=1064 nm) to the surface and 
measured the time taken for the reflected pulse to return to the spacecraft, thus 
calculating the distance from MGS to the surface and resolving the topography of 
Mars. Approximately 590 million pulses were sent in total, each having a footprint 
of 120 m and a vertical resolution of ~1 m. Pulses were transmitted every 300 m 
along the track of MGS’ orbit – this spacing is shown in the MOLA PEDR (Precision 
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Experiment Data Record; Figure 3.4). The MOLA PEDR ground tracks do not cover 
the entire planet; as such, the MOLA team produced an interpolated global DTM 
from the PEDR. The 463 m/pixel resolution of the global MOLA DTM means that 
topographic features less than 1 km across are not resolved. Whilst the spacing of 
MOLA PEDR is a fixed 300 m, the gaps between MGS orbits are often considerably 
larger than this. As a result, regions of the global DTM furthest from PEDR points 
are much more uncertain than regions closer to PEDR points. In these 
investigations, MOLA data are used both in their gridded raster form (463 m/pixel, 
vertical precision ± 3 m) and in original PEDR ‘point data’ form. 

High resolution DTMs can be produced through photogrammetric methods 
when stereo pairs of images are acquired in similar lighting conditions with 

appropriate emission angles (usually >5° for HiRISE). Alongside the global MOLA 

DTM, local to regional DTMs produced from stereo HRSC, CTX, and HiRISE are 
used (Figure 3.5). I have not directly produced any of these DTMs but instead have 
depended on open access datasets or pipelines produced by others; where these are 
used, the source and original DTM production method are highlighted. The 
following section details the four DTM sources used herein (Table 3.1), and a 
summary of the steps taken to produce them. 
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Figure 3.4: A comparison between the PEDR MOLA data (linear tracks, sunset 
gradient), with spacing of 300 m, and the 463 m/pixel global MOLA DTM (brown-white-
green gradient) produced from it, overlain on the THEMIS daytime mosaic. As the MOLA 
PEDR does not intersect some mounds (e.g. bottom left), they do not appear on the 
interpolated DTM. 
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Figure 3.5: A comparison between interpolated DTMs, showing a) a region of Oxia 
Planum in HiRISE (~1 m/pixel), CTX (~20 m/pixel), HRSC (~50 m/pixel), and MOLA 
(~463 m/pixel); b-e: cropped DTM images of a mound in Oxia Planum, demonstrating 
how higher resolution datasets better resolve increasingly small objects. All DTMs are 
shown here overlying hillshades produced from their respective datasets.  
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Datasets Coverage Source Processing Method 

CTX 
Oxia Planum 

Mosaic 
Fawdon et al. (2021b) ISIS3 and SOCET SET 

CTX and 
HiRISE 

Mounds 
Quantin-Nataf et al. 

(2017) 
MarsSI (ISIS3 and Ames 

Stereo Pipeline) 

HiRISE Mounds Joel Davis (Birkbeck) ISIS3 and SOCET SET 

HiRISE Mounds HiRISE Team ISIS3 and SOCET SET 

HRSC 
MC-11 

Quadrangle 
HRSC Team HRSC Team Pipeline 

 

Table 3.1: Table showing the DTMs used in this thesis, the regions or features they cover, 
their producer, and the processing methods used to produce them. 

DTM production requires four main steps. The first step is pre-processing, 
which is completed using ISIS3 software, and involves radiometric calibration and 
geometric corrections of the images. This processing has the effect of ensuring the 
data values and intensities are correct in both images and removes the optical 
distortions. Spacecraft geometry information for each observation is also gathered 
at this time. Next, the images are triangulated in photogrammetry software such as 
SOCET SET. In the case of SOCET SET, this is done in two stages: automatically to 
achieve first-pass triangulation, and then, manually by selecting corresponding 
pixels from both images. Pixels from these images which overlap with MOLA PEDR 
points are tied to elevations from these points to maintain absolute elevation of the 
DTM. The images are then bundle adjusted and undergo epipolar rectification, 
which reduces artifacts introduced through camera distortions. After triangulation, 
bundle adjustment and epipolar rectification, the DTM is generated automatically 
in SOCET SET. Optionally, the DTM is manually edited to remove artifacts or errors 
produced during terrain generation. Finally, orthorectified products (i.e. images 
where optical distortions arising from the sensor, spacecraft motion, and/or terrain-
induced distortions have been removed) can be produced from the DTM.  
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Also used in this thesis are hillshades, which are interpolated black-and-white 
3D renderings of the topography, produced by adding a directional lighting effect to 
a topographic dataset in order to create a clear picture of the planetary surface. 
Hillshades are vital for qualitative comparisons of DTM data as they add depth and 
texture, and can highlight features which may otherwise be missed. 

3.3.3 Thermal data 

THEMIS (Thermal Emission Imaging System; Christensen et al., 2002) is a 
visible and infrared camera on board Mars Odyssey that provides useful contextual 
regional information regarding the reflectance of the surface and the thermal 
inertia. Whilst not used extensively in this project, two infrared datasets generated 
from THEMIS band 9 (1257 nm) were used in this study: the daytime and night-
time global mosaics (Figure 3.6). The 100 m/pixel daytime THEMIS global mosaic, 
captured at 16:00 in the martian afternoon, documents surface reflectance 
(Christensen et al., 2002). As many of the mounds are sloping, dust-obscured 
features that are tens of THEMIS pixels wide at the most, this dataset is unsuitable 
for the detailed analysis required, so is used occasionally in this thesis as a 
complementary qualitative basemap. The night-time THEMIS data set, captured at 
04:00 in the martian morning, is used here as a 100 m/pixel global mosaic that 
details the thermal emission of the surface. Thermal emission is the effectiveness of 
a material in releasing heat energy; the rate of this radiation is dependent on the 
thermophysical properties of the radiating body. Loose materials, such as sand, 
possess high thermal conductivity and low thermal inertia, so change temperature 
relatively rapidly throughout the diurnal cycle, and as a result, appear dark in night-
time THEMIS data. The opposite is true for consolidated material such as bedrock. 
These materials have lower thermal conductivity and higher thermal inertia, and 
consequently appear bright in night-time THEMIS data, as they change temperature 
more slowly and continue to radiate this energy at night. This dataset is used to 
understand the thermal properties of the mounds and associated materials. 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between THEMIS (a) daytime and (b) night-time data sets of a 
cluster of mounds, showing thermal properties of the surface features. In this example, 
steeper mound flanks appear bright in the nighttime dataset, suggesting they are 
relatively regolith-free; flatter regions and plains are darker, suggesting they may be 
mantled by regolith. 

There are some caveats to consider for the THEMIS data in this study. Firstly, 
the mounds in these investigations range from a few tens of metres in diameter in 
the ExoMars landing site to several kilometres across in the region south of Mawrth 
Vallis. As such, many of the mounds are relatively small compared to the 100-metre 
pixel size of THEMIS, so this is not a useful dataset for detailed investigations of 
specific mounds. Furthermore, any given THEMIS pixel which covers a mound 
could cover multiple different surface materials (e.g. sand, dust, contrasting bedrock 
types with different grain sizes or levels of cementation) with different 
thermophysical properties. The resultant pixel’s value will therefore be an average 
emissivity of all materials within the pixel, so will not be diagnostic of a mound’s 
thermophysical properties. 

3.3.4 Compositional data 

CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars; Murchie 
et al., 2007) is a visible-infrared reflectance spectrometer on board the Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter that measures 544 wavelengths between 370 and 3920 nm 
(sampled at 6.55 nm increments). At certain wavelengths, sunlight is absorbed by 
minerals on the surface, instead of being reflected. The exact wavelengths at which 
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these absorptions occur are dictated by the composition of the mineral; as such, the 
shape of the resultant spectra and the locations of absorption features are diagnostic 
of specific minerals. Therefore, observations of those reflected spectra by CRISM 
allow for an understanding of the mineralogy of the martian surface. The spatial and 
spectral resolutions of CRISM data depend on the instrument targeting mode, which 
can be untargeted (a multispectral mode operated as a push-broom sensor, 
sweeping long swaths of the surface), or targeted (a hyperspectral mode with 544 
bands that uses a gimbal to continually point at the same spot on the surface). In the 
untargeted mode, the spatial resolution is 100-200 m/pixel with a swath width of 
~11 km, and the number of recorded bands is approximately 72, whereas in the Full-
Resolution Targeted (FRT) mode the spatial resolution increases to a maximum of 
18.4 m/pixel and swath width of ~13 km with all 544 bands being measured. 
Targeted CRISM cubes are used exclusively in Chapter 6 of this thesis to determine 
the presence and chemical composition of clay and igneous minerals within mounds 
and other associated landforms; these data are processed and analysed in the 
CRISM Analysis Toolkit (CAT), an add-on to the ENVI software package. Additional 
supplementary processing of hyperspectral CRISM data was conducted in MarsSI 
(Quantin-Nataf et al., 2018), a webGIS with surface data processing capabilities that 
uses CAT in its processing pipeline. For detailed explanations of the processing steps 
used, see Section 5.3.3.  

3.4 ArcGIS 

ArcGIS, a GIS (Geographic Information System) developed by Esri, was the 
primary software used in this thesis. Two main versions were used. ArcMap 10.3 was 
used for the initial digitisation survey of the mound population, and ArcGIS Pro was 
used for all subsequent data visualisation and photogeological, geometric, and 
geomorphic analysis. The aforementioned visible, topographic, thermal, and 
processed hyperspectral data types were loaded into a GIS environment. Where 
required, geographically misplaced data were georeferenced to their correct 
locations using regional basemaps of CTX, HRSC, and THEMIS. Extensions and 
toolkits in ArcGIS Pro were used extensively in this thesis. These are primarily 
toolboxes included within the Geoprocessing toolkit; specific usage and 
explanations of these tools are detailed where they are used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.  
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3.5 Mound digitisation in GIS 

To begin the investigations in this thesis, I produced a fundamental dataset 
that defines the locations, shapes, and sizes of the mounds around the margin of 
Chryse Planitia. This was completed manually over a period of several months by 
hand-drawing around each individual mound at the location where it transitions 
topographically with the plains. Although manual digitisation of these mounds was 
a significant time investment, it meant that I became very familiar with the data, 
which became important for making geologic observations in the future. Training 
machine learning algorithms to identify and digitise mounds could have produced 
similar results but would have required a significant time and knowledge 
investment. Hand-digitisation of mounds had the added benefit of allowing me to 
edit polygons on the fly and make decisions about edge-cases that machine learning 
algorithms may have been unable to make. The rationale behind the decisions I 
made during the digitisation process are discussed in more details in the following 
subsections.  

3.5.1 Digitisation of mounds in Chryse Planitia 

All kilometre-scale, isolated, positive topographic features around the margin 
of Chryse Planitia were identified using a basemap of CTX mosaic and 
subordinately, HRSC. The target mounds were clearly distinguished from other 
upstanding features within Chryse Planitia—for example, the many putative 
sedimentary volcanoes which pockmark the region (e.g. Oehler and Allen, 2010; 
Komatsu et al., 2016)—by their size, prominence, and morphology, as well as their 
bright tones in CTX images and pale tones in colour HRSC (Figure 3.7). CTX is the 
primary dataset used to digitise the mound margins, because it is sufficient in 
coverage (~100% of the study area), resolution, and quality to identify the point at 
which the mounds transition to the plains. The area of Chryse Planitia in which the 
mounds occur is approximately 500,000 km2, so to efficiently cover this large 
swathe of the martian surface, I used the Murray Lab CTX mosaics available at 
http://murray-lab.caltech.edu/Mars-Data-Browser/ as the basemap on which I 
digitised the topographic boundaries of the mounds. Furthermore, the resolution of 
CTX is adequate to identify surface textures of mound units and contacts and was 
the key dataset that allowed for observations of mound geomorphology and geology 
to be made.  
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The digitisation boundary was the point at which the mound-forming material 
contacted the surrounding plains. At the basin-wide CTX and HRSC-scale, this 
morphological and textural boundary was also equivalent to the topographic mound 
margin with the plains. Mound margins were therefore digitised as polygons that 
demarcated this contact, and wholly enclosed the upstanding feature (Figure 3.7). 
In addition to these polygons, an additional “prominence” dataset was digitised, 
designating the location of the apparent highest point of individual mounds. 
Prominences were identified from visual inspection of each mound in CTX and 
HRSC images and were classified as either peaks (well-defined apexes that can be 
either smooth or sharp in form, digitised as point features) or plateaus (flat regions 
at the tops of mounds, where a true apex is missing or indistinct, digitised as polygon 
features). 

 
Figure 3.7: Main datasets used to digitise the mound population, showing CTX image 
(the primary digitisation data set) overlying HRSC colour and DTM/Hillshade, showing 
the digitised mound boundaries in red. 
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Digitisation of the ‘mound margin’ and ‘prominence’ continued 
circumferentially around the basin until the population either gradually dissipated 
(i.e. in the west of the basin), or the mounds became morphologically irregular and 
inconsistent with the main population (i.e. in the north-east of the basin). As a result 

of the latter, the northern boundary of the survey area is 28.10°N. This was chosen: 

(1) because the edge of the study region had to be drawn somewhere; (2) to ensure 
a large enough study area to collect representative data from the majority of the 
mound population, (3) to maintain relevance to the Oxia Planum study area and 
Arabia Terra region, and (4) because north of this boundary the divergent mound 
morphologies indicate that other geomorphic processes are at work (e.g. ice-related 
processes; McGowan, 2009; Martínez-Alonso et al., 2011; Komatsu et al., 2016) 
which are not representative of the main mound population. 

3.5.2 Digitisation of mounds in Oxia Planum 

The Oxia Planum mounds were digitised as part of the Chryse Planitia 
population in the previous section. However, owing to their much smaller size, and 
the limited image quality innate to the global CTX mosaic basemap, some of the Oxia 
Planum mounds were missed and not included in the first basin-wide digitisation. 
As a result, mounds in this region were digitised using the landing site CTX mosaic 
and DTM from Fawdon et al. (2021b). For all mounds wholly within this dataset, 
the lower mound boundaries (where the mound-forming material contacts the 
plains-forming material) were identified and manually digitised as polygons. At this 
scale, and in contrast to the previous basin-scale study, the geologic mound 
boundary is usually not equivalent to the topographic mound boundary (i.e. the 
boundary between the material forming the mounds often occurs somewhere on the 
topographic mound flank, and not at the point where the slope of the mound meets 
the flat plains). 
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Chapter 4  
A geological survey of mounds in 

Chryse Planitia: insights into age and 
origins 

 

4.1 Attribution 

A substantial portion of the material in this chapter is published in the following 
paper: McNeil, J.D., Fawdon, P., Balme, M.R., & Coe, A.L. (2021). Morphology, 
morphometry and distribution of isolated landforms in southern Chryse Planitia, 
Mars. Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, 126(5). 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2020je006775. In using the research in the paper to 
prepare this chapter, some of the original material has been revised or expanded 
upon, in order to improve the overall narrative of the thesis. This includes new text, 
references, figures, and cross references to other sections of the thesis. For this 
chapter, I collected all of the data, made all initial observations, and conducted the 
manipulation and analysis of the primary data in ArcGIS. The initial interpretations 
and draft of the manuscript were completed by me. Subsequent iterations were 
commented on by my co-authors, with discussions on interpretation of the data 
allowing me to develop the paper over time. In this chapter, compared to the 
published paper, there is more extensive data and discussion, together with 
comparison and integration with other sections of the thesis to ensure an overall 
thesis narrative. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Oxia Planum, the future landing site of the European Space Agency’s ExoMars 
rover ‘Rosalind Franklin’, is a clay-rich plain located on the boundary between the 
ancient, rugged terrain of Arabia Terra, and the young, smooth plains of Chryse 
Planitia (Section 2.7; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Distributed across the Oxia 
Planum and wider circum-Chryse region are thousands of kilometre-scale isolated 
landforms that resemble terrestrial mesas, buttes, hills, and plateaus (Figure 4.1). 
The mounds are conspicuous features that can be distinguished by their positive 
relief, high albedo, and low thermal inertia relative to the surrounding plains. As a 
widespread geomorphological feature in this highland-lowland transitional area, 
they are an important component of the geological history of the region, but their 
morphological variations, origins, and ages were hitherto not well understood. 
Importantly, several of these mounds are found within the landing ellipse of the 
ExoMars rover (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Sefton-Nash et al., 2020). Here the 
mounds overlie the clay bearing terrains that are central to the rover’s primary 
objectives of biosignature detection and the investigation of ancient aqueous 
environments (Vago et al., 2017). Thus, an understanding of the formation and 
evolution of the mounds has direct consequences for the geology of the landing site. 

Earth’s sedimentary rock record forms an archive of past physical, chemical, 
and biological processes and conditions. This archive is subject to continual 
modification and destruction through surface processes and plate movements. 
Mars, in the absence of plate tectonics, has retained a diverse and extensive 
sedimentary rock record which is far older than any equivalent terrestrial 
sedimentary accumulation (Malin and Edgett, 2000; Edgett and Malin, 2002; 
Grotzinger and Milliken, 2012). On both Earth and Mars, in eroding environments 
where competent lithologies overlie less competent lithologies, the underlying rocks 
are preferentially eroded, resulting in differential down-wasting and collapse of the 
overlying competent layer (e.g. Duszyński et al. 2019). This results in the formation 
of landforms such as mesas, buttes, and plateaus (Migoń, 2004). Nascent mesas and 
plateaus on Earth typically have steep scarps which form as the terrain begins to 
transition from flat to rugged, but continued erosion gradually causes their margins 
to become more rounded over time. Continued back-wasting of these unstable 
scarps diminishes the areal exposure of more resistant rocks, leaving smaller, more 
isolated patches of resistant lithologies upstanding in the terrain. These isolated 
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landforms record the depositional environment as well as the erosional history of 
the region. 

 
Figure 4.1: (a) MOLA (Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter) globe showing the position of 
Chryse Planitia relative to other regions of Mars. MT: Margaritifer Terra. (b) locations of 
the study areas (Zones 1-3). OC: Oxia Colles, OP: Oxia Planum, TV: Tiu Valles, MV: 
Mawrth Vallis, HV: Hypanis Vallis. (c) 3D CTX (Context Camera) image of a 1.5 km wide 
isolated mound in Zone 2 showing its high albedo and rounded form. (d) panchromatic 
HRSC (High Resolution Stereo Camera) image (H3081_0000_ND3) of a typical field of 
mounds west of Oxia Planum. (e) left: daytime infrared THEMIS (Thermal Emission 
Imaging System) and right: night-time THEMIS infrared image of a 70 km-diameter 
quasi-circular arrangement of mounds. 

This chapter systematically: (i) identifies and classifies 14,386 mounds on the 
margin of Chryse Planitia, (ii) characterises the morphometry of the mounds by 
measuring their areal extents and calculating their heights, and (iii) makes 
observations of the stratigraphic context of the mounds to constrain their 
depositional and erosional history. From these initial findings, their possible 
formational, diagenetic, and erosional histories are discussed, and the implications 
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of these on the geological history of the Chryse Planitia margin and specifically their 
significance for Oxia Planum and the Rosalind Franklin rover mission are 
considered. 

4.3 Geography of the study area 

To the south-west of Chryse Planitia, the wider Oxia region—including Oxia 
Planum and Oxia Colles—is delineated in the west by Ares Vallis, and in the east by 
Mawrth Vallis (Figure 4.1). In comparison with other Noachian terrains, the 
topographies of Oxia Colles and Oxia Planum are relatively smooth and flat. The 
extensive plains-forming clay-bearing material that characterises Oxia Planum was 
probably emplaced around 4 Ga (Fawdon et al., 2020; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). 
Examples of mounds occur in Oxia Planum (see Chapter 6), however, they become 
more common to the north, north-east, and west – particularly in Oxia Colles, where 
there are thousands of well-preserved examples.  

The study area encompasses the southern highland margin of Chryse Planitia 
and extends to the east along the dichotomy boundary to include Mawrth Vallis in 
the northeast. The outflow channels of Ares Valles, Chryse Chaos, and Tiu Valles 
dissect the study area into three conveniently sized sub-areas (Zone 1–3; Figure 4.1). 
Zone 1, with surface area >332,000 km2, encompasses Oxia Planum, Oxia Colles, 
and the area west of Mawrth Valles. Zone 2 (>78,000 km2) has the fewest mounds, 
and includes the areas of streamlined channel islands within Chryse Chaos, Ares 
Vallis, and Tiu Valles, as well as the north-western extreme of the Margaritifer Terra 
plateau. Zone 3 (>150,000 km2) lies west of Chryse Chaos, and includes the north-
eastern section of Xanthe Terra, encompassing the mound-dense region north of 
Hypanis Valles. The western extent of the study area was taken to be the boundary 
beyond which no more mounds occurred. The northern extent of Zone 1 is the edge 
of the study area; a line of latitude at 28.170°N where the mounds become too 
numerous to count and where superposing glacial deposits cause the mound 
morphology to become indistinct. 
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4.4 Data and methods 

The morphologies, morphometries, and distributions of the 14,386 mounds 
within Zones 1-3 (combined area of ~ 550,000 km2; Figure 4.1b and Appendix B) 
were systematically investigated using appropriate remote sensing data. The 
mounds were identified by their bright tones in CTX (Context Camera; Malin et al. 
(2007)) images and pale toned in colour HRSC (High Resolution Stereo Camera; 
Jaumann et al. (2007)) images, as well as their dark-toned appearance in night-time 
infrared THEMIS (Thermal Emission Imaging System; (Christensen et al., 2002; 
Fergason et al., 2006) data, which suggests that they are composed of (or covered 
in) material with relatively low thermal inertia. The topographic signature of the 
mounds above the plains of Chryse Planitia are only observable in MOLA data where 
point ground tracks sufficiently intersect the mounds. However, HRSC DTMs are of 
sufficient resolution and vertical precision to resolve the shape of the mounds. 
Where available, HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment; (McEwen 
et al., 2007) data were also used to gain a more detailed understanding of 
stratigraphic relationships and surface textures. All these data were incorporated 
into a GIS project using Esri ArcMap 10.5.1 software.  

4.4.1 Mound classification 

The mound margins and prominences digitised in Section 3.5.1 are used to 
classify the mounds; for each mound, four different combinations of margin, peak 
and plateau are observed: (1) a mound with a single peak (one margin polygon 
enclosing one peak, Figure 4.2b), (2) a mound with a single plateau (one margin 
polygon enclosing one plateau polygon, Figure 4.2c), (3) a mound with multiple 
peaks or plateaus (one margin polygon enclosing multiple points and/or multiple 
plateau polygons, Figure 4.2d), and (4) mounds with a single plateau that 
themselves contain a further distinctive peak (one margin polygon enclosing a 
plateau polygon containing an additional peak, Figure 4.2e). The results from this 
digitisation convention were then used to develop the morphological classification 
explained in Section 4.5.1. Clusters of mounds that form distinctive arcuate 
populations that cover >60° of a full circle were digitised using circular polygons in 
the CraterTools add-in for ArcGIS 10.1 (Kneissl et al., 2011), which utilises a 3-point 
circle tool for accuracy and reproducibility. 
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Figure 4.2: Digitisation of mounds; (a) CTX image showing a field of mounds. The 
margins of individual mounds (blue lines), the edges of plateaus (red lines), and the mound 
peaks (centre of small black circles) have been manually digitised. 200 m diameter buffers 
(yellow lines) have been created around the margins and 100 m radius circular buffers 
(black circles) have been created around the peaks, in order to capture the relief of the 
surrounding terrain, and allow for error in the selection of peak locations, respectively. 
Individual MOLA PEDR data points are shown in green. Mounds that have at least one 
MOLA PEDR datum in its peak/plateau and mound margin can have their heights 
measured. (b-e) four examples of how polygon and point data interact in this study, 
leading to the classification scheme in Section 4.5.1. 

4.4.2 Elevation data 

To investigate the mound morphometry, the digitised margins and 
prominences were used to extract topographic information from the MOLA and 
HRSC datasets. The MOLA PEDR data have better vertical accuracy than HSRC 
DTMs and therefore, where there was data for the mound base and peak, they were 
used in preference. To calculate the heights of the mounds, the elevation at the base 
of the mound was subtracted from the maximum elevation of the mound 
prominence. In order to extract the elevation at the base and prominence, a 200 m 
buffer was constructed around the mound margin, and a 100 m radius buffer was 
constructed around each peak (Figure 4.2a). A 200 m margin buffer was selected as 
it is large enough that sufficient MOLA points should fall within the buffer for the 
average measurement to be representative of the plains, and small enough that it 
mitigates the impact of proximal topographic features (i.e. other mounds, craters) 
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on the final plains measurement. The same is true for the 100 m radius peak buffers; 
their diameters are large enough to collect a single MOLA PEDR point if there is one 
present in that location, but small enough that they are representative of the true 
peak. Plateau polygons did not require a buffer, as they already define the maximum 
elevation of the upper surface of the mound. From these buffers, the mean elevation 
of pixels were extracted from HRSC MC-11 DTM quadrangle data (Jaumann et al., 
2007; Kersten et al., 2018) and the MOLA PEDR (Zuber et al., 1992) point data that 
fell within each buffer. In situations where multiple MOLA points or HRSC pixels 
existed within a marginal plains buffer, the mean topographic value was calculated 
using both datasets in order to mitigate the effect of topographic relief elements that 
could alter the measured plains elevation. In all cases, the maximum elevation value 
was extracted from the prominences. The heights of the mounds could only be 
calculated through the MOLA method if individual MOLA PEDR points intersected 
both the prominence buffer and the marginal buffer. 

MOLA PEDR coverage is global and therefore covers the entire study area, but 
the HRSC DTM is confined to the MC-11 quadrangle. As such, it covers all of Zone 1 
and Zone 2, but only part of Zone 3, so the heights of 1780 mounds were not 
measured using HRSC. Furthermore, the HRSC DTM exhibits significant artefacts 
in some regions of the study area, so may produce inaccurate mound heights. As a 
result of the irregular local coverage of MOLA points (due to the reasons outlined in 
Section 3.3.2), these data could only be used to determine heights of ~16% of the 
mounds, however, the mounds that it intersects are spread across the entire region 
of study, so are representative of the full population. Of the total population of 
mounds digitised, I was able to extract 2366 measurements using MOLA (2151 of 
which were positive values) and 12,606 measurements using HRSC. 1939 mounds 
were measured using both MOLA and HRSC; both datasets are detailed in Appendix 
A. Henceforth, all heights quoted are from the MOLA-derived data, owing to its 
better vertical resolution, and substantial number of measured mounds that are 
evenly distributed across all three zones. 

4.5 Observations and results 

4.5.1 Morphologic classification 

The mounds are classified into four classes based on their morphology, 
determined by the margin-prominence protocol outlined in Section 4.4.1. All four 
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classes have the same basic features: they are pale-toned, positive-relief features 
that are clearly structures independent of the dark plains of Chryse Planitia. The 
categories are as follows: (1) Hills are isolated mounds that have a single prominent 
peak or smooth crest (Figure 4.3a). (2) Mesas are isolated mounds that have a single 
contiguous plateau with no clear apex at their top, which may be covered by loose 
material and/or have eroded craters superimposed on it (Figure 4.3b). (3) Clustered 
mounds represent mounds that have multiple hill peaks and/or mesa plateaus 
clustered together, but where the lower elevation areas between the peaks and 
plateaus do not descend to the elevation of the surrounding plains (Figure 4.3c). If 
the lower elevation areas between mounds descend to the level of the surrounding 
plains, the mounds are classified individually as hills or mesas. Clustered mounds 
can be further sub-divided into clustered hills (clustered mounds that exclusively 
contain peaks), clustered mesas (clustered mounds that exclusively contain 
plateaus), and mixed clusters (clustered mounds that contain both peaks and 
plateaus). (4) Compound mounds represent landforms that have distinct tiers at 
different elevations (Figure 4.3d). The tiers may have distinctive individual 
morphological qualities that differentiate them from other tiers in the same mound, 
or they may appear to be composed of similar material. Further detailed 
observations of individual mounds are given in Section 4.5.4. 
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Figure 4.3: Classes of mounds found in the study area as shown in CTX data, alongside 
their digitised forms and schematic cross-sections; (a) hills (e.g. 21.997°N, 26.664°W) are 
rounded features with one apex, (b) mesas (e.g. 19.146°N, 27.505°W) are mounds with one 
flat-topped plateau area, (c) clustered mounds (e.g. 18.386°N, 28.149°W) contain multiple 
peaks or plateaus, and (d) compound mounds (e.g. 26.204°N, 24.953°W) contain peaks 
and plateaus that overlap. 

 

4.5.2 Distribution 

The population of mounds in this study area forms an arcuate distribution 
around the southern margin of Chryse Planitia across an area of ~500,000 km2 

between 10-28°N and 309-342°E (Figure 4.4 and Appendix B). The bases of the 

mounds occur between elevations of approximately -1800 m and -4050 m, a total 

range of 2250 m. The western section of the study zone, Zone 3, is elevated by >500 
m relative to Zones 1 and 2. It is therefore prudent to compare elevation ranges only 
within the three subsections of the study area. The elevation range over which the 
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mound bases occur is approximately 1550 m for Zone 1, 780 m for Zone 2, and 1450 
m for Zone 3.  

  
Figure 4.4: The distribution of mounds (hills: black, mesas: red, clustered mounds: 
green, compound mounds: blue) within the sub-study areas (zones). (a)-(c) denotes Zones 
1–3 respectively, as HRSC-MOLA blendshades (Zones 1-2) and a MOLA blendshade (Zone 
3). LC: Lederberg Crater. The percentages of mounds that make up the populations in each 
zone are shown as two pie charts; ‘Number’ shows each class as a percentage of the 
population by number, and ‘Area’ shows the classes as proportions of the total area of the 
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mounds in each zone. (d) MOLA map of southern Chryse Planitia showing the locations of 
the zones. All other numbers and rectangles indicate the position of other figures. The 
white arrows indicate the location of CRISM observations of mounds containing 
hydroxylated silicates and sulphates for a compound mound in Figure 4.4a, box 9 and a 
mesa in figure 4a, box 7d. Enlarged versions of the zones shown in Figure 4.4a, b and c 
are contained within Appendix B. 

It is clear from observation that some mounds occur in curvilinear 
arrangements or even arcuate patterns (Figure 4.5). The simplest explanation for 
this distribution is that they demarcate underlying impact craters. Following this 
assumption, in cases where mound populations have a circular configuration, the 
radius of the curvature of this pattern can be used to infer the diameter of the 
associated impact structure. Where a series of mounds form an incomplete arc of a 
circle, this has been assumed to again delineate a buried impact structure if the 
mounds occur over more than 60 degrees of arc; from this, the diameter of the 
inferred impact structures can be calculated. 101 circular or arcuate clusters of 
mounds have been located and interpreted as indicating buried impact crater 
structures ranging in diameter from 7 km to 143 km. Most mounds do not appear to 
be associated with underlying structures, although the underlying material on which 
the mounds sit is obscured by the dark plains material, so we cannot be sure of this. 
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Figure 4.5: Mound clusters occurring along faults or in circular arrangements; (a) 
night-time infrared THEMIS image showing the northern section of Zone 1, where 
populations of mounds demarcate the edges of proposed buried impact craters (yellow 
circles). The largest yellow circle is 143 km in diameter, and the smallest (lying within the 
area of the larger crater) is 7 km in diameter. (b) CTX image showing a semi-circular 
population of mounds in Zone 3 (11.308°N, 43.228°W). (c) night-time infrared THEMIS 
image of a mound field in Oxia Planum, showing north-south trending ridges (red dotted 
lines) that cut through the surrounding material (Woodley et al., 2023a, b). (d) CTX image 
showing a population of mounds that follow a north-south trending ridge (19.637°N, 
27.329°W). North is up in all images. 
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Mesas and compound mounds are common at the dichotomy boundary near 
McLaughlin and Oyama craters and are interpreted to be erosional sections of the 
plateau in this region. The mesas and compound mounds in this location grade into 
smaller mesas, clustered mounds, and hills. 

4.5.3 Mound morphometry 

Topographic data were used in tandem with the digitised mound dataset to 
calculate the heights of the different classes of mounds above the surrounding plains 
of Chryse Planitia (Table 4.1). Using MOLA PEDR-derived elevation measurements, 
hills have the lowest mean height (~65 m), followed by clustered mounds (~104 m), 
mesas (~168 m) and compound mounds (~219 m). The clustered mound subsets of 
clustered hills, mixed clusters, and clustered mesas have mean heights of ~81 m, 
~190 m, and ~230 m respectively. The areal extents of the mounds vary with their 
morphologies, but follow the same trend as the heights: hills are the least extensive 
with a mean area of <1 km2, followed by clustered mounds (~3 km2), mesas (~6 
km2), and compound mounds (~15 km2, Table 4.1). In general the heights of the 
mounds increase with areal extent, up to a maximum of ~500 m, corresponding to 
a surface area of ~ 10 km2, after which the height does not increase further (Figure 
4.6a). Using the HRSC DTM, the same height-area trend is observed. Most mounds 
are small, with only 10% of the population being above a height of ~238 m. The data 
also highlight the propensity for class populations to be more prevalent at particular 
heights: most mounds below a height of approximately 150 m are hills or clustered 
mounds, but above ~150 m, most mounds are either mesas or compound mounds 
(Figure 4.6b). Most of the ~500 m tall mounds are mesas or compound mounds and 
occur almost exclusively in Zone 1 in the region proximal to Mawrth Vallis. All 
available morphometric mound data are openly available in a shapefile and database 
described in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.6: Graphs displaying information about the morphometrics of mounds. (a) The 
relationship between height and area for 2151 mounds of different classes, derived from 
individual MOLA PEDR shots at 300 m spacing. Note the propensity for hills to be small, 
clustered mounds to be intermediate, and mesas/compound mounds to be large, with the 
tallest and largest examples (>10 km2) being a consistent ~500 m in height. (b) A size-
frequency plot of 2151 mound heights showing that most mounds are small (50% of the 
measured population are >68 m in height), and that most mounds below ~150 m in height 
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are hills or clustered mounds, and most mounds above ~150 m in height are mesas or 
compound mounds. 

  
Hills Mesas Clustered 

Mounds 
Compound 

Mounds 

 

Number of 
Examples 

11255 1029 2025 77 

Population 
% (by number) 78.24 7.15 14.08 0.54 

% (by area) 42.13 27.58 25.53 4.76 

Height (m) 

Mean 64.7 167.9 104.1 219.3 

Median 37.3 141.3 65.6 172.6 

Minimum ≪ 1 3 < 1 40.8 

Maximum 453.6 500.5 453.3 593.8 

IQR 62.96 177.01 122.14 165.80 

Area (km²) 

Mean 0.9 6.41 3.02 14.78 

Median 0.28 3.31 1.26 10.47 

Minimum 0.01 0.1 0.03 1.3 

Maximum 16.2 131.6 94.6 114.8 

IQR 0.77 6.25 2.89 11.76 
 

Table 4.1: Table summarising the morphometric features of the mounds in this study, 
derived from MOLA PEDR point data. 

4.5.4 Mound characteristics and stratigraphy 

This section outlines the observations of geological features that are common 
throughout the general mound population, as well as specific examples at HiRISE-
scale. The stratigraphic relationships between the dark plains material and the clay-
bearing plains of Oxia Planum are also discussed. 

The mounds are pale-toned features that contrast with the surrounding dark 
plains in visible images and that are mostly dark in night-time THEMIS images, 
indicative of low thermal inertia on the scale of 100 m. Rarely, some mounds with 
exposed cores are bright in night-time THEMIS infrared images, suggesting that 
these sections are coarse-grained or indurated areas of exposed bedrock (Fergason 
et al., 2006). Layering can be seen on the flanks of several mounds across the study 
area (Figure 4.7a and c). As most mounds appear to be covered in loose material it 
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is unclear what proportion of mounds are layered. However, ~40 mounds in the 
northern region of Zone 1 exhibit a distinctive, decametre-thick pale-toned layer 
that is visible in CTX images (Figure 4.7d–g). This layer occurs in mounds that are 
distributed over an area of ~8000 km2. The pale-toned layer occurs in mounds that 
demarcate a large, buried crater, further suggesting the mounds are not part of the 
crater rim. Mounds that occur within buried craters at similar topographic heights 
also contain the same layer, suggesting that the mound are not a rim feature. Many 
mounds also have bright rings of extremely pale-toned, high albedo material 
associated with them (Figure 4.7b), that is similar to the deposits seen around 
craters and postulated hydrothermal ‘mega-vents’ in Meridiani Planum and Aram 
Chaos (e.g. Hynek et al., 2002; Ormö et al., 2004), or could be exposed sections of 
the underlying plains. 
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Figure 4.7: Examples of mounds with layering across the study area; (a) Layering in the 
flanks of a mesa near Mawrth Vallis, including a thick dark layer (arrowed) partially 
obscured by loose material (HiRISE ESP_036160_2065). (b) example of pale-toned 
material that occurs preferentially around mounds and tectonic features that appears to 
be overlain by the dark plains material (HiRISE ESP_046710_2015). (c) partly obscured 
layering (arrowed) in the flanks of a mound north of Mawrth Vallis (HiRISE 
ESP_044402_2020). (d) CTX mosaic showing the locations of pale-toned layers identified 
in the flanks and tops of mounds (yellow margins) and minimum bounding extent if this 
were once a continuous layer. (e) mound containing a pale-toned horizontal layer (black 
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arrows). The dark plains material abuts and onlaps the edges of the paler material 
(HiRISE ESP_064749_2055) (f) CTX image showing pale-toned layer (black arrows) that 
occurs in mounds demarcating a large (~50 km diameter) crater, suggesting that the 
mounds are not part of the crater rim, but were originally contiguously on top of the crater 
margin. (g) CTX mosaic showing a mesa (also shown in Figure 5.10) with a pale-toned 
upper surface (margins shown by black arrows). 

The relationship of the mounds with the dark plains material is often 
ambiguous due to the loose material that mantles the mound margins. Despite this, 
individual examples of mounds show evidence of being embayed and buried by the 
dark plains material (Figure 4.8a–c, e), suggesting that the mounds predate the 
emplacement of dark plains material. A clear contact between a mound and the clay-
bearing unit of Oxia Planum is observed (Figure 4.8f), showing that at least some of 
the mounds postdate the clay-bearing unit, which agrees with the interpretation in 
Quantin-Nataf et al., (2021). 
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Figure 4.8: Examples of the stratigraphic relationships of mounds across the study area. 
(a) CTX image (mosaic: P21_009247_2056_XN_25N023W, 
B21_017884_2046_XN_24N023W, G03_019585_2043_XN_24N023W) showing a field 
of pale-toned, high relief mounds (west and centre east), as well as darker, low-relief 
mounds that appear to be buried by the surrounding dark plains material of Chryse 
Planitia. (b) pale-toned mound with arcuate embayments at the edge of its exposed top, as 
well as a smooth scarp (white arrows) interpreted as the true edge of the underlying 
mound that is buried by the dark plains material (HiRISE ESP _065316_2065). (c) CTX 
image G19_025730_1977_XN_17N028W showing a mesa and surrounding mounds in 
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the Oxia Colles region. (d) decametre scale polygonal structures (black arrow) in the 
flanks of a hill (HiRISE ESP_ 065857_1990). (e) HiRISE image showing the boundary 
(black arrows) between the dark-toned material and mesa surface of (c), where the dark 
material is similar in relief and texture to the dark plains material that surround the mesa 
(HiRISE ESP_ 065857_1990). (f) mound in Oxia Planum with a clear lower boundary 
(black arrows) that superposes the fractured clay-bearing plains material that dominates 
the area (HiRISE PSP_009880_1985). 

Mounds that are proximal to Mawrth Vallis commonly contain metre to 
decametre-scale layering in their upper flanks (Figure 4.9). In HiRISE IRB images, 
the hue of the strata ranges from pink to white to blue (Figure 4.9d), and the lateral 
continuity of strata can be observed for upwards of 2 km. Where these layered 
materials are exposed, they do not preserve impact craters as well as the 
surrounding, darker material. The layered sections contain dark negative relief 
lineaments, interpreted as fractures filled with loose material, positive relief 
lineaments, interpreted as fractures infilled with resistant material, and evidence of 
faulting, with displacements of up to tens of metres. Although largely obscured, 
some stratification can be seen in the lower tiers as well. The upper layered material 
is overlain by a darker, crater-retaining layer that is ~10 m thick, which is 
comparable to the dark capping unit (Loizeau et al., 2012) that overlies similar 
layered material in Mawrth Vallis. The fractures in the layered material do not 
appear to pervade into the overlying dark capping unit, but the faulting clearly 
displaces the dark capping unit in some mounds (Figure 4.9d). The dark capping 
unit appears to be draped disconformably over the mounds that contain the layered 
material. The stratigraphy of these Mawrth-proximal mounds is explored in detail 
in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.9: Examples of Mawrth-like strata in a pair of compound mounds that lie ~300 
km from the mouth of Mawrth Vallis, and a comparison to representative strata from 
Mawrth Vallis: (a) overview of the mounds (HiRISE RED image ESP_063259_2065; 
western mound is the same as in Figure 5.8) showing the location of parts b–d. (b) 
laterally extensive decametre-scale layering in a cliff-face at the top of the eastern mound, 
which is overlying pale-toned layered material (HiRISE RED image ESP_063259_2065). 
(c) metre-scale layers in the flanks of the western mound (HiRISE IRB image 
ESP_063905_2065, contrast enhanced to show layering and colour variation). (d) colour 
image of layers at the base of the upper tier of the western mound. The layers range from 
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blue to black-and-white to pink in tone and are capped disconformably by the brown dark 
capping unit. All of these units are crossed by a NE-SW trending fault (red dotted line, 
central) that has displaced them by approximately 100 m. The relative direction of 
movement along the fault is shown by arrows. Another potential fault is visible ~300 m to 
the southeast (HiRISE IRB image ESP_063259_2065). (e) representative section of 
exposed clay-bearing strata at Mawrth Vallis, showing its similarity to the layering seen 
in some mounds. The strata are capped by isolated patches of material (arrows) that are 
visually similar to the dark capping observed on the mounds (HiRISE IRB image 
ESP_018530_2045). 
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4.6 Discussion 

4.6.1 Morphology and morphometry 

The similarity of the tone, layering and thermal inertia of the mounds 
examined suggests that they are all composed of similar rock types. Based on this 
assumption, the morphology and morphometry of individual mounds is interpreted 
to primarily be an expression of the degree of erosion. Thus, the typically small and 
rounded hills imply a high degree of erosion and a late stage of escarpment retreat, 
whereas the more aerially extensive mesas with flat tops and angular sides suggest 
a lesser amount of erosion and escarpment retreat. This is also supported by the 
observation that, in general, mesas and compound mounds are closer to the 
dichotomy boundary (Figure 4.5a) and hills are further away, although the presence 
of overlying impact ejecta often obscures this fact (Figure 4.4a). Smaller mounds are 
seen to grade into the larger dichotomy-proximal mesas and plateaus, again 
suggesting that the smaller mounds represent the degraded former extent of the 
mesas, and were once part of a more continuous structure, such as a contiguous 
layer (or layers) of material, before erosion took place (e.g. Figure 4.5a). Figure 4.6 
shows that hills are generally smaller features (in both height and area) than mesas. 
This supports the interpretation that hills have undergone a higher degree of erosion 
than the mesas. Alternatively, mesas may be mechanically more competent than 
hills; they may have an additional protective upper layer that hills do not, or may be 
indurated to a higher degree.  

Mesas and compound mounds are the tallest mound type. Clustered mounds 
are intermediate in both morphology and height, suggesting that they represent a 
transitional erosional state between hills and mesas. Importantly, Figure 4.6a shows 
that height does not increase linearly with area, but reaches a maximum of about 
500 m. The fact that mesas (assumed to be amongst the least eroded mounds) 
conform to this 500 m ceiling suggests that this height limit is not one imposed by 
erosion, but is instead representative of a minimum original upper stratigraphic 
thickness of the material that forms the mounds. It is not possible to estimate the 
maximum upper stratigraphic thickness because the bases of the mounds are 
obscured by the post-erosional embayment of the dark plains material (Figure 4.8), 
and the mound-forming material may also form the plains that underlie it (Figure 
4.7).  
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The prevalence of each mound class also provides an indication of the 
erosional state of the entire population. Most of the mounds are hills (78.2% by 
number, 42.1% of the combined mound area), a few are clustered mounds (14.1% by 
number, 25.5% of the combined mound area) and still fewer are mesas (7.2% by 
number, 27.6% of the combined mound area). This suggests that, assuming all the 
mounds are of similar composition with similar mechanical properties, the 
population is in an advanced erosional state. It is unclear why some mounds are 
more eroded than others, but it could relate to change in the strength of the eroding 
mechanisms such as variation in wind strength at different latitudes, differential 
flow of water in different regions, or to preferential hardening of the mound-forming 
deposit near to the dichotomy boundary. 

In conclusion, the general correlation of mound height and class, the ~500 m 
height limit across the whole mound population, the greater proportion of hills 
(assuming all mounds are composed of similar rock types) and the distribution of 
the mounds relative to the dichotomy boundary indicate that the mound population 
represents the remnants of a highly eroded layer or layers. Going forward, this is the 
working hypothesis for the origin of the mound-forming material in the following 
discussion. 

4.6.2 Mound distribution 

This section focuses on the spatial distribution of the population of mounds as 
a whole, and also discusses the differences between the sub-populations that exist 
in each zone. As a whole, the population of mounds extends several hundred 
kilometres into the northern lowlands, implying that the layer(s) the mounds 
formed from once covered a substantial amount of the northern lowlands proximal 
to the dichotomy boundary (e.g. Figure 4.5, Figure 4.7). Building on the working 
hypothesis that the mounds were previously connected as part of a contiguous layer 
(or layers) in the Noachian, and that they exist at the Oxia Planum ExoMars landing 
site, I further suggest that the mound-forming layer superposed or is related to 
sections of the Early Noachian clay-bearing unit present there (Quantin-Nataf et al., 
2021).  

As the bases of the mounds in Zones 1 and 3 have very similar relative elevation 
ranges of 1500 m, this also suggests that they are likely to have been originally the 
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same layer within the regional Chryse Planitia stratigraphy. The similarity of these 
elevation ranges in the two zones with the largest number of mounds, suggests that 
the original elevation of the area where the mounds occur was approximately 1500 
m. Only approximately half of this elevation range is represented in Zone 2, probably 
owing to substantial erosion on both sides by Ares Valles and the combined Tiu 
Valles-Chryse Chaos system. The absolute elevation of Zone 3 is greater by >500 m 
relative to Zones 1 and 2 due to its proximity to the margin of the Tharsis rise. 
Assuming that the proposed mound forming layer originally occurred at similar 
elevations around the circum-Chryse region, then the majority of the uplift of Zone 
3 occurred must have happened after deposition and erosion of the mound layer. 
Given that the majority of the Tharsis rise was in place by the end of the Noachian 
(Phillips et al., 2001; Werner, 2009; Carr and Head, 2010), it would follow that the 
mounds were already in place by this time too. 

4.6.3 Mound preservation 

The preferential occurrence of mounds around the edges of buried impact 
craters and near to tectonic ridges, together with the interpretation that the mounds 
formed from the erosion of an approximately contiguous layer or set of layers, 
implies that these areas were more resistant to the erosion that isolated the mounds. 
To form the circular arrangements of mounds seen today (, the preservation process 
for the mounds must therefore involve selective reinforcement of the hypothesised 
layer(s) above the edges of impact craters. The most reasonable mechanism for the 
increased erosional resistance of the mounds is cementation of the mound-forming 
material by resistant minerals precipitated from groundwater. One hypothesis is 
that: (1) the crater-delineating and ridge-proximal mounds overlie regions of 
relatively more fractured and therefore more permeable crust that once acted as a 
conduit for groundwater outflow; (2) mineral precipitation would therefore have 
preferentially affected the material overlying the fractured locations; and (3) once 
emplaced in the host layer, the precipitated minerals (e.g. iron oxides, carbonates or 
sulphates) would have increased the mechanical competence of these regions, 
making them more resistant to erosion (e.g. Wagh and Tarrer, 1991; Yasir et al., 
2018). Furthermore, evidence of lineament bleaching is apparent in HiRISE images 
of an isolated mound that lies 150 km northwest of the ExoMars landing ellipse and 
500 km southwest of Mawrth Vallis (Figure 4.10). Curvilinear brown bands that cut 
the pale-toned material in Figure 4.10 are likely to be fractures surrounded by 
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regions of altered or bleached bedrock, where fluid has exploited the fracture and 
deposited minerals in the surrounding host rock, changing its tone and resistance 
to weathering. These features are morphologically similar to boxwork structures 
that have been observed in Gale Crater from orbit; these are thought to have formed 
in the subsurface through similar processes as invoked for this mound (Siebach and 
Grotzinger, 2014). In this mound, the alteration zones cut through the pale-toned 
layered unit, but are themselves truncated by dark capping unit, suggesting the 
episode of alteration occurred before the dark capping unit was emplaced (at ~3.7 
Ga if this is the same material as described in Mawrth Vallis by Loizeau et al. (2012)). 
Alternatively, the mound forming layer may have simply been draped onto the pre-
existing topography, and the observed mounds are the highest points of the exposed 
layer. However, this seems less likely, and no specific evidence to reinforce this 
hypothesis has been observed. 
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Figure 4.10: HiRISE image of a mound in Oxia Colles (image centre at 19.883°N, 
27.669°W; HiRISE IRB ESP_066622_2200), showing (a) the overall mound morphology 
and relative position of parts b–d. (b) dark curvilinear bands that cut through the pale-
toned bedrock, sometimes forming enclosed segments (bottom left). (c) area of 
polygonally fractured pale-toned region of mound crosscut by curvilinear fractures or 
lineaments (black arrows), that disappear at the margin of the overlying dark-toned units 
(white arrows). (d) layered pale-toned materials on the flanks of the mound (white 
arrows) that resemble the material in the mounds near Mawrth Vallis (e.g. Figure 4.9e). 
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The large distances (>100 km) between the similar pale-toned metre-scale 
layering suggest that the original layer may once have extended across the whole 
area, further implying that all the mounds between them were originally part of the 
same layer. Alternatively, the pale-toned material may have been emplaced in the 
mound-forming layer from depth by groundwater or hydrothermal processes. 
Nevertheless, both of these hypotheses require a substantial amount of erosion to 
have occurred between deposition/alteration of the mound layer, and the 
emplacement of the dark capping unit, in order to remove the majority of the 
mound-forming layer. 

Most of the mounds do not occur in arcuate patterns or near apparent tectonic 
lineaments. Such mounds could be to localised fractures in the underlying bedrock 
that acted as individual conduits for fluid flow, or to buried craters that have had 
most of their mounds buried or removed through erosion. Another possible 
hypothesis for the randomly distributed mounds is that these mounds occur where 
a small impact crater impacted on a stratigraphically higher (and subsequently 
eroded) section of the previously extensive layer inciting enhanced fluid flow and 
subsequent mineralisation in the subsurface. The most likely scenario, however, is 
that the erosion that formed the mounds was not uniform across the region, and 
most mounds represent locations where less geomorphic work was done. The pale-
toned material seen around proposed hydrothermal mega-vents and crater rims in 
(Ormö et al., 2004) is attributed to fluid flow causing the bleaching of bedrock, or 
mineral precipitation through the high-permeability margins of impact craters. The 
widespread mound-marginal pale-toned material in Figure 4.7 is likely of the same 
origin, owing to the similar patchy morphology, distributions around fractures, and 
albedo properties.  

Several populations of mounds demarcate small (7 km diameter) to medium 
(~40 km diameter) craters within a population of mounds that demarcates a very 
large (143 km diameter) crater (Figure 4.5a). This suggests that the cratered surface 
that the arcuate mound patterns represent formed over an extended period of time. 
This is because the mounds that demarcate these craters lie on the same topographic 
plane: if the small crater had formed soon after the large crater, it would be within 
the depression of the larger crater, and therefore topographically much lower. The 
large crater must have formed first and was then either significantly eroded so that 
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any new craters that formed within it had their rims at approximately the height of 
the eroded rim, or was infilled by post-impact detritus almost to the crater rim, 
before the small crater formed.  

The lack of mounds in the intra-crater areas of larger, isolated impact basins 
suggests that something prevented the intra-crater fractures from being effective 
conduits for the proposed groundwater to percolate and inhibited the superposing 
material from becoming indurated in these regions. There are two possible reasons 
why mounds do not regularly form in the centre of larger impact craters: (1) crater-
fill sediment or impact melt acted as an impermeable layer, prohibiting the 
induration of material that overlies intra-crater areas, or (2) the mounds were able 
to form in intra-crater settings, but where the pre-existing topography was lower 
(i.e., especially on crater floors and in plains regions away from crater rims), most 
mounds were buried by dark plains material. 

It is unlikely that the mounds are the remnants of sedimentary volcanoes 
because the population lacks any clear evidence for summit craters, as is ubiquitous 
in other nearby populations interpreted as such (Komatsu et al., 2016; Brož et al., 
2019), and there are no clear observable structures that are associated with flow on 
the mound flanks. The flat-topped morphologies of mesas seem incompatible with 
being formed through sedimentary volcanism. It is also unlikely that the mounds 
represent the edges of buried craters. Although Rodríguez et al. (2007) suggest that 
many of the mounds are the degraded remnants of impact crater rims, the fact that 
numerous mounds are shown to superpose the Hypanis delta (Fawdon et al., 2018) 
in the Xanthe Terra region shows that this cannot be true for all mounds. Similarly, 
some mounds are found within buried craters, and have similar elevations to 
mounds outside the crater rim. This suggests that they are not simply remnant 
crater rim or central peak/peak-ring elements. Furthermore, the pale-toned layer in 
Figure 4.7d occurs in both crater-delineating mounds, and extra-crater mounds, 
suggesting that the mounds are a separate feature from the craters themselves. 
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4.6.4 Mound chronology 

In Section 4.6.2, elevation data were used to propose that the mound-forming 
layer was deposited or emplaced before the end of the Noachian. Here, stratigraphic 
relationships observed in Section 4.5.4 are used to further constrain the timing of 
the deposition and subsequent erosion of the pre-existing layer, to form the mound-
like landforms observed today.  

Mounds with clear, regolith-free margins are mantled and embayed by the 
dark plains material (Figure 4.8) mapped as the HNCC1 and HCC2 units in Tanaka et 
al. (2005). This means that the mounds predate the Late-Noachian to Early-
Hesperian emplacement of these units. This relationship is further shown in Figure 
4.5a, where the dark plains material shallowly buries isolated examples of mounds. 
Furthermore, many mounds are rounded with cove-like embayments on their 
margins (Figure 4.8b). The dark plains material clearly onlaps into these 
embayments, suggesting that the mounds were eroded into their rounded forms 
before the emplacement of the dark plains material at ~3.55 Ga (Loizeau et al., 
2012). In the Oxia Planum region, the mounds overlie the Early Noachian (Quantin-
Nataf et al., 2021) clay-bearing units, and so must be younger than (or potentially 
related/equivalent to) the plains (see Chapter 6 for a full investigation of the Oxia 
Planum mounds). These stratigraphic relationships provide minimum and 
maximum bounds for mound formation and show that they are Noachian in age.  

Compound mounds offer additional insight into the chronology of events. Their 
tiering could be a result of compositional or mechanical differences between 
sections of the stratigraphy, and this might be traceable across different mounds, 
and even over to the Mawrth Vallis plateau. In particular, the upper levels of some 
of the compound mounds (Figure 4.9, 4.10, 4.11) share morphological similarities 
with the layered clay-bearing units of Mawrth Vallis (Noe Dobrea et al., 2010; 
Loizeau et al., 2012; Michalski et al., 2013) in that they are pale-toned, layered at 
the metre-scale, and contain hydrated mineral signatures where high-resolution 
spectroscopic data are available. Layered compound mounds in the vicinity of 
Mawrth Vallis are suggested in Michalski and Noe Dobrea (2007) to be related in 
some way to the larger Mawrth deposit, but this chapter shows that the extent of this 
deposit may have been much greater than previously thought (see Figures 4.9, 4.10, 
and 4.11 showing mounds ~300 km and ~560 km from Mawrth). The layered upper 
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tiers of some compound mounds contain hydrated minerals (Michalski and Dobrea, 
2007; Loizeau et al., 2012) and so originated or were subsequently altered in an 
environment that supported aqueous alteration of minerals. The alteration 
environment must have ceased prior to the emplacement at ~3.7 Ga (Loizeau et al., 
2012) of the Mawrth plateau-mantling dark capping unit. This is because that unit 
contains unaltered igneous minerals and shows no alteration signatures. The 
Mawrth layered units were emplaced approximately ~3.9 Ga (e.g. Michalski and 
Noe Dobrea, 2007; Michalski et al., 2010; Loizeau et al., 2012), with subsequent 
reworking and redeposition occurring within proximal large craters (e.g. Oyama 
Crater) at ~3.8 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012).  

I suggest that the Mawrth-like sections of compound mounds are an extension 
of the clay-bearing strata of the Mawrth Vallis plateau, or are contemporaneous with 
the reworked deposits found in Oyama Crater. This is expanded upon with a full 
investigation of the composition of mounds in the Mawrth Vallis region in Chapter 
5.  

The compound mounds (e.g. Figure 4.9) share morphological characteristics 
(e.g. highly eroded forms, low thermal inertia, pale-toned) with the rest of the non-
compound mound population suggesting they have a common origin, which is 
reinforced by the similar depositional ages determined by their stratigraphic 
relationships. Hence, the Mawrth-like compound mounds may be genetically 
equivalent to the wider circum-Chryse mound population. This inference suggests 
that the wider mound population is older than 3.8 Ga, but younger than the 4.0 Ga 
lower limit controlled by the age of the Oxia Planum clays  (Quantin-Nataf et al., 
2021), assuming that, as this work shows, all of the mounds belong to the same 
population. 

The dark capping unit was deposited or emplaced unconformably over the 
clay-bearing strata of Mawrth Vallis (Loizeau et al., 2012), and was itself 
significantly eroded before deposition of the dark plains unit of Chryse Planitia 
(emplaced ~3.55 Ga). This is supported by the observation of a compound mound 
near Mawrth Vallis (shown in Figure 4.9), where the dark capping unit truncates the 
eroded strata of the clay-bearing areas, which are themselves embayed by the 
younger, unaltered dark plains unit that infills Chryse Planitia. 
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Figure 4.11: 3D views of (a) the compound mounds explored in Figure 4.6a and section 
5.4.3 (HiRISE image: ESP_063259_2065), showing that tiers are traceable between 
mounds, and (b) 3D CTX view of crater-delineating mounds (image centre: 22.616°N, 
27.834°W). 

The mound-forming layer is likely to have been deposited or emplaced 
between 4.0 Ga and 3.8 Ga (Early-Middle Noachian, Figure 4.12). The Mawrth-like 
material that comprises tiered mounds in the Mawrth Vallis area could either 
represent a separate mound population (and therefore a distinct former layer) or 
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part of the same layer as the rest of the mound population. As the Mawrth Vallis 
layered unit was emplaced ~3.9 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012), it is possible that the larger 
mound population is simply a distal continuation of this material that do not possess 
the same distinctive layering. Alternatively, they may consist of reworked Mawrth 
Vallis clay-bearing material deposited ~3.8 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012). Subsequent 
erosion is then hypothesised to have removed much of this original layer, or layers, 
leaving the mounds as erosional remnants. These were then partly embayed by 
Chryse Planitia plains unit materials in the late Noachian to early Hesperian. 
Importantly, the observation that the geomorphic mounds are superposed on top of 
or into the Oxia Planum clay-bearing plains, and may have once been a contiguous 
part of the same material that forms the Mawrth plateau, suggests that the Oxia 
Planum clays may be older than the Mawrth Vallis clays. An alternative explanation 
that explains this observation is that the Mawrth-like mounds are a separate, 
younger population, although thus far no observations specifically support this 
conclusion, and this will be explored further in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.12: Southward-facing block diagram showing the spatial and temporal 
evolution of the study area: (a) the topography of the study area post-Chryse impact. The 
extent of the regional layered clay unit that comprises the bedrock of Oxia Planum is 
unknown but is here simplified to extend downward into the crust and outwards into 
Chryse Planitia. (b) >~500 m of mound material is deposited or emplaced on top of the 
regional clay-bearing unit in the Early to Middle Noachian, as well as on the Mawrth 
Vallis regional plateau. (c) Widespread groundwater and/or hydrothermal activity 
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occurs along the dichotomy boundary, indurating material that superimposes crustal 
weaknesses such as crater-marginal fractures. (d) Erosional processes remove the non-
indurated material, leaving the indurated material as remnant upstanding mounds 
scattered across the topography. (e) Dark capping unit (not shown) and dark plains 
materials are emplaced in the Late Noachian and Early Hesperian, mantling the 
topography, embaying many mounds, and burying some examples. 
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4.7 Conclusions 

The morphology, morphometry, and distribution of mounds in Chryse Planitia 
suggests that:  

• The ~14,500 mounds that were studied in the south Circum-Chryse region 
can be divided into four classes: hills (isolated, smooth, and round-topped), 
mesas (isolated, flat-topped), clustered mounds (groups of non-isolated hills 
or mesas) and compound mounds (tiered examples). These classes reflect the 
erosional state of the mounds; mesas and compound mounds are the least 
eroded examples, clustered mounds are moderately eroded, and hills are the 
most eroded examples.  

• The height–area relationship of the mounds has a height maximum of ~500 
m. Combined with the observation of the degree of erosion of different 
mound morphologies, this suggests that the mounds formed from the erosion 
of one or more regionally extensive layers that once covered the ExoMars 
landing site at Oxia Planum, as well as the lowland areas on the margin of 
southern Chryse Planitia. 

• The mounds are broadly Noachian in age, and were deposited or emplaced, 
lithified, subjected to induration by groundwater processes, and eroded 
between the Early Noachian and Late Noachian. If the metre-scale layering 
seen in the upper flanks of compounds mounds is analogous to the clay 
layering seen at Mawrth Vallis, then, assuming the mounds are part of the 
same population, the mounds probably straddle the Early-Noachian-Middle-
Noachian boundary.  

• The existence of mounds that contain similar layering to the clay-bearing 
strata of the Mawrth Vallis plateau suggests that these mounds were once 
part of a Mawrth-like clay-bearing unit that may have been contiguous with 
the plateau itself before erosion took place. These mounds appear to belong 
to the same population as the mounds at Oxia Planum, which overlie or are 
related to the clay-bearing plains that are the primary target of the ExoMars 
rover. This suggests that the Mawrth Vallis plateau clay-bearing strata may 
be younger than those in the Oxia Planum region. Oxia Planum could 
represent a lower part of the regional stratigraphic sequence. 
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• The local distribution of mound-associated buried impact structures 
supports groundwater processes as part of the preferential preservation 
mechanism. The observation that most mounds form random patterns that 
are not associated with craters rims, and the presence of several mounds 
within buried craters, argues against the mounds simply being upstanding, 
embayed, crater rim elements. 

This chapter shows that the population of isolated mounds in Chryse Planitia 
are accessible, three-dimensional exposures of layered Noachian-aged deposits that 
may have interacted with groundwater. The shape of the mounds, their individual 
geologic characteristics, and their stratigraphic relationships to one another provide 
unique insight into a record of the depositional and alteration environments present 
on early Mars. These findings emphasise the importance of more detailed studies 
into their composition and significance with respect to Mawrth Vallis (see Chapter 
5), and the ExoMars rover landing site in Oxia Planum (see Chapter 6), and show 
that, whilst their mode of formation remains somewhat ambiguous, their regional 
geological significance is not. 
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Chapter 5  
Stratigraphic investigations of the 

mounds and their relationships to the 
highlands 

 

5.1 Attribution 

Part of this chapter will be submitted as a manuscript to Nature Geoscience. 
The authors will be Joseph D. McNeil, Peter Fawdon, Matthew R. Balme, Angela L. 
Coe, and Stuart M.R. Turner. For this work, I collected all of the data, made all initial 
observations, and conducted the manipulation and analysis of the primary data in 
ArcGIS. The initial interpretations and draft of the chapter were completed by me. 
Subsequent iterations were commented on by my co-authors, with discussions on 
interpretation of the data allowing me to develop the chapter over time. In this 
chapter, compared to the manuscript that will be submitted, there is more extensive 
data and discussion, together with comparison and integration with other sections 
of the thesis to ensure an overall thesis narrative.  
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5.2 Introduction 

Widespread aqueous alteration on Mars is evidenced by Noachian-aged 
phyllosilicate-bearing rocks which indicate extensive and prolonged geochemical 
water-rock interactions (e.g. Ehlmann et al., 2009, 2011; Poulet et al., 2005). These 
interactions occurred primarily during the Noachian period, in diverse surface and 
subsurface environments, including hydrothermal (e.g. Michalski et al., 2017; 
Schwenzer and Kring, 2009; Abramov and Kring, 2005), lacustrine (e.g. Fawdon et 
al., 2021a; Goudge et al., 2012; Schon et al., 2012; Fassett and Head, 2008), fluvial 
(e.g. Balme et al., 2020; Salese et al., 2020; Davis et al., 2016), and possibly marine 
settings (e.g. Rodriguez et al., 2022; Di Achille and Hynek, 2010; Clifford and 
Parker, 2001). In contrast to Earth, where plate tectonics have destroyed 
environments of a similar age, Mars has preserved a comprehensive geological 
record of its earliest aqueous planetary environments. Studies of this record indicate 
that Mars experienced a unidirectional transition from wetter, warmer, and 
reducing conditions, to colder, drier, and oxidising climatic conditions during the 
Noachian and early Hesperian, with smaller fluctuations and perturbations 
superimposed upon this longer-term trend (see Chapter 2.4). 

The highland exposures of phyllosilicate-bearing rocks around the channel of 
Mawrth Vallis (Figure 2.7) underpin much of our understanding of the role of liquid 
water on early Mars, which is vital in our knowledge of planetary habitability, the 
evolution of terrestrial planets, and the search for life elsewhere in the solar system. 
Here, several hundred metres of Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicate-bearing strata are 
overlain by tens of metres of Al-rich phyllosilicate-bearing strata, revealing a 
complex and multi-phase alteration history spanning several hundred million years 
in the Noachian and early Hesperian (see Section 2.6 for detail; Bishop et al., 2008, 
2013; Michalski et al., 2013; Loizeau et al., 2012; Noe Dobrea et al., 2010; McKeown 
et al., 2009; Wray et al., 2008). However, the pre-alteration depositional 
environments at Mawrth Vallis remain ambiguous and poorly constrained (Poulet 
et al., 2020), and whether the phyllosilicates are detrital or authigenic is unresolved 
(Loizeau et al., 2015; Horgan et al., 2013). The extent of crustal alteration and the 
resultant compositional variation is well-documented in the highlands surrounding 
the main length of the channel (Noe Dobrea et al., 2010; McKeown et al., 2009; 
Wray et al., 2008), but to the north, the highland plateau abruptly terminates at the 
hemispheric dichotomy boundary; as a result, the variation in composition, 
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stratigraphy, and the overall shape and extent of the Noachian landscape north of 
the dichotomy, is not preserved. 

Chapter 4 showed that thousands of isolated, kilometre-scale mounds occur in 
the lowland areas north and west of Mawrth Vallis, and that these are continuous 
with the circum-Chryse population of identical mounds that extends south around 
the basin (Section 4.5.2; Figure 5.1). These mounds share morphologic and thermal 
characteristics with phyllosilicate-rich regions of the highland plateaus, and are thus 
interpreted to be erosional remnants of pre-existing Noachian-aged material 
(Section 4.2). However, the precise stratigraphic relationship of the mounds with 
the rocks which comprise the Mawrth Vallis plateau is unknown. The history of 
Noachian aqueous alteration of the Mawrth Vallis region has been determined from 
the stratigraphy predominantly exposed in plateau-tops (McKeown et al., 2009), 
craters (Lowe et al., 2020; Michalski et al., 2019), and the primary channel (Noe 
Dobrea et al., 2010), meaning that previous studies have been confined to only short 
stratigraphic section in these areas. As the lowermost sections of the channel are 
obscured by younger material, the oldest geologic processes are undetermined. 
Conversely, the mounds represent accessible three-dimensional outcrops with 
excellent exposure across their full stratigraphic columns.  

This chapter describes the morphostratigraphy, chemostratigraphy, and 
geomorphometry of the mounds and their relationship to the highland plateaus 
around Mawrth Vallis. This study reveals that geochemical and stratigraphic 
variations across the population document a comprehensive aqueous and erosional 
history of the martian landscape at the hemispheric dichotomy boundary during the 
Noachian. 
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Figure 5.1: Three-dimensional view of the Arabia-Chryse dichotomy region, showing a) 
the relationship of the southern highlands (brown) with the northern lowlands (green). 
The channels of Mawrth Vallis and Ares Vallis, and the Oxia Planum region, as well as the 
mounds (black) are shown. Basemap: HRSC/MOLA (10x exaggeration). The -3000 m 
contour (burgundy) shows the relationship of mounds with a line of constant elevation. b) 
3D view of a mound (CTX B21_017884_2046), with inset IRB HiRISE 
(ESP_073243_2060) showing an example of a bright-toned outcrop. HRSC MC-11 DTM 
(3x exaggeration). 
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5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Identifying bright-toned deposits 

For this study, I used the primary mound shapefile dataset created in Chapter 
3, which contains digitised polygons that document the location of 14,386 mounds 
in the circum-Chryse region (details in Appendix A) and the MOLA (Zuber et al., 
1992) PEDR and HRSC (Jaumann et al., 2007) DTM data on mound elevation and 
height (the elevation difference between the tallest part of each mound and the 
surrounding plains).  

This study was constrained to all 10,168 mounds in this dataset that occur east 
of Ares Vallis (Zone 1), as from observational experience (e.g. Chapter 4.5.4) mounds 
in this region exhibit the best-exposed outcrops of the bright-toned material, 
although it is unclear whether this is a result of there being more of this bright-toned 
material than in other regions, or is there is greater erosion here revealing more of 
the bright-toned material. 158 CTX (Malin et al., 2007) images were used as a 
basemap, displayed and analysed using Esri’s ArcGIS Pro software, a Geographic 
Information System. An observational survey of all mounds in the study area was 
conducted, in which each discrete outcrop of bright-toned material that existed 
within the mound polygons at the CTX scale was digitised by hand. Where multiple 
bright-toned outcrops occurred in a single mound, these were digitised as separate 
polygons that retained information about their ‘parent’ mound polygon through 
ArcGIS Pro’s zonal statistics tool. 

Once all mounds were surveyed for bright-toned outcrops, the completed 
bright-toned outcrop polygon database was integrated with topographic data using 
ArcGIS’s zonal statistics tool to provide the maximum, minimum and average 
elevations for each outcrop. For this, two different datasets were used: the MC-11 
HRSC DTM, which covers all surveyed mounds at a resolution of ~50 m/pixel, but 
has irregular artefacts and low-quality regions, and the MOLA PEDR, which detail 
the elevation of points at 300 m intervals along a spacecraft orbital track, but do not 
occur consistently across Mars’ surface, so occur irregularly within outcrop 
polygons. 
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5.3.2 Stacked transects 

The isolated nature of the mounds means that a single, linear elevation profile 
across the highlands, the dichotomy, and into the lowlands, may only cross one or 
two topographically significant mounds. To be able to see many mounds in a single 
transect, the profiles would have to dog-leg multiple times, however, this is 
suboptimal for observing proximal-distal changes in the mound population relative 
to the highlands because these changes would be off-axis and inconsistent with the 
true along-dip variation. 

To overcome this, a set of 118 stacked transects was produced that allows all 
substantially large mounds in a given area to be viewed in a single ‘data cube’, which 
indicates the propensity for elevations to occur at given distances from the start of 
the transect set. Using this method has its trade-offs; individual mounds (which are 
small in comparison to the study area) are unresolvable within the larger data cube, 
and large topographic features (e.g. impact basins, faults, ridges) can skew the data. 
However, the ability to view the relationship between along-trend distance and 
topography provides unique insight to the topography of the highland-lowland 
transitional areas. 

I chose a region of the hemispheric dichotomy which was relatively linear 
(Figure 5.2), and drew the initial 318 km transect start line on the highland plateaus 
both parallel to it, and perpendicular to the overall NNW trend of Mawrth Vallis at 

a bearing of 054°. This meant that the dichotomy occurred in a more constrained x-

axis range within the data cube, and was more likely to be representative of, and 
parallel to, any dichotomy margins which previously existed in this region. Using 
ArcGIS Pro’s ‘Generate Transects Along Lines’ tool, 118 lines 300 km in length were 
produced perpendicular to the transect start line (Figure 5.2), with a spacing of 
~2.65 km, which projected NNW across the plateau, down the dichotomy, and along 
the plains, intersecting most large mounds. This number of transects was reached 
through iteration as a compromise between the ability to capture representative 
elevations of mounds of all sizes and the resultant size of the data. Next, ArcGIS 
Pro’s ‘Stack Profile’ tool was used across all 118 transects to produce the stacked 
elevation dataset. R Studio software was used to visualise the base dataset, to overlay 
the ranges of bright-toned outcrop and Al-rich/Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicate detection 
elevation data as vertical lines and points, respectively, at known distances along the 
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transect, and to produce ‘best fit’ polygons of these lines to show their spatial ranges 
in two dimensions. 

 
Figure 5.2: HRSC DTM and hillshade showing the Mawrth Vallis region including 
mounds (shown in black) in the lowland areas. The approximately dichotomy-parallel 

transect start line is shown as a thick black line trending at 054°. 30 representative 

transect lines which are perpendicular to the transect start line and approximately 300 
km in length, are shown here. 88 additional transect lines are not shown, in order to see 
the topography below the study region and the interactions between transects and 
mounds. The locations of Al- (cyan) and Fe/Mg-rich (orange) phyllosilicate detections on 
the plateau from targeted CRISM data are shown as circles, in the regions north of Oyama 
Crater. The locations of tectonic lineaments (yellow) are shown, with ticks on the 
upthrown side on faults within the transect region (Woodley et al., 2023a, b). Figure 5.3 
is produced by stacking all 118 transects together, and producing a heatmap of the most 
common elevations. 

5.3.3 Compositional analyses 

To investigate the composition of mounds across the region, I analysed 23 
CRISM cubes containing mounds across the region and 15 CRISM cubes on the 
highland plateau, primarily in the region north of Oyama Crater and west of the 
Mawrth Vallis channel. Raw CRISM data were acquired from the NASA PDS 
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(Planetary Data System) and converted to I/F (where I is the radiance on the sensor, 
and F is the expected solar radiance during the observation, if there were no 
atmosphere). Subsequent processing and analysis of the data was conducted using 
the CRISM Analysis Toolkit (CAT), a software package developed by the CRISM 
(Murchie et al., 2007) team as an extension to the Environment for Visualizing 
Images (ENVI) version 8.8.1 image processing and analysis software. Photometric 
corrections were applied to correct for viewing geometry, and atmospheric 
corrections using the volcano scan method (McGuire et al., 2009) were used to 
distinguish the contribution of the reflected light from the surface from that of the 
atmosphere. Spectrally ‘interesting’ regions of mounds were identified from 
summary products, and these were ratioed to a corresponding spectrally bland 
reference region. This removed the systematic instrument artifacts and atmospheric 
residual artifacts, and emphasized the compositional differences between the area 
of spectral interest, and the reference region. 

CRISM cubes were initially analysed with D2300 (Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates), 
D2200 (Al-rich phyllosilicates), and BD1900R2 (bound H2O) summary products. 
Ratioed spectra from these regions were analysed, and regions that corresponded to 
Al-rich phyllosilicates and Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates were marked with either 
“Fe_Mg” or “Al” points in ArcGIS Pro (Figure 5.2). This resulted in several points 
per highland CRISM cube. Elevations were subsequently tied to these points 
through the zonal statistics tool, and the distances from each of these points to the 
transect start line were also calculated. These elevations and distances, superposed 
on the stacked transects in two groups based on Fe/Mg- or Al-rich phyllosilicate 
content, show the stacked elevation ranges on the highland plateau. CRISM cubes 
over mounds were analysed with D2300, BD2210_2 and BD1900R2 summary 
products, and also with numerous other product combinations, for example 
OLINDEX3, LCPINDEX2 and HCPINDEX2 (for mafic mineralogical 
identification), and BD2355, D2300, and BD2290 (specifically for Fe/Mg-rich 
phyllosilicate minerals). Where available, MarsSI, an image-processing webGIS for 
orbital Mars data (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2019), was used to produce computed 
spectral parameters. These compare observed spectra from each pixel to theoretical 
mineral spectra, and produce maps showing the strength of each mineralogical 
comparison in each pixel in order to identify the best potential locations to extract 
spectra from in CAT.  
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For exposures of phyllosilicates on mounds, regions of interest that yielded 
spectra corresponding to Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates were imported into ArcGIS Pro 
as a polygon shapefile, and the band centres for diagnostic bands (in the case of 
Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates, 1.4, 1.9, 2.3, and 2.4 µm) were manually located and 
recorded in a database, which was then appended onto the shapefile to merge 
geographic and compositional information into the same geodatabase. 
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5.4 Results and interpretation 

5.4.1 Mawrth-mound geometric equivalence 

Stacked data from 118 topographic transects show that bright-toned mound 
outcrops in Chryse Planitia occur at comparable elevations to Fe/Mg-rich and Al-
rich phyllosilicate minerals detected in bright-toned regions of the highland 
plateaus surrounding Mawrth Vallis (Figure 5.3). This shows that the mounds and 
plateau structures are geometrically comparable and suggests that they were 
originally contiguous. The shape of the exposed plateau-mound deposit is broadly 
sigmoidal (Figure 5.3), possibly as a result of increased or more prolonged erosion 
in deeper regions of the basin, or more deposition in the highland regions of the 
transect. The maximum stacked vertical thickness of the bright-toned mound 
material and the thickness of the highland phyllosilicate detections (Al-clay rich 
zone and Fe/Mg -rich zone; Figure 5.3) is approximately 700 m – similar to both 
the estimation of the stratigraphic thickness of the phyllosilicate-bearing section of 
the circum-Chryse region (500 m; Noe Dobrea et al., 2010) and the tallest, most 
stratigraphically-representative, mounds (~550 m; Section 4.6.1). The additional 
150-200 m of thickness is likely to either be caused by mounds at similar distances 
along the transect having outcrops at different elevations, or an underestimation in 
the existing literature.  

A few distal mounds, ~150 km from the present dichotomy, are tall (>400 m), 
with a few showing thick, stratigraphically continuous outcrops of phyllosilicate-
bearing rock. However, mesas at similar distances to the dichotomy are only ~150 
m in height (Figure 5.4), and have clearly defined palaeosurfaces at their tops. This 
suggests either: (1) that the original mound-plateau deposit varied in thickness 
along strike, although it mostly retained a substantial thickness of hundreds of 
metres even >100 km from the present-day location of the dichotomy boundary, or 
(2) that the mound-plateau deposit is made of a range of Noachian deposits that 
have differentially weathered (see discussion in Section 5.4.4 and in Chapter 7). 
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Figure 5.3: a) Stacked elevation graph from 118 topographic transects, with elevation 
frequency shown in greyscale. Along-stack locations and elevation ranges of bright-toned 
mound exposures are shown in yellow. Elevation ranges of detections of plateau 
phyllosilicate mineralogy from targeted CRISM data are shown in cyan (Al-rich 
smectites) and orange (Fe/Mg-rich smectites); locations shown in Figure 5.2. The average 
elevation of the plains is shown in red; the bifurcation at ~160 km from transect start is a 
result of a reverse fault that cuts across the transects. Most mounds appear on the 
upthrown side of the fault, resulting in a corresponding upward bend in the bright outcrop 
elevation data. b) A fault-normalised version with greyed-out topography; bright 
outcrops >160 km from the transect start have been shifted down by the average fault 
displacement. 
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Figure 5.4: 3D View (3x exaggeration, CTX draped over HRSC MC-11 DTM) of a ~150 
m-high mesa (the same as in Figure 5.10) and a taller ~300 m hill. The mesa has 
interbedded craters on its upper surface, which is a palaeosurface. This shows that if—as 
their morphostratigraphy suggests—they were part of the same layer, then the upper 
surface of this layer was highly irregular. Alternatively, the mesa may be 
stratigraphically comparable to the base of the hill, or may be a section of a different 
mound-forming deposit. The ~450 m high mound on the middle-right horizon is the 
mound in Figure 5.8. 

5.4.2 Basin-scale variations in phyllosilicate geochemistry 

Phyllosilicate-bearing exposures on mounds exhibit absorptions at 1.4, 1.9, 2.3 
and 2.4 µm, characteristic of Fe/Mg-rich smectites (Clark et al., 1990; Hunt, 1977). 
The specific positions of the metal-OH 1.4 and 2.3 µm bands are controlled by the 
relative proportions of Fe and Mg in cation sites within the phyllosilicate structure 
(Michalski et al., 2015; Ehlmann et al., 2009). The mounds typically exhibit short-
shifted 1.4 µm and long-shifted 2.3 µm bands characteristic of Mg3OH and Mg2OH 
combination tones associated with saponite, Fe-saponite, vermiculite, and/or 
mixed-layer phyllosilicates (Figures 5.5, 5.6). The 2.3 µm band becomes 
progressively more long-shifted with distance from the dichotomy, indicating 
proportionally more of the Mg-rich component distally. In contrast, CRISM spectra 
from Fe/Mg smectites in the Mawrth Vallis plateau exhibit short-shifted 2.3 µm 
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band centres, indicating that the plateau has a higher Fe:Mg ratio that is 
compositionally closer to nontronite (Figures 5.5, 5.6). Mg-rich trioctahedral 
smectites (e.g. saponite) are more consistent with alteration of ultramafic or mafic 
igneous or volcaniclastic rocks under reducing conditions in subsurface 
environments (Chamley, 2013). Fe-rich dioctahedral smectites (e.g. nontronite) on 
Earth are typically formed in oxidising subaqueous or subaerial surface 
environments (Chamley, 2013), as also suggested for Mars (Bishop et al., 2013, 
2018).  

 
Figure 5.5: Contextual map of the study area showing the locations of mounds (black 
outlines), bright outcrops (white circles), OMEGA detections of Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicate 
minerals (from Carter et al. 2022), and detections of Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicate minerals 
from targeted CRISM data (coloured circles; this study and Brossier et al., 2022). In 
general, spectra taken from mounds (this study) and Oxia Planum (Brossier et al., 2022) 
have a long-shifted 2.3 µm band, so appear as red circles. Conversely, regions of the 
Mawrth Vallis plateau and highlands typically have a short-shifted 2.3 µm band and 
appear more yellow. 
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Figure 5.6: CRISM-derived scatterplots of a) 2.3 µm band position vs 1.4 µm band 
absorptions for individual regions of interest in mounds, dichotomy margin, the Mawrth 
Vallis plateau and highlands, and Oxia Planum (mineral band extents from Brossier et al., 
2022); b) 2.3 µm band position vs elevation (in m) for each observation of phyllosilicate-
rich material. Mounds display a strong correlation with ferrosaponite or saponite, 
whereas highland regions correlate strongly with ferrosaponite or nontronite 
compositions. Oxia Planum has a similar relationship with its hinterland as the mounds 
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do with the Mawrth Vallis plateau, suggesting a basin-wide relationship between 
phyllosilicate composition and geographic location. 

There is a transition in phyllosilicate geochemistry from saponite-bearing 
distal mounds to mixed nontronite and ferrosaponite compositions at the 
dichotomy margin to broadly nontronite-bearing sections of the highland plateaus 
surrounding Mawrth Vallis. This geographic variation in phyllosilicate mineralogy 
can be best explained by variations in alteration environment and the length of time 
the original rocks were exposed to liquid water.  

There are two possible pathways for saponite-nontronite conversion: firstly, 
nontronite has been shown experimentally (Chemtob et al., 2015, 2017; Baldermann 
et al., 2014) and through numerical modelling (Gainey et al., 2022) to form through 
aqueous alteration of ferrous saponite under the oxidative, mildly acidic surface 
conditions appropriate to an early Mars near-surface environment. Secondly, 
saponite dissolves more readily than nontronite across all Mars-realistic pH levels 
(Gainey et al., 2022). Thus, in addition to the conversion of saponite to nontronite 
through the near-surface pathway, variances in phyllosilicate distribution 
throughout the basin could also be attributed to groundwater lingering for more 
extended periods in highland areas than in mounds, leading to progressive 
dissolution of saponite in mixed-layer subsurface clay. 

The data also show a thin (~50 m) Al-rich smectite-bearing horizon overlying 
Fe/Mg-rich smectite-bearing material in dichotomy-proximal mounds (Figure 5.7). 
The same stratigraphy in the Mawrth Vallis plateau is attributed to Late Noachian 
to Early Hesperian top-down alteration by cold, acidic surface water, resulting in 
leaching of soluble Mg2+ cations and relative enrichment of insoluble Al3+ and 
Fe3+cations (Michalski et al., 2013; Gaudin et al., 2011). The presence of this Al-
smectite-bearing horizon shows that these mounds were physically connected to the 
highlands during the Late Noachian/Early Hesperian (Loizeau et al., 2015), and 
were part of the same hydrological regime as the Mawrth Vallis plateau. I have not 
observed the horizon in other nearby but more dichotomy-distal mounds of similar 
height and morphology, suggesting they were non-contiguous at the time of this 
final alteration. Importantly, the existence of the horizon in dichotomy-proximal 
mounds shows that plateau breakup continued after the events that caused top-
down surface alteration to form the Al-rich smectites. Given that Mawrth Vallis 
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channel formation predates the Al-rich smectite-forming leaching event (Loizeau et 
al., 2012), this shows that substantial geomorphic modification occurred after 
channel formation, and that Mawrth Vallis originally terminated much further 
north. 

 

 
Figure 5.7: Landscape in CTX draped over HRSC MC-11 DTM near the near the 
‘peninsula’ region of the dichotomy NW of McLaughlin Crater, showing a) 3D view of the 
area looking east with outlines of the objective mound and internal compositional regions 
of interest (inset shows approximate field of view), b) the same view, overlain by MarsSI-
processed CRISM spectral parameters (R: Fe/Mg-clays, G: Hydrated Al-clays, B: Bound 
H2O) highlighted, and c) CRISM I/F spectra from the two regions of interest (1; primary 
M-OH absorptions at 1.4 and 2.3 µm indicative of Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates) and (2; 
primary M-OH absorptions at 1.4 and 2.2 µm indicative of Al-rich phyllosilicates). 
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5.4.3 High-resolution chemostratigraphic variations in an exceptional 

dichotomy-distal mound 

A mound ~350 km from the mouth of Mawrth Vallis (Figure 5.8), unique in its 
continuous stratigraphic exposures and good quality multi-instrument data 
coverage, exemplifies the observable geologic and mineralogic variety found in this 
region. Here, ~100 m of rough-textured, coarsely layered, non-hydrated, mafic, 
erosion-resistant basement material is overlain by a ~350 m stack of Fe/Mg-rich 
phyllosilicate-bearing material, layered at the metre-scale, which, in turn, is 
unconformably draped by a thin (<10 m), non-hydrated capping unit (Figures 5.8, 
5.9). This is the first reported location of the contact between the basement material 
and the overlying Mawrth Vallis phyllosilicate-bearing stratigraphy, and the only 
known section in the circum-Chryse region where the full aqueously altered 
stratigraphy is bracketed by unaltered material. Six locations (Figures 5.8, 5.9 b-g) 
were examined to constrain the relationship between the stratigraphy and the 
mineralogy.  
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Figure 5.8: Comparisons of the stratigraphic units exposed in the mound at 26.20° N, -

24.95° E, showing a) CaSSIS NPB [MY36_018466_025] over CTX DTM, b) ~80 m of 

coarsely layered basal unit (HiRISE IRB ESP_063259_2065), c) ~50 m thick, saponite-
bearing, ferrous-rich unit divided into multiple multicoloured members divided by a fault 
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(HiRISE IRB ESP_063259_2065), d) lower medial section of bright white-blue-toned 
stratified material (HiRISE IRB ESP_063259_2065), e) upper medial section of bright 
white-blue-toned stratified material with distinct metre-scale layering (HiRISE IRB 
ESP_063259_2065), f) texture of upper surface of mound corresponding to a nontronite 
composition (CaSSIS NPB MY36_018466_025), g) ~10m thick dark/yellow-toned 
capping unit that unconformably drapes other units (HiRISE IRB ESP_063259_2065). 
Corresponding spectra for each region are shown in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9: CRISM I/F Spectra from FRT0000BB21 showing stratigraphic changes in 
composition exposed in the mound regions from Figure 5.8. Here is shown the transition 
from a) low-Ca pyroxene-bearing, non-hydrated basal material (b), to ferrous saponite-
rich material (c), to decreasingly ferrous ferrosaponite-bearing material (d and e), 
through to a ferric nontronite-bearing region (f) that is overlain by non-hydrated ashfall 
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material with a pyroxene-bearing composition (g). The decreasing ‘ferrous’ 1.0–2.0 µm 
slope is indicated by a black line. Arrows indicate the location of each 2.3 µm band relative 
to the standard 2.3 µm position. USGS Spectral Library reference spectra (Kokaly et al., 
2017) for vermiculite (V; GDS13_Llano_BECKa), saponite (S; SapCa-1_BECKb), and 
nontronite (N; NG- 1.a_BECKb) are also shown.  
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The coarsely layered basal unit (b) displays evidence of low-Ca pyroxene, but 
no spectra indicative of hydrated minerals (Figures 5.8, 5.9 b). Strata from location 
c (Figure 5.8c), the base of the phyllosilicate-bearing material, yield spectra 
corresponding to saponite and ferrosaponite (Figure 5.9). Weathering of basaltic 
material under subsurface anoxic conditions thermodynamically favours the 
production of saponite (Catalano, 2013; Burns, 1993), and is consistent with 
formation in subsurface hydrothermal or metamorphic environments, or through 
burial diagenesis (Bishop et al., 2018; Chamley, 2013). The presence of altered 
material directly above unaltered mafic material suggests that deep-seated 
hydrothermalism cannot be the source of this alteration, and no minerals associated 
with metamorphic conditions are seen here. This implies that burial diagenesis is 
likely to be the cause of the alteration to saponite and ferrosaponite. In addition, 
CRISM spectra from the base of the hydrated region yield a unique ‘bowl-shaped’ 
absorption around 1.15 µm (Figure 5.9), possibly indicative of remnant ferrous 
components that have avoided alteration in the most reducing sections of the 
hydrated stratigraphy. Despite there being substantial visible differences in colour 
and stratification in the lower parts of the phyllosilicate-bearing layers in this 
mound, which indicates differences in pre-alteration mineralogy and possibly a 
diversity of source materials, each layer in location c yields near-identical spectra. 
This shows that the alteration was significant enough to overprint the original 
geochemical assemblage, and therefore likely occurred in situ.  

Above the multi-coloured phyllosilicate-bearing base at locations d and e, 
CRISM spectra reveal ferrosaponite compositions (Figure 5.9, d and e) 
characterised physically by bright-toned, stratified material (Figure 5.8, d and e). 
This section of phyllosilicate-bearing strata is uniform in tone and stratification, 
suggesting homogenous source material and/or consistent, widespread depositional 
or emplacement processes. There are no substantial compositional differences in 
phyllosilicate geochemistry between sections of this ferrosaponite unit, except for a 
marginal upsection decrease in ferrous material from location d to e. This could be 
attributed to burial depth in a redox-stratified groundwater system. A gradual 
upsection shallowing of the 1.0-2.0 µm ‘ferrous’ slope indicates a progressive 
decrease in ferrous phases within the saponite/ferrosaponite unit (Figure 5.9), and 
shows that the subsurface alteration environment probably transitioned from 
anoxic at the base to more oxidising conditions nearer the top of the section. Like 
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previous detections on the Mawrth Vallis plateau, spectra from the nontronite 
section are not indicative of ferrous material, indicating that the pre-existing ferrous 
smectite-bearing rocks may have been later exposed to oxidising conditions at or 
near the surface (Chemtob et al., 2017). 

Spectra acquired from location f, a region at the top of the mound (Figure 5.8f), 
are a match for nontronite (Figure 5.9f). Nontronite only occurs on one side of the 
mound apex, whereas the other is ferrosaponite in composition, suggesting that the 
nontronite signal cuts across the pre-existing ferrosaponite-bearing stratigraphy, 
possibly following long-eroded topography. This shows that the alteration to 
nontronite was imposed on pre-existing ferrosaponite-bearing strata at the top of 
the succession (as in Gainey et al., 2022), likely in a subaerial or subaqueous setting 
(Chamley, 2013).  

Unconformably overlying the phyllosilicate-bearing material is a thin, non-
hydrated unit that is a good match for pyroxene (Figures 5.8, 5.9g), suggesting a 
mafic composition. Rarely exceeding 10 m in thickness, and aerially extensive as 
demonstrated by the same material occurring on mounds hundreds of kilometres 
apart, the unit drapes the pre-existing mound topography. The unit is similar in 
thickness, appearance, and spectral dullness to the ~3.7–3.6 Ga capping unit that 
drapes the topography in the Mawrth Vallis region (Loizeau et al., 2012), suggesting 
a common origin, probably as an ashfall/pyroclastic deposit (see Chapter 7.6). 

This stratigraphic section records a transition from non-aqueous conditions at 
the bottom, to anoxic, aqueous conditions at the base of the phyllosilicate-bearing 
material, through to a more oxidising aqueous environment at the top of the 
phyllosilicate-bearing sequence, and finally deposition of a thin, non-hydrated 
ashfall capping unit. The angular unconformity between the top of the 
phyllosilicate-bearing materials and the non-hydrated capping unit marks the end 
of significant observable aqueous alteration in the circum-Chryse region. Aqueous 
alteration was thus occurring at the surface and in subsurface environments at least 
200 km from the dichotomy’s present location in the Noachian, demonstrating that 
this mound was once connected to, and experienced overland flow from, the 
highlands. 
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5.4.4 The former extent of Oxia Planum revealed by a unique mesa 

Other well-studied sections of the highlands also have stratigraphic parity with 

outcrops exposed in mounds. A mesa centred at 24.23°N, 26.03°W (Figure 5.10) 

exhibits an erosional window exposing ~50 m of stratigraphy strikingly similar to 
that exposed by the plains of the Oxia Planum landing site (Figure 2.11). Here, 10–
15 metre-thick, blue-toned material containing decametre-scale fractures overlies 
stratigraphically thicker orange toned material containing smaller metre-scale 
fractures (Figure 5.10). The orange-toned exposure exhibits a strong Fe/Mg-rich 
phyllosilicate spectrum in targeted CRISM data, which is strikingly similar to 
spectra obtained from the Oxia Planum region (Figure 5.11). In Oxia Planum, these 
spectra are interpreted as vermiculite, Fe-saponite, or mixed-layer clays (Brossier et 
al., 2022; Mandon et al., 2021), and the same mineralogical interpretation is valid 
for this particular mound. The exposed core of this mound is therefore 
stratigraphically, morphologically, and spectrally indistinguishable (Brossier et al., 
2022; Parkes-Bowen et al., 2022; Mandon et al., 2021; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021) 
from the lower bedrock group (orange clay-bearing unit) observed in the plains 
regions at Oxia Planum (see Section 2.7.1 and Figure 2.11), despite being >350 
kilometres from the landing site and approximately 400 metres lower in elevation. 
Despite these remarkable similarities to the Oxia Planum region, the stratigraphy, 
composition, and morphology of this mound are clearly different to those observed 
in other nearby mounds, for example the mound discussed in Section 5.4.3, 
suggesting differences in either pre-alteration composition and/or alteration 
environment.  
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Figure 5.10: 140 m-high mesa centred at 24.23ºN, 26.03ºW, showing a) CTX mosaic of 
the mesa above the surrounding plains. Dark-toned material embays the plains, burying 
lighter-toned material evidenced by bright ejecta in the crater to the northwest of the 
mesa. A 1 km-long erosional window at the southern extent of the mound is the region of 
interest for the spectrum shown in Figure 5.11b; b) HiRISE (ESP_071872_2045) IRB 
showing blue-toned material overlying orange-toned and red-toned material, with 
increasing fracture size upsection. This is almost identical to the strata of the clay-bearing 
plains unit observed at Oxia Planum (Figure 2.11).  
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Figure 5.11: CRISM I/F spectra for a) FRT000810D – lower bedrock group in Oxia 
Planum and b) FRT0000C674 – the erosional window from the mound in Figure 5.10. As 
well as the physical similarities between both locations (see Figures 2.11 and 5.10), both 
spectra share similarities in their 1.4, 1.9, 2.3 and 2.4 µm bands, and are indicative of 
either vermiculite, saponite or a mixed-layer clay containing both of these phases. USGS 
Spectral Library reference spectra (Kokaly et al., 2017) for vermiculite (V; 
GDS13_Llano_BECKa), saponite (S; SapCa-1_BECKb), and nontronite (N; NG- 
1.a_BECKb) are also shown. 
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The proximity of this mesa to a nearby morphologically dissimilar hill that is 
more representative of the rest of the mound population (Figure 5.4) is perplexing, 
and can be explained through a number of scenarios. There are three possible 
hypotheses, in order of increasing likelihood they are (Figure 5.12):  

1. The clay-bearing strata of this mesa (~50 m) are stratigraphically equivalent 
to the clay-bearing strata (~350 m) of the compound mound in Figures 5.8 
and 5.9 (Figure 5.12a). This would mean that the thickness and composition 
of the pre-alteration mound layer would have had to vary substantially over 
distances of tens of kilometres, in order to account for the near-mesa mound 
in Figure 5.4.  

2. The clay-bearing strata of this mesa are stratigraphically equivalent to the 
base of the phyllosilicate-bearing stratigraphy (e.g. the multicoloured section 
observed in Figure 5.8 and 5.9, location c). In this scenario (Figure 5.12b), 
the base of the Mawrth Vallis phyllosilicates would be stratigraphically 
equivalent to the Oxia Planum plains, thus confirming the Mawrth-Oxia 
relationship hypothesis in (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). 

3. This mesa reflects an older layer which the rest of the clay-bearing material 
was deposited on (Figure 5.12c). In this scenario the mesa—and by extension, 
the plains at Oxia Planum—may represent altered bedrock that underlies the 
mound-forming layer, and could be altered equivalents of the unaltered base 
material (i.e. Figure 5.8 and 5.9, location b) seen below other mounds.  

This final scenario best explains the morphological and compositional 
differences between this mound and others: if both units had different mafic starting 
compositions but similar alteration environments, then we might expect them to 
yield morphologically different strata, to erode differently (yielding different mound 
morphologies), and to have slightly different alteration assemblages. In addition, 
this scenario would also go some way to explaining the differences in mound 
morphology and morphometry in Xanthe Terra observed by Frueh et al. (2022) and 
Adler et al. (2022; see Section 7.7) and other rare examples of incongruous flat-
topped mounds in Zone 1. 
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Figure 5.12: Schematic diagrams of three possible explanations for divergences in form 
and composition between two mounds. Red lines indicate palaeosurfaces; not to scale. 
Scenario 1: the full phyllosilicate-bearing strata in both mounds are stratigraphically 
equivalent, and the morphologic and compositional differences between them are purely 
a result of lateral heterogeneity of the mound-forming deposit. Scenario 2: the exposed 
strata in the mesa in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are equivalent only to the lowest clay-bearing 
strata (location c) of the mound in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. This scenario would confirm that 
the clay-bearing plains at Oxia Planum are stratigraphically equivalent to the lowest 
sections of the Mawrth Vallis stratigraphy. Scenario 3: The altered mesa, being of similar 
height, morphology, and elevation, is actually equivalent to the mafic base of the mound 
in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. The aquiclude at the base of the groundwater table varies in 
elevation, meaning the mesa becomes altered whilst the mafic base does not. The mesa 
and mafic mound base, both being part of the Chryse Planitia ‘bedrock’ (i.e. the material 
that underlies the primary mound-forming materials), have a different starting 
composition to the overlying “mound-forming” material, and thus alter to produce slightly 
different end compositions in broadly similar top-down alteration environments. 
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5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 The evolution of the dichotomy at Chryse Planitia 

Geographic and stratigraphic variations in mound phyllosilicate chemistry are 
best explained through stepwise escarpment retreat of the dichotomy boundary 
alongside widespread surface and subsurface alteration environments. I propose a 
landscape evolution model in which the mounds formed as a result of backwasting 
of the highland plateau, and in which distal mounds formed earlier than proximal 
mounds. In this model, the alteration environments evolve contemporaneously 
alongside progressive southward escarpment retreat of the dichotomy boundary. As 
a result of their earlier formation, distal mounds became isolated and physically 
disconnected from the highland hydrological systems (e.g. fluvial, alluvial, 
lacustrine, or pedogenic) that operated during the Noachian (Davis et al., 2023; 
Fawdon et al., 2021; Michalski et al., 2019, 2022) earlier than more dichotomy-
proximal mounds did. This disconnection terminated their alteration, leaving the 
mounds as relicts that each record the degree of weathering and alteration at the 
dichotomy at the time of their detachment. As backwasting of the dichotomy 
advanced south-eastwards, it gradually formed additional mounds, each 
successively more altered than the previous, having spent more time as part of the 
highland plateau, connected to regional hydrological systems. 

To produce the observed lateral and stratigraphic gradient in phyllosilicate 
geochemistry, the clays in the plateau must have been predominantly saponite or 
mixed in composition, prior to the erosion that formed the mounds. Whilst the 
observations do not rule out the possibility of there being a higher original 
concentration of saponite in the distant sections of the deposit, it is plausible, either 
as an alternative explanation or in line with the proposed landscape evolution 
model, that the thicker accumulations of material in the more distant areas of the 
basin, where there was more accommodation space, led to a relatively higher 
occurrence of subsurface alteration compared to the basin margin. Consequently, 
there may have been a greater initial proportion of saponite in the regions of the 
deposit that eventually eroded into more distant mounds. Regions of the highland 
plateau that were exposed to groundwater for longer amounts of time (e.g. in the 
southeast) would have decreased the ratio of saponite to nontronite through 
saponite dissolution and/or conversion of saponite to nontronite (Gainey et al., 
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2022; Chemtob et al., 2017). Hence, mounds eroding out of this plateau at different 
times record the evolution of the plateau from more saponite-rich in the Noachian 
to more nontronite-rich by the Late Noachian-Early Hesperian boundary during 
formation of the Al-rich phyllosilicate horizon (Loizeau et al., 2012). 

It is possible that the mafic basal material is the unaltered precursor to the 
overlying smectite-bearing strata, or that it is the precursor to the 
vermiculite/saponite-bearing strata in Figure 5.12. In both scenarios, the boundary 
between the phyllosilicates and the basal unit was either a chemical transition (e.g. 
a different pre-alteration mineralogy less susceptible to alteration), a physical 
aquiclude that prevented groundwater from percolating further downwards (e.g. a 
lithological change resulting in lower permeability in the underlying unit), and/or 
increased cementation or compaction). Irrespective of the cause of the basal 
transition, the original alteration of hundreds of metres’ thickness of mafic material 
to saponite probably occurred in situ and from the top-down, given that the most 
saponite-rich (and therefore least altered) phyllosilicates are at the base. Thus, a 
subsurface environment hosting large amounts of liquid water must have been 
present within the Chryse basin at the time of alteration. Although this is not 
dependent on the presence of a northern ocean, it is consistent with it. It should be 
noted that all the mounds are below the proposed ‘Arabia’ shorelines (Clifford and 
Parker, 2001), so alteration of the pre-erosional mound layer by subsurface 
alteration, regulated by an early northern ocean, is commensurate with the 
evidence. 

The effects of precipitation on the mounds is not well-understood; an exposed 
mound that has been detached from the main groundwater system could be further 
altered through ongoing precipitation, resulting in a ‘crust’ of relatively more altered 
material that roughly follows its topography. This is not observed in any mound, 
suggesting either: a) significant precipitation had ceased in this location after 
mound separation, causing no or minimal alteration to the mounds after their 
detachment; or b) precipitation continued and was able to alter the mounds, but 
subsequent erosion and/or deposition respectively removed or obscured this; or c) 
given that alteration takes time and adequate water to rock ratios, and that the 
mounds already contained a significant proportion of authigenic clay minerals at the 
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time of their detachment, it is entirely possible that the positive-relief topography of 
the mounds did not allow for standing water to accumulate and alter them further. 

5.5.2 Insights into the process of dichotomy retreat 

Terrestrial escarpment retreat is controlled by interactions of geography, scale, 
lithology, structure, and climate, with surface runoff and groundwater playing 
important roles in the resultant geomorphology of the scarpland (Duszyński et al., 
2019). Examples from the Makgadikgadi pan in Botswana in which unconsolidated, 
metre-high layered mounds have separated from a strandline through channelised 
runoff (Franchi et al., 2020), is at the smaller end of the spectrum. Other well-
known localities, e.g. in the scarplands around the Colorado Plateau, USA or in 
Queensland, Australia (e.g. Young and Wray, 2000), show escarpment retreat as an 
important regional driver of landscape evolution. Some locations, for example in the 
Serra de Capivara, Brazil, are heavily structurally controlled, with erosion 
preferentially occurring along pre-existing fractures leading to orthogonal mesas 
and buttes (Duszyński et al., 2019; Pinheiro and Queiroz Neto, 2017). Similar 
scarpland-forming processes have previously been invoked for Mars; mound-like 
landforms in Arabia Terra appear to have formed through prolonged erosion of fine-
grained materials (e.g. Fergason and Christensen, 2008). 

Approximately 6×104 km3 of highland material has been removed from the 
study region (Figure 5.13), but the primary erosive geomorphic agent and process of 
escarpment retreat are undefined. Tectonically controlled linear and curvilinear 
chasms near the dichotomy boundary (Figure 5.14) typify the initial stage of mound 
separation. These transition from inverted and low-relief channel systems on the 
plateau (Figure 5.14), indicating that surficial highland water contributed to erosion 
of the plateau through the preferential exploitation of pre-existing structural 
weaknesses. In addition, channels and fan-shaped features are demarcated by dark-
toned material in the inter-mound plains (Figure 5.15), indicating that temperate 
conditions conducive to liquid surface water continued after the primary mound 
erosive phases in deep sections of the basin. Hence, liquid water was stable at the 
surface in a complex highland-lowland hydrological system both during and after 
mound formation. Subsurface fracture-guided erosion may have also contributed to 
the degradation of the plateau. Heavy fracturing of the mound-forming material, 
possibly through post-Chryse impact crustal relaxation (Pan et al., 2019), may have 
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allowed groundwater to preferentially flow along vertical subsurface fractures and 
gradually widen them over time. Preferential erosion along fractures would also 
explain the orthogonal relationships seen between nearby mounds further out in the 
basin (e.g. Figure 5.16), and is a well-known driver of scarpland formation on Earth 
(Duszyński et al., 2019).  

 
Figure 5.13: Calculations of removed material through surface interpolation techniques 
in ArcGIS Pro, showing a) an interpolated surface connecting the upper topographies of 
all mounds (black) >25 m in height (to avoid sudden unrealistic variations created by 
adjacent mounds of varying sizes), produced using the natural neighbour tool, and b) the 
same map showing the 282,792 km2 region where the present surface lies below the 
interpolated surface (dark shading). The area is automatically generated as the minimum 
bounding polygon for all mounds east of Ares Vallis. The total volume of removed material 
was estimated by subtracting the interpolated surface raster from the HRSC MC-11 DTM, 
using the CutFill tool. Some highland regions (which are effectively ‘uneroded’ mounds; 
dotted red line) are covered by the interpolated surface, but given that the true topography 
is higher than the interpolated surface, this does not meaningfully affect the volumetric 
calculation. 
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Figure 5.14: Images showing the nature of plateau breakup west of Mawrth Vallis, and 
the relationship between mound formation and channelised surface networks (north is up 
in all images): a) CTX mosaic of the ‘peninsula’ region of the study area, showing mounds 
breaking away from the main plateau, and the relationship between ancient craters (A, 
B) and mound formation. It is presumed that ancient Crater B is relatively more eroded 
than ancient Crater A, and that had the mound-forming processes continued, ancient 
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Crater A would evolve to look more like ancient Crater B. b) a close-up CTX mosaic of 
different dissection patterns, with fully or almost fully developed chasms in yellow, semi-
developed chasms in white, and surface linear features that may be precursor to chasm 
dissection development in pink. c) CTX image of an inverted dendritic channel (green 
dotted lines) that drains northward into the lowlands; this shows that fluvial processes 
occurred at the surface at the top of the clay sequence. Dichotomy is shown in cyan. d) CTX 
image showing the relationship between semi-dendritic inverted channel-like landforms 
on the plateau-top (green dotted lines), and the dissected chasms that isolate mounds 
(red). The dichotomy is shown with a cyan dotted line, and chasm terminations into the 
lowlands are indicated by arrows. In this case, dendritic surface landforms clearly 
transition into mound-delineating chasm on the west side of the image, suggesting that 
surface runoff, perhaps into pre-existing fractures, is the cause of mound formation, and 
that their unique semi-dendritic/orthogonal forms are a result of structural control. 
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Figure 5.15: Dark-toned material on the inter-mound plains floor picks out channelised 
forms branching around mounds, as well as fan-shaped objects, indicating a past 
hydrologic system which has since been infilled by darker material: a) regional 3D 
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perspective (MOLA Global DTM), b) CTX G21_026310_2041_XN_24N026W showing a 
mound and the channelised forms. 

 

 
Figure 5.16: CaSSIS NPB (Near IR-Pan-Blue) image of a pair of mounds 350 km from 
the dichotomy boundary. The left mound is the same as in Figure 5.8; this figure acts as 
additional context for the 3D view in that figure, and also to show that their highly 
orthogonal bases are reminiscent of mounds that occur right next to the dichotomy 
boundary (e.g. Figure 5.14). 

5.5.3 Wider implications and the dichotomy boundary 

The dichotomy boundary – the most fundamental physiogeographic feature of 
the martian surface – changed dynamically throughout the Noachian. This study 
shows that its present location and morphology are a direct result of the surface and 
near-subsurface processes occurring on early Mars, and are not due to its original 
emplacement. In eastern Chryse Planitia and southwestern Acidalia Planitia, these 
processes resulted in the backwasting of the dichotomy by up to 200 km. Through 
this process, mounds were simultaneously formed and disconnected from a complex 
highland hydrologic system, preserved as relict landforms that document 
progressive alteration.  
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Elsewhere along the dichotomy, many more mounds occur at a range of scales 
and distances from the escarpment, suggesting that dichotomy retreat is not 
localised to the Chryse Planitia region and may be a globally relevant process. 
Hence, the original termination of Mawrth Vallis and, perhaps, other valleys that 
debouched into the northern plains have now been lost to erosion. This work has 
shown that landforms situated at the boundary between Mars' highlands and 
lowlands have uniquely recorded the processes that took place at the dichotomy 
during a time of dramatic climatic change. Regional variations in climate (affecting 
surface and subsurface aqueous processes) in tandem with local lithology and 
structural frameworks, will therefore have controlled dichotomy geomorphology 
differently across the globe (see Section 7.6 for a discussion on this). Exploring these 
mounds with a future landed mission offers a unique possibility to investigate the 
complete range of Mars' Noachian climate and consequently its potential to harbour 
life during a period considered to cover peak habitability. 
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5.6 Conclusions  

This study of the highland exposures around Chryse Planitia provide new 
insights into the role of liquid water on early Mars, vital for our understanding of 
planetary habitability, the evolution of terrestrial planets, and the search for life 
elsewhere in the solar system. Prior to this study, analyses of the composition and 
stratigraphy of the mounds have been constrained to the plateau region. My 
investigations into erosional remnants north of the dichotomy have revealed that 
analogous ‘Mawrth-like’ strata (as well as ‘Oxia-like’ strata) are observable in deeper 
sections of the basin, shedding new light on previously unrecognised—and 
exceptionally exposed—sections of the highland stratigraphy.  

The highland plateaus that flank Mawrth Vallis once extended hundreds of 
kilometres further into the northern lowlands. The alteration of this plateau to form 
the phyllosilicate-rich mounds and highlands occurred in situ and 
contemporaneously with a stepwise back wasting of the dichotomy to produce the 
sharp dichotomy-forming cliffs observed today.  

Strata exposed in the mounds record the full history of the Noachian climatic 
transition, from mafic and dry at its base, through to an environment with a rich 
hydrologic cycle where vast quantities of liquid water were present at the surface 
and subsurface, to a highly erosive regime where vast amounts of geomorphic work 
occurred contemporaneously with limited surface alteration in an anoxic 
environment, to deposition of pyroclastic materials in a cold and dry climate. A 
future in-situ mission to the mounds would provide unique opportunities to study 
habitability across the full range of Mars’ climate history.
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Chapter 6  
Mounds in Oxia Planum: the 

geological history and astrobiological 
potential of the Rosalind Franklin 

landing site 
 

6.1 Attribution 

A substantial portion of the material in this chapter is published in the following 
paper: McNeil, J.D., Fawdon, P., Balme, M.R., Coe, A.L., Thomas, N. (2022). 
Mounds in Oxia Planum: The Burial and Exhumation of the ExoMars Rover 
Landing Site. Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, 127(1) 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2022JE007246. In using the research in the paper to 
prepare this chapter, some of the original material has been revised or expanded 
upon, in order to improve the overall narrative of the thesis. This includes new text, 
references, figures, and cross references to other sections of the thesis. For this 
chapter, I collected all of the data, made all initial observations, and conducted the 
manipulation and analysis of the primary data in ArcGIS. The initial interpretations 
and draft of the manuscript were completed by me. Subsequent iterations were 
commented on by my co-authors, with discussions on interpretation of the data 
allowing me to develop the paper over time. In this chapter, compared to the 
published paper, there is more extensive data and discussion, together with 
comparison and integration with other sections of the thesis to ensure an overall 
thesis narrative. 
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6.2 Introduction 

Oxia Planum is the planned landing site of ESA’s ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ 
rover (Vago et al., 2017). This low-relief plain is situated on the hemispheric 
dichotomy boundary in the transitional terrain (classified as HNCc1 - Early 
Hesperian to Late Noachian in Tanaka et al., 2005) between the ancient, rugged 
highlands of Arabia Terra and the younger, smoother lowlands of Chryse Planitia. 
Rosalind Franklin will investigate the surface and subsurface geologic and 
geochemical environments of Oxia Planum, with a primary objective to search for 
evidence of extinct life through the identification of potential habitable 
paleoenvironments and biosignatures (Vago et al., 2017). Oxia Planum contains a 
diversity of Noachian-aged geologic features and geochemical characteristics which 
make it a suitable candidate for astrobiological exploration, including extensive 
Fe/Mg-rich clay-bearing plains indicative of widespread aqueous alteration (e.g. 
Parkes Bowen et al., 2022; Brossier et al., 2022; Carter et al., 2016; Gary-Bicas & 
Rogers, 2021; Mandon et al., 2021; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), a hydrated silica-
bearing sedimentary fan at the terminus of the Coogoon Valles network suggesting 
the presence of a standing body of water (e.g. Fawdon et al., 2021a; Quantin-Nataf 
et al., 2021; Molina et al., 2017), and a series of landforms revealing a complex 
depositional and erosional history (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Roberts et al., 2021).  

The widely exposed clay-bearing plains will be the focus of Rosalind Franklin’s 
biosignature detection and surface/subsurface aqueous environment investigations. 
The clay-bearing plains are bright-toned, highly fractured, low-relief regions that 
are consistent with detections of phyllosilicates by OMEGA (Observatoire pour la 
Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité; Bibring et al., 2004) and absorption 
spectra in hyperspectral CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer 
for Mars; Murchie et al., 2007) data which correspond to Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates 
such as vermiculite and/or smectite clays (Parkes-Bowen et al., 2022; Mandon et 
al., 2021; Carter et al., 2016). The clay-bearing plains contain at least two distinct 
geologic members (Mandon et al., 2021). These are a lower, thicker member which 
exhibits orange tones in HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment; 
McEwen et al., 2007) images and contains closely spaced meter-scale fractures, and 
overlying this, an upper, thinner member which exhibits blue-white tones in HiRISE 
and contains more widely spaced decametre-scale fractures (Parkes Bowen et al., 
2022; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021).  
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Overlying the clay-bearing plains is a population of kilometre to sub-
kilometre-scale mounds (Figure 6.1), which resemble terrestrial positive relief 
features such as buttes (e.g. Monument Valley, Utah/Arizona), mesas (e.g. Grand 
Mesa, Colorado), inselbergs (e.g. Uluru, Australia), and hills (Chapter 4; McNeil et 
al., 2021; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). These mounds are topographically prominent 
features which represent three-dimensional exposures of material accessible for 
study by Rosalind Franklin. Their relatively high albedo in CTX (Context Camera; 
Malin et al., 2007) and white-yellow tones in CaSSIS (Colour and Stereo Surface 
Imaging System; Thomas et al., 2017) NPB products (Near-IR, Panchromatic, Blue-
Green, see Section 3.3.1) contrast with the orange-blue tones of the surrounding 
clay-bearing plains in HiRISE and CaSSIS (Parkes Bowen et al., 2022; Quantin-
Nataf et al., 2021).  

 
Figure 6.1: Mounds in the Oxia Planum region, showing: a) the location of mounds in 
the study area relative to ~14,000 mounds (white) in the circum-Chryse region; 
background of MOLA (Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter; Smith et al., 2001) and HRSC (High 
Resolution Stereo Camera; Jaumann et al., 2007) hillshade, TV: Tiu Valles, AV: Ares 
Valles, MV: Mawrth Vallis, b) 2x exaggerated 3D HiRISE image of a typical mound 
(ESP_039299_1985), showing its prominence over the surrounding clay-bearing unit 
(CBU) and dark resistant unit (DRU), and c) CTX DTM (digital terrain model) of 396 
mounds (white) and the 1-sigma (green) and 3-sigma (yellow) landing ellipses, GL: 
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Germania Lacus, KC: Kilkhampton Crater. The panels in Figures 6.5 and 6 are labelled in 
cyan. 

The mounds are part of a regional population of similar positive-relief isolated 
landforms that occur around the highland margin of Chryse Planitia (Chapter 4; 
Figure 6.1a). This wider population of over 14,000 kilometre-scale mounds is 
interpreted as the eroded remnants of a layer, up to 500 m thick, that superposed 
the circum-Chryse region during the Noachian and are related to the Mawrth Vallis 
phyllosilicates (Chapter 4, Chapter 5). Prior to this study, it was unclear how the 
smaller Oxia Planum mounds relate to the circum-Chryse layer-forming population. 
The smaller size of the mounds in Oxia Planum means that a higher resolution 
examination is required to understand their geology, and to determine whether 
these are landforms which are part of the original circum-Chryse mound-forming 
layer (and are therefore erosional in nature), or whether they are individual 
landforms formed through geographically isolated processes (and are therefore 
primarily constructional). The mounds in Oxia Planum sit geomorphically above the 
clay-bearing plains (Section 4.5.4; McNeil et al., 2021; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), 
and could therefore record depositional processes which occurred after the 
deposition or emplacement of the plains. Furthermore, because the mounds could 
be erosional remnants, they may provide information about subsequent erosional 
processes in Oxia Planum. Previous models have suggested that up to 900 m of 
material has been removed from the landing site (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), but 
how much belonged to individual mounds or the hypothetical mound-forming layer 
compared to the clay-bearing plains or other stratigraphic units at the landing site, 
is unknown.  

This chapter: (1) Explores the morphology, morphometry, and stratigraphic 
relationships of mounds in Oxia Planum; (2) Assesses whether the mounds 
originated as constructional landforms in their current isolated locations, or if they 
are erosional features which were once part of previously more laterally extensive 
deposits; and (3) Calculates the hypothetical thickness and volume of the putative 
mound-forming layer to assess the quantity and timing of overburden removal from 
the landing site and the feasibility of this hypothesis. From this, implications for the 
geology of the mounds are discussed, along with the depositional and erosional 
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history of the landing site, and importantly, the ramifications for the scientific 
objectives of the ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover. 

6.3 Data and methods 

I have used the informal geographical names given to features and regions of 
the landing site by the ExoMars Rosalind Franklin rover team (see Fawdon et al., 
2021b). Using ArcGIS Pro software, I created a Geographical Information Systems 
(GIS) project for the study area and included all available remote sensing data. 
Mounds (upstanding, bright toned, topographically prominent features) were 
identified using a combination of visible (CaSSIS, HiRISE and CTX) and 
topographic (CTX and HiRISE) data in the ~8700 km2 study area (Figure 6.1). 
Geologic and stratigraphic observations of mounds were primarily made using 
CaSSIS NPB (Near-Infrared; ‘NIR’, 850nm, Panchromatic; ‘PAN’, 650 nm and 
Blue–Green; ‘BLU’, 475 nm; Thomas et al., 2017) and HiRISE RED and IRB 
(infrared-red-blue; McEwen et al., 2007) data. The lower mound boundaries (where 
the mound-forming material contacts the plains-forming material) were identified 
in a 6 m/pixel CTX mosaic (Fawdon et al., 2021b) and manually digitized as 
polygons. Equidistant buffers of 50 m were generated around each mound to 
represent the surface the mounds are sitting on. This buffer size was selected as it is 
large enough to capture a representative portion of the mound-adjacent topography 
from the DTM, and small enough that it reduces the likelihood that other 
topographically prominent features (e.g. other mounds, craters) could be 
unintentionally captured in the buffer. Elevation data for all mounds were derived 
from CTX DTMs with a spatial resolution of 20 m/pixel and an expected vertical 
precision of between 1.34 and 6.16 m (mean 3.19 m; Fawdon et al., 2021b). Using 
the ArcGIS Pro ‘Zonal Statistics’ tool, the maximum elevation of each mound (Zapex) 
was extracted from the DTM. The median elevation of the topography within the 
surrounding buffer (Zbase) was also extracted to capture the elevation of the 
surrounding plains. Mound heights were calculated by subtracting Zbase from Zapex. 
These data were encapsulated as a feature class in the GIS, with points generated at 
the geographic centre of each mound that contained the geographic and 
morphometric information required for further analysis. These mound data are 
openly available in a shapefile and database described in Appendix A. 
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To determine whether the Oxia Planum mounds formed part of the larger 
circum-Chryse mound-forming deposit, the volumes and surfaces of this 
hypothetical layer were analysed using the mound morphometric data from this 
study and from Chapter 4. From the elevation data, three interpolated surfaces were 
created using the 3D Analyst tools in ArcGIS Pro (Figure 6.2). A minimum upper 
bounding surface (MUBS) was generated from Zapex using the ‘Natural Neighbour’ 
tool (which uses the heights and distances between points, weighted by proportional 
overlaps of constructed Voronoi diagrams; e.g. Sibson, 1981) to generate a surface. 
The MUBS is the minimum elevation of the upper surface of the layer from which 
the mounds originally eroded. The lower bounding surface (LBS) was generated 
from Zbase also using the ‘Natural Neighbour’ tool, and this represents a 
generalization of the palaeosurface that the mound layer was deposited onto. The 
heights of all mesas and tiered mounds (assumed to be the tallest and most complete 
sections of the mound-forming deposit) east of Ares Vallis from the database of 
circum-Chryse mounds in Chapter 4 and Appendix A were used to generate a Chryse 
Planitia upper bounding surface (CPUBS) with the Inverse Distance Weighted 
surface interpolation tool. The ‘Inverse Distance Weighted’ tool was required 
instead of the ‘Natural Neighbour’ tool to achieve a surface that could be 
extrapolated to the landing site. The ‘CutFill’ tool in ArcGIS Pro was used to estimate 
the volumes bounded by the three interpolated surfaces and the present-day surface 
described by the CTX DTM (Figure 6.2b). The volume between the undulating 
present-day surface and the MUBS is a minimum estimate of the amount of inter-
mound material removed from Oxia Planum, and the volume between the present-
day surface and the CPUBS is an estimate of the total material that could have been 
removed assuming the Oxia Planum and circum-Chryse mounds were originally the 
same height. The volumes between the LBS and the MUBS, and the LBS and CPUBS, 
are the minimum amount of removed mound material, and the best estimate of the 
total removed mound material, respectively. As the present-day surface is below the 
LBS over significant parts of Oxia Planum, subtracting the present-day surface from 
the LBS where the mounds are not present yields an estimate of the amount of 
material eroded from below the base of the mounds. This eroded material may have 
been mound material and/or clay-bearing unit. 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic transects across Chryse Planitia and Oxia Planum, showing a) 
surfaces generated from mound elevation data (CPUBS; Chryse Planitia Upper Bounding 
Surface, MUBS; Minimum Upper Bounding Surface, and LBS; Lower Bounding Surface), 
the relationships between the mounds, clay-bearing unit (CBU) and dark resistant unit 
(DRU), and b) close-up of a mound in Oxia Planum showing the interplay between 
surfaces and resultant calculated volumes. Dashed lines indicate interpolated surfaces; 
circles indicate known elevation points used in surface construction. Most Oxia Planum 
mounds that were digitised in the initial survey are classified as hills in Chapter 4 owing 
to their rounded tops. 
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6.4 Results and interpretation 

6.4.1 Population distribution 

396 mounds are identified within the 8700 km2 Oxia Planum Rosalind Franklin 
landing site study area. There are nine mounds (2.3% of the population) within the 
2022 1-sigma landing ellipses (Figure 6.1), and 26 mounds (7.6% of the population) 
within 3 km of these ellipses. There are 83 individuals (21%) within or partially 
within the 3-sigma landing ellipse (Figure 6.1), and a total of 129 (32.6%) examples 
within 3 km of these ellipses. The mounds cover a total of 0.56% of the study area, 
0.16% of the 1-sigma landing ellipse, and 0.88% of the 3-sigma landing ellipse. 
Assuming that Rosalind Franklin lands somewhere in the 1-sigma ellipse, it will be 
an average of ~2.1 km from a mound, and the furthest it will be from a mound is 
~6.0 km. This increases to ~3.7 km (mean) and ~18.6 km (maximum) for the 3-
sigma ellipses, but this is highly dependent on exactly where the rover lands in the 
3-sigma ellipse; in the northern half of this ellipse the maximum rover-mound 
distance reduces to 8.1 km. Given minimal changes to the new ~2030 ellipses, these 
numbers will remain more or less the same. Mounds occur throughout the study 
area but are more common at lower elevations (Figure 6.3, 6.4). As a result, they are 
also more abundant towards the north and northwest of the landing site (Figure 6.1, 
6.3), where they appear to become continuous with the mound population seen 
across the circum-Chryse region. The morphometric and elevation data for the 
mounds are summarized in Table 6.1. 
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Figure 6.3: Contextual maps indicating the spatial variation of mounds in this study, 
showing the 1-sigma landing ellipse in context with: a) the locations and heights of 
mounds (area of circle proportional to mound height in m), b) the locations and areas of 
mounds (area of circle proportional to mound area in km2), c) a heat density map, and d) 
a heat density map weighted to mound height. Basemap: CTX DTM on THEMIS day IR 
mosaic. 
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Figure 6.4: Heights and base elevations of mounds in Oxia Planum showing the 
propensity for mounds to occur in lower elevation areas of the study area. Whilst the 
tallest mounds also occur in these low elevation areas, it is not certain that this is a real 
relationship because of the possibility of observational bias. 
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Number of Mounds 396 

Mean Height 18.4 m 

Maximum Height 157 m 

Mean Area 0.12 km2 

Maximum Area 2.83 km2 

Minimum Elevation at Mound Base -3176 m 

Maximum Elevation at Mound Base -2771 m 

Mean Elevation at Mound Base -3058 m 

Elevation Range 406 m 

Mean Aspect Ratio 0.68 

Mean Orientation 91.2° 
 

Table 6.1: Summary population, morphometric, and elevation data for mounds in the 
Oxia Planum region 

 

6.4.2 Mound geology 

The mounds are bright-toned and texturally smooth in CTX. In CaSSIS NPB 
data, they are conspicuous white-yellow features (likely red in true colour; Figure 
3.1) that contrast the darker blue and orange tones of the underlying clay-bearing 
unit (e.g. Figure 6.5a). Generally, the tallest parts of mounds appear relatively more 
white-yellow than the bases, which appear to be more white-blue in HiRISE IRB 
data. This difference in coloration is consistent in CaSSIS NPB images taken at 
different times of day, suggesting it is not an effect of illumination. Most mounds 
are smooth at the meter scale and highly rounded. From orbital data, three different 
sub-units (members) are associated with mounds in the landing site. The mounds 
vary considerably in their form, surface texture and colour; some mounds exhibit all 
three members, whereas, in most others, only one or two of the members may be 
present. As a whole, the mounds are less homogenous when observed at this scale 
than the larger circum-Chryse population, which contain much thicker, 
stratigraphically continuous deposits of clays (see Section 4.5.3). 
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Figure 6.5: Observations of different component mound members throughout the 
landing site and wider Oxia Planum area; a) HiRISE IRB [ESP_057747_1985] showing a 
cluster of mounds around a larger, dissected mound (chasms shown by dotted lines) north 
of Germania Lacus, where the rough, yellow upper member (UM) covers a blue-white 
toned lower member (LM), which is suggested to be uneroded sections of blue member of 
the clay-bearing unit; b) exposed layering (red dotted lines) within the lower member; c) 
CaSSIS [MY36_016481_161_0] showing a cluster of mounds southwest of the study area 
showing two mounds with the upper member overlying middle member (MM) on the blue 
member of the clay-bearing unit, isolated patches of middle member (white arrows), and 
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a potential unconformity shown by possible middle member (due to similar colour and 
texture) infilling craters within the blue member of the clay-bearing unit; d) CaSSIS 
[MY36_018354_017_0] showing patches of middle member which overlie the blue 
member of the clay-bearing unit, with the larger example showing blue-white colours with 
curvilinear fractures, and smaller, more eroded examples being more yellow in colour; e) 
HiRISE IRB [ESP_037070_1985] showing a 54 m-tall mound with layered upper member 
overlying a ~6 m thick orange layer at its base. Inset shows bright-toned metre-scale 
boulders demarcating the base of layers within the upper member; f) HiRISE IRB 
[ESP_051905_1990] showing draping meter- to decameter-scale layers (white arrows) in 
the flank of a pale-toned mound. North is up, unless stated otherwise. 

 
The lower mound member is bright white and blue-toned in CaSSIS NPB and 

HiRISE IRB data, contains decametre-scale fractures, and sometimes exhibits 
layering (Figure 6.5b). This member is exposed in the flanks of mounds where 
stratigraphically younger material has been eroded away (Figure 6.5a, b). It is not 
commonly observed, suggesting that it either does not exist in many mounds, or 
does exist and is obscured by overlying members. The lower member shares many 
similarities with the blue member of the clay-bearing unit including the observation 
that it is at the same stratigraphic level, contains decametre-scale fractures, has a 
bluish tone, and does not commonly form prominent topographies (Mandon et al., 
2021). Therefore, the lower member may not be true “mound material” but could be 
prominences of uneroded (or relatively less eroded than the surrounding material) 
upper sections of the blue member of the clay-bearing unit (Figure 6.6). Within the 
mounds, this member might therefore simply reflect differential erosion of the clay-
bearing unit, where the upper part of the mound has protected the plains beneath 
it.  
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Figure 6.6: Generalised stratigraphic column of the mound and inter-mound areas 
showing the temporal relationship between observed morphostratigraphic landing site 
units, and the mound members identified in this chapter, including the inferred hiatuses 
between them and the interpolated surfaces of Figure 6.2. This diagram does not show the 
physical relationships between units and members and is derived from multiple 
observations of members and contacts; orange ovals and connectors denote panels in 
Figures 6.5, 6.7 and 7.1 where the best examples of members and their stratigraphic 
relationships can be seen. 

 
Where it occurs, the middle mound member is always stratigraphically below 

the upper member (Figure 6.6). The middle member is not observed unambiguously 
in contact with the lower member within any mound, but it always overlies the blue 
member of the clay-bearing unit (Figure 6.5c, d), thus it has been placed 
stratigraphically above the lower member. The middle member is not present in all 
mounds, although its true abundance cannot be known as it is thin (no more than a 
few meters in thickness), and may be covered by loose material at the bases of 
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mounds in many cases. In CaSSIS NPB, larger exposures are blue in tone, 
transitioning into yellow tones at the edges and in smaller, more eroded examples 
(Figure 6.5d). Where exposed, it is bright and sometimes fractured at the meter-
decametre scale in HiRISE (Figures 6.5, 6.7), and is similar to the underlying lower 
member/clay-bearing unit. The boundary between this member and the blue 
member of the clay-bearing unit (and by extension, the lower member) is 
interpreted to be unconformable, as middle member is observed in a crater within 
the blue member of the clay-bearing unit (Figure 6.5c); it is for this reason that this 
member is placed stratigraphically above the lower member (Figure 6.6). Some 
isolated examples of this member appear to have been fractured and completely 
separated from the main mound (Figure 6.5d). The middle member also underlies 
patches of the dark resistant unit, for example at Germania Lacus (Figure 6.6f), 
suggesting the top of the middle member may represent a palaeosurface upon which 
the upper mound unit and dark resistant unit were deposited.  

The upper mound member is the stratigraphically highest and by implication 
the youngest mound-forming unit. It has been divided into upper members (part a) 
and (part b), which share some visual characteristics and occupy approximately the 
same stratigraphic level in the mound sequence. The upper member is invariably 
bright yellow-orange in CaSSIS data, and its texture varies between smooth (in the 
case of upper member (part a); Figures 6.3c, e, f) and rough (upper member (part 
b); Figure 6.7c). There is no clear example of upper member (part a) and upper 
member (part b) being in direct contact in a single mound, so it is unclear exactly 
how they are related to each other, and they may be laterally equivalent (Figure 6.6). 
Upper member (part b) usually has a much greater thickness than the underlying 
units and therefore often forms almost the entire topographic extent of the mounds 
(Figure 6.5e). Where the lower member and middle member are absent, the upper 
member is observed to directly contact the clay-bearing unit (Figure 6.5, 6.7). The 
upper member occurs on the tops, flanks, and bases of mounds (e.g. Figure 6.5b) 
and also shares a flat boundary with the clay-bearing unit (e.g. Figure 6.5e) 
suggesting that it mantled a palaeosurface upon deposition. In HiRISE, the upper 
member (part b) is layered at the meter- and decametre scale, with all layers being 
approximately horizontal. Fifteen mounds in this study exhibit clear layering within 
the upper member at HiRISE scale, with layers often being picked out by boulders 
(Figure 6.5e). A mound in the east of the landing site shows rounded, bright-toned, 
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meter-scale boulders defining a basal horizon in otherwise thinner layers which 
occur in repetitive, ~3 m-thick packages within upper member (part b; Figure 6.5e). 
This could be explained by recurring depositional events capable of depositing 
meter-scale boulders, followed by a drop in energy, and/or a change in the source of 
the deposit. The bright-toned boulders could be eroded material transported from 
higher topographies in the Oxia basin, or they could be an erosional feature of the 
outcrop. The upper member does not have the same polygonal fractures seen in 
other members, but instead sometimes contains bright, positive-relief linear and 
curvilinear ridges (Figure 6.7c, d). These ridges occur primarily on mound surfaces 
but are also observed to extend into the underlying clay-bearing unit. One mound 
(Figure 6.7c) contains individual upstanding linear features and a triangular section 
on the northern flank which is bounded by upstanding linear ridges (Figure 6.7c, d). 
A set of upstanding linear features intersect the mound at a 60° angle at its apex, 
resembling conjugate fractures. Another mound in the east of the study area (Figure 
6.7d) exhibits similar curvilinear features. These features are interpreted as surface 
expressions of erosion-resistant material such as mineralized fractures of 
sedimentary or igneous origin, that have reinforced the bulk mound structure 
against erosion (e.g. De Toffoli et al., 2019; Okubo & McEwen, 2007). 
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Figure 6.7: Mounds in Oxia Planum, showing stratigraphic and tectonic relationships: 
a) rounded mound on the rim of a ~2 km diameter crater (Sardinia Lacus) in the clay-
bearing unit (CBU), which has been later infilled by dark resistant unit (DRU; HiRISE, 
ESP_047501_1985); b) 3D 2x exaggerated view of mound showing the mound-CBU 
boundary (see inlay), which is elevated ~20 m above the topographic mound boundary 
(HiRISE, PSP_009880_1985); c) mound with upstanding linear features (red) showing a 
~60° intersection angle at the mound centre (HiRISE, ESP_048358_1985); d) a mound 
showing similar features to that in (c), where upstanding linear to curvilinear features 
truncate a mound at a ~60° intersection angle (HiRISE, ESP_037070_1985); e) intra-
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crater and crater-rim mound on the rim of Malino Crater, where the clay-bearing unit 
has been exposed through the backstepping of DRU and/or mound material (HiRISE, 
ESP_062191_1985); f) intra-crater mound in Malino Crater, where the onlap of the dark 
resistant unit onto the mound flank (red dashed line) is clearly visible on fractured lower 
member or clay-bearing unit, with an additional onlapping dark resistant unit layer in 
yellow (ESP_062191_1985); g) mound with two members: a thin blue-toned middle 
member (MM) that underlies both the dark resistant unit, and an upper member (UM) 
which is yellow-white (CaSSIS, MY35_007623_019_0); h) orange and blue-toned 
members of the clay-bearing unit overlain by mounds; shorter mounds (black arrow) and 
the bases of tall mounds (red arrow) are white-blue, suggesting the presence of the lower 
member or middle member, and upper sections (upper member) are yellow-white (white 
arrow; CaSSIS, MY35_008742_019_0). North is up, unless stated otherwise. 
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6.5 Mound stratigraphy 

6.5.1 Relationship between mounds and clay-bearing unit 

The contact between the upper member and clay-bearing unit is either 
horizontal or gently dipping throughout the study area, suggesting that the upper 
member was deposited onto the palaeotopography. Given that the upper member 
also directly overlies both the lower member and the middle member, it is likely that 
a palaeolandscape containing elements of eroded lower member, middle member 
and clay-bearing unit was present at the time of the upper member’s deposition 
(Figure 6.6). Mounds located on the rims of highly eroded, ejecta-free craters that 
occur within the clay-bearing unit demonstrate that substantial erosion and time 
occurred between the impact events (and therefore the clay-bearing unit formation 
itself) and the deposition of the mound layer. Malino crater (Figure 6.1) contains 
crater-rim mounds and two intra-crater mounds (Figure 6.7e, f) at similar 
elevations, suggesting that the upper member was deposited after both crater infill, 
and erosion of the crater rim and ejecta. It is unclear how much time elapsed 
between the clay-bearing unit formation and emplacement of the mound layers. 

Another mound at 18.277°N, 24.523°W shows a horizontal contact ~20 m 
above the topographic base of the mound (Figure 6.7b). This contact is interpreted 
as the boundary between the clay-bearing unit (lower member in this case as it is 
part of a mound) and the middle member, as it is at a similar elevation relative to 
the outcrops of the middle member on the west of Germania Lacus (Figure 6.7g). 
Below the contact (but still on the topographic mound flank), approximately 20 m 
of lower member material is exposed. Above the contact, the upper member forms 
most of the topography of this mound. As such, this is the only landform in the study 
where all three mound-forming units are unambiguously present. 

6.5.2 Relationship between mounds and dark resistant unit 

The dark resistant unit is a dark-toned, rugged unit which occurs throughout 
the Oxia Planum study area in topographic lows, and as remnant, upstanding mesas. 
There is no consensus on the origin of the dark resistant unit, with both sedimentary 
and igneous origins proposed (Gary-Bicas & Rogers, 2021; Quantin-Nataf et al., 
2021). Its age is also debated; one estimate is early to mid-Amazonian or older (>2.6 
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Ga, Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), and others estimate Early Hesperian (~3.7 Ga; 
Ivanov et al., 2020; Uthus, 2020).  

The dark resistant unit onlaps onto a mound in Malino crater, showing that it 
unconformably overlies the mounds (Figure 6.7f). Around another intra-crater 
mound in Malino crater, about 100–200 m of backstepping has occurred (Figure 
6.7e), however, it is not clear whether this is a result of erosion of the dark resistant 
unit, or the mound itself. The erosion in these areas has revealed polygonal fractures 
in the underlying crater-fill unit, similar to those seen in the clay-bearing unit.  

These relationships show both that the dark resistant unit is younger than the 
mounds, and that the dark resistant unit was emplaced after the mounds had been 
eroded. No evidence has yet been found for hydrous minerals in the dark resistant 
unit (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Carter et al., 2016), whereas several mounds 
throughout the Chryse Planitia region show evidence of hydrous minerals (see 
Section 4.6.4 and Chapter 5), suggesting that a change in environmental conditions 
occurred between the emplacement of the mound members and dark resistant unit. 
The lack of good quality targeted CRISM data in the area means that the dark 
resistant unit could contain hydrous minerals, but is not detected due to poor 
coverage.  
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6.6 Volumetric calculations of putative mound layer thickness 

To test whether the Oxia Planum mounds could have formed part of the 
circum-Chryse mound-forming deposit, the total volume of eroded material which 
must have been removed to leave the upstanding mounds is calculated. Given that 
the digitized mound boundaries are the point at which the mound-forming material 
contacts the material that forms the clay-bearing unit (lower member in some 
mounds), the boundaries approximate the stratigraphic position of the middle 
member (which is extremely thin), and the LBS approximates the palaeosurface 
upon which the middle member rests. The surface generated by interpolating the 
mound apexes in the study area (MUBS, Figure 6.2, 6.8) reveals a minimum total 
thickness of eroded mound material in the Oxia Planum study area of 41.4 m, and 
therefore a minimum volume of 208 km3 ± 32 km3 (Table 6.2) would have had to be 
removed if the mounds formed from a previously contiguous layer (or layers). This 
can be subdivided into the minimum eroded depth and volume of the mound-
forming layer above the LBS (21.6 m, 124 km3 ± 37 km3), and the eroded depth and 
volume of the material below the interpolated mound contact or LBS (19.8 m, 84 
km3 ± 27 km3). This eroded material is assumed to have been either clay-bearing 
unit or lower mound material. 
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Figure 6.8: Interpolated thicknesses of deposits from interpolated upper surfaces 
generated in this study, showing the thickness of the mound layer in a) MUBS (Mound 
Upper Bounding Surface) and b) CPUBS (Chryse Planitia Upper Bounding Surface), and 
c) the difference between MUBS and CPUBS. 
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Mean 
Thickness 

(m) 

Volume 
(km3) 

Minimum removed overburden 
(MUBS minus current topography, as represented 
by CTX DEM) 

41.4 208.0 

Estimate of total removed overburden 
(CPUBS-CTX DEM) 

129.0 680.0 

Minimum removed mound material 
(MUBS-LBS) 

21.6 124.0 

Estimate of total removed mound material 
(CPUBS-LBS) 

112.0 605.0 

Material removed below lower mound 
boundary 
(LBS-CTX DEM) 

19.8 84.0 

 

Table 6.2: Summary of eroded thicknesses and volumes of the mound-forming layer in 
the Oxia Planum study area. 

 
Using the surface generated from the heights of the Chryse Planitia mesas 

(CPUBS, Figure 6.2, 8), the estimated total thickness of eroded material in the study 
area is over three times higher than MUBS at 129 m, with a volume of 680 km3. This 
can be subdivided into the eroded thicknesses and volumes of the mound-forming 
layer (111.6 m, 605 km3), and the amount of material from below the interpolated 
lower mound contact or LBS (17.6 m, 75 km3). The CPUBS intersects the topography 
in Oxia Planum at an elevation of approximately -2800 m, equivalent to the upper 
elevation of the Mawrth Plateau to the northeast. Above the CPUBS, which 
represents the inferred top of the original mound forming layer across both Chryse 
Planitia and Oxia Planum, there should theoretically be fewer (or no) mounds 
found; the observations support this, with only four low-relief mounds having bases 
above the -2800 m contour. The total volume of mounds in the study area is 
approximately 1.3 km3, which is ~1% of the MUBS volume estimate for the study 
area and 0.21% of the CPUBS volume estimate for the study area. 
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Based on stratigraphic relationships observed in the wider circum-Chryse 
mound population, the mounds are likely to have been deposited, indurated, and 
eroded within approximately 200 Myr, between ~4.0 Ga (derived from the crater 
retention age of the underlying clay-bearing unit; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021, and 
the time at which the regional Mawrth Vallis plateau was mostly formed; Loizeau et 
al., 2012) and ~3.8 Ga (the crater retention age of the top of the Mawrth Vallis clay-
bearing stratigraphy; Chapter 4.6.4). Given that the Oxia Planum mounds are 
gradational with the rest of the population (i.e. they become gradually larger and 
taller deeper into the basin), it is likely that the erosional events that formed the 
deeper mounds also formed the mounds in Oxia, even if their internal stratigraphy 
is not directly comparable. Assuming this, the rate of erosion of the mound-forming 
deposit can be calculated for Oxia Planum. 

It is unclear what proportion of this time was devoted to deposition versus 
erosion, whether the mounds in Oxia Planum were eroded over the same timescales 
as the larger mounds in Chryse Planitia, or whether the full stratigraphy in both 
regions are comparable, so the following calculations of erosion rates are minimum 
estimates. The minimum thickness of the removed material in Oxia Planum was 41.4 
m, and the estimated mean thickness was ~129 m (Table 6.2). Assuming rapid initial 
deposition at 4.0 Ga, erosion of these thicknesses at a constant rate for 200 Myr-1 
equates to a minimum steady-state erosion rate of 0.21–0.65 m Myr-1. Conversely, 
minimum deposition rates are the same, assuming rapid final erosion. If it is 
discovered in the future that the mounds in Oxia Planum are not directly 
comparable to those further out in the basin (i.e. if they formed in a different 
erosional event or over longer or shorter time periods), or if new crater chronology 
studies reveal different ages for the bounding units, these erosion rates must be 
reassessed. 
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6.7 Discussion 

6.7.1 Stratigraphic implications 

The main mound-forming layer (upper member) and the dark resistant unit at 
Germania Lacus both directly overlie the middle member which in turn overlies the 
lower member/clay-bearing unit. The boundary between the middle member and 
upper member is interpreted as a palaeosurface which existed at the time of 
deposition of both the upper member and the dark resistant unit. The middle 
member is extremely thin, and its presence underneath highly eroded remnants of 
both the upper member and dark resistant unit (Figure 6.7g) could suggest that it 
remained relatively unchanged in the time between the deposition of the upper 
member and dark resistant unit. By extension, this could imply that dark resistant 
unit is more ancient than previously thought and could be closer in age to the early 
Hesperian estimated by Ivanov et al. (2020) and Uthus (2020) than the early 
Amazonian lower limit in Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021). Therefore, it is possible that 
the dark resistant unit is genetically related to the extensive dark plains material 
which occurs throughout Chryse Planitia (~3.6 Ga, Loizeau et al., 2012, Tanaka et 
al., 2005) and embays mounds (Section 4.5.4; McNeil et al., 2021), as postulated in 
Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021). 

6.7.2 Constructional isolated features, or erosion-derived landforms?  

This section discusses whether the mounds are constructional (their 
morphologies formed in isolation from each other through the progressive build-up 
of material) or if they are erosional (their morphologies formed through erosion of 
a previously more extensive layer or layers). 

The strongest evidence that supports mound formation through erosional 
processes, and that the mounds were once more extensive than they are today, 
comes from the structure and stratigraphy of the mounds:  

(1) Mounds in the Oxia Planum population are all composed of the same internal 
stratigraphy; the upper, middle, and lower members occur in the same 
succession and are of similar relative thicknesses where they are present 
(Figure 6.5).  

(2) The lower member and the middle member are composed of similar material 
(in both colour and texture) to the clay-bearing unit (Figure 6.5c, d) that 
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surrounds the mound landforms. Because the only difference between 
‘plains’ and ‘mounds’ is the slope of the rock exposure, this strongly suggests 
that the lower sections of mounds are less eroded parts of the clay-bearing 
unit (Figure 6.7b, h), which have been eroded relative to the mounds.  

(3) The upper member of the mound stratigraphy that forms steeply dipping and 
rounded flanks are consistently covered in material that mostly obscures 
other elements of the internal mound structure (Figure 6.5b) on the flanks. 
This is most consistent with scree slopes suggesting ongoing erosion. Whilst 
this overall form is not inconsistent with constructional landforms, if the 
origin was constructional then the covering material would need to be 
actively replaced by that constructional process, to maintain their shape over 
geological time. 

 

These observations show that the mounds comprise multiple distinct layered 
members, some of which appear to be separated by unconformities and thus record 
substantial amounts of geologic time. This stratigraphic consistency and erosional 
environment support the interpretation that the layers were previously continuous 
between the mounds. Furthermore, this evidence reduces the likelihood that they 
are constructional in nature, as any constructional process would have had to 
independently reproduce the same members at consistent thicknesses at different 
points in space. 

Outside the study area (geographically focused by my science questions; 
Section 2.8) the population of mounds is continuous with those in Chryse Planitia. 
The origin of mounds in Oxia Planum must be consistent with the rest of this 
population because: 

(1) There is no sudden change in the tone, brightness, size or shape 
characteristics between mounds in Oxia and those nearby in the circum-
Chryse region; there is an overall gradual increase in size to the north, 
consistent with a layer of increasing thickness and/or increased erosion 
leading to taller mounds to the north. 

(2) The top of the extrapolated circum-Chryse upper bounding surface forms a 
slope of low gradient which overlays the entire Oxia Planum population. This 
is what we would expect if the Oxia Planum mounds represented smaller 
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examples of the circum-Chryse mound deposit described in Chapter 4 and 
McNeil et al. (2021).  

(3) Clusters of partially dissected mounds (Figure 6.5a) illustrate an evolutionary 
sequence from larger plateaus through clusters of mounds to increasingly 
isolated features (e.g. Figure 6.7h). 

 
Additional contextual evidence precludes the survival of small constructional 

landforms over geological time: the mounds are in a region with multitudes of other 
erosional landforms such as inverted channels (Fawdon et al., 2021a, b; Davis et al., 
2022), inverted craters (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Roberts et al., 2021), periodic 
bedrock ridges (Favaro et al., 2021; Silvestro et al., 2021), and the dark resistant 
unit (Fawdon et al., 2021b; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). These, along with the low 
surface dust index (Ruff & Christensen, 2002) and population of aeolian bedforms 
indicative of transport over a long period of time (Favaro et al., 2021), are suggestive 
of an erosive environment in Oxia Planum. This is consistent with an erosional 
origin, and inconsistent with the survival of isolated constructional landforms, 
which, given their relationship to the dark resistant unit, must have predated the 
substantial amount of erosion that has affected that unit (Figure 6.7b); 
consequently, it is not plausible that they would have simultaneously predated this 
erosive environment and have been substantially unaffected by it. 

In addition to the evidence consistent with an erosional origin, there is a lack 
of evidence to support common processes that construct isolated, mound-like 
landforms. There is no geomorphologic evidence to indicate that these mounds are 
volcanic in origin; they do not look like other small-scale volcanic features from 
Mars, either igneous (Brož & Hauber, 2012, 2013; Brož et al., 2014) or sedimentary 
(Brož et al., 2019, 2022; Oehler & Allen, 2010) in origin, and there is no evidence 
for features typical of these processes such as summit craters, conical morphologies, 
or igneous mineralogy. There are no instances associated with flow-like landforms 
on their flanks and no regionally contextual volcanic architecture of comparable age 
or apparent preservation is observed. 

The mounds could also be hydrothermal in origin. However, there are no 
observations of evidence of vents or bright outcrops (Skok et al., 2010) or the context 
of a long-lived volcanic system (e.g. Fawdon et al., 2015), nor are there observations 
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of mineral assemblages associated with hydrothermalism (e.g. serpentine, chlorite) 
in hyperspectral CRISM data in the Oxia Planum region (Mandon et al., 2021; Skok 
et al., 2010). Some mounds contain what appear to be linear resistant ridges (Figure 
6.7c, d) which could be interpreted as dykes of intrusive material, but given the lack 
of contextual volcanic architecture, these are more simply interpreted as 
mineralised fractures – commonly seen in martian terrains (Caswell & Milliken, 
2017; Okubo & McEwen, 2007) – which are exposed in more eroded parts of the 
mounds. Although this does not support a constructional origin, it does mean that 
hydrothermal or groundwater alteration could have been a significant factor in 
preserving the mounds. Furthermore, the lack of supporting mineralogy may be 
attributed to a combination of dust coverage, the small area of true bedrock exposed 
on mound surfaces, and a lack of quality data coverage. 

Either a hydrothermal and a volcanic/sedimentary volcanic origin for the 
mounds would require a prolonged and regionally extensive thermal source, which 
could be provided from a mantle plume or the residual energy from a prior large 
impact. The former is unlikely, given the lack of obvious large-scale volcanic 
landforms in the region, however the latter is superficially more plausible. Chryse 
Planitia is comparable in size (diameter: ~1500 km) to other large impact basins on 
Mars, such as Hellas (diameter: ~2000 km), which are likely to have produced 
hydrothermal systems at the rims and central peak that may have been sustained 
for ~10 Myr after the impact events (Abramov & Kring, 2005). Oxia Planum is 
located at the edge of the Chryse basin near its proposed rim (e.g. Pan et al., 2019), 
so there is circumstantial evidence the region may have been subjected to 
hydrothermal activity in the tens of millions of years after the impact. However, it is 
unclear if this is stratigraphically consistent with the timing of deposition and/or 
alteration of the clay-bearing unit in Oxia Planum and the wider circum-Chryse 
clays (Brossier et al., 2022; Carter et al., 2015; Mandon et al., 2021). 

On balance, there is substantially more evidence, requiring fewer special 
circumstances, to support the hypothesis that the mounds formed from erosional 
processes eroding one or more layers of pre-existing material. There is little to no 
direct or contextual evidence to support constructional processes, although there is 
no irrefutable evidence to rule out a constructional hypothesis. 
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6.7.3 Wider implications 

Mounds in the Oxia Planum region are smaller (in height and diameter) than 
most of the mounds in the wider circum-Chryse region. It is unclear whether this is 
primarily because the mound-forming layer was thinner in Oxia Planum, or if more 
erosion occurred here, or a combination of the two. Given that CPUBS predicts a 
thinner layer in Oxia Planum, and that this surface was constructed using mesas 
(thought to be the most complete sections of the mound-forming stratigraphy; 
Chapter 4, Chapter 5), I favour the hypothesis that the mound-forming layer was 
thinner in Oxia Planum, or that the mounds represent three-dimensional exposures 
of the top of the clay-bearing succession in this region of Chryse Planitia. If the 
former is true, the thinning of the mound-forming layer towards the basin margin 
implies constraints on its formation mechanism; conversely if the latter is true, then 
the erosion estimates in Sections 6.6 and 6.7.4 are likely to substantially 
underestimate the true values. Thinner deposits at basin margins are a common 
feature of sedimentary basins on Earth, where the accumulated sediment thickness 
decreases towards the basin margin as accommodation space decreases. 
Furthermore, meter-scale layering in the Oxia Planum mounds could be consistent 
with deposition through sedimentary or ashfall processes whose thickness across a 
basin is usually influenced by accommodation space. 

6.7.4 Deposition and overburden removal in Oxia Planum: rates and 

timing 

The calculated minimum deposition/erosion rates are similar to previous 
estimates of middle-late Noachian global erosion rates (0.8 – 1 m My-1, see summary 
in Golombek et al., 2006), and are considerably lower than previous crater 
obliteration estimates for Oxia Planum itself (8 m My-1, Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). 
The estimates here differ from those in Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021) primarily 
because these estimates are for the minimum mean erosion rates, whereas theirs are 
mean crater obliteration rates (which is the rate at which craters are removed 
through both deposition and erosion). The resultant erosion rates calculated here 
are a similar order of magnitude but lower than the median erosion rate of outcrops 
in arid to polar environments on Earth (~6 m My-1; Portenga & Bierman, 2011), 
which is perhaps not surprising given the different atmospheric conditions. 
However, Amazonian estimates for erosion rates in Oxia Planum are much lower: 
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0.01 – 0.03 m My-1 (Kite & Mayer, 2017) and 0.08 m My-1 (Quantin-Nataf et al., 
2021). The difference between the Amazonian rates and those calculated here 
supports the interpretation that most of the mound material erosion took place in 
the Noachian/Hesperian rather than during the Amazonian.  

Assuming an average Noachian erosion rate of approximately 0.9 m My-1 
(Golombek et al. 2006), this would mean that the estimated ~130 m of mound 
material would have been removed in ~150 Myr before embayment by the dark 
plains material. Deposition would have had to occur over the prior ~50 Myr, with 
an average rate of approximately 2.6 m My-1, similar to Holocene sedimentation 
rates in some of the deepest parts of Earth’s oceans (Piñero et al., 2013). The true 
erosion and deposition rates are likely to be more complex, with alternating periods 
of deposition, erosion, and inactivity, as indicated by the layering in some mounds 
(Figure 6.5e). Factors that could affect the depositional and erosion regime include 
sediment availability and source, environmental conditions that would influence the 
amount highland runoff, and impact gardening, amongst others. Furthermore, we 
do not know exactly how early Martian environmental conditions including putative 
ocean chemistry might have affected these deposition rates. Mound-derived TARs 
(Transverse Aeolian Ridges; Balme et al., 2008) around the bases of mounds and 
across the study area (Favaro et al., 2021) demonstrate that sediment transport, and 
thus probably also wind erosion, is occurring here at the present time.  

6.7.5 Implications for landing site geology 

The volumetric calculations here show that the clay-bearing plains unit in the 
landing site of the Rosalind Franklin rover was buried by ~130 m of overburden 
during the Noachian – an order of magnitude shallower burial than calculated by 
Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021). Hydraulic fracturing of rocks on Mars has been 
calculated to occur at depths of one kilometre or greater (Caswell & Milliken, 2017), 
so the vertical stress imparted to the clay-bearing unit from ~130 m of overlying 
material alone is unlikely to have been great enough to produce the fractures seen 
in the clay-bearing unit. The maximum thickness of the mound-forming layer in 
Chryse Planitia was around 550 m (Section 4.5.3; McNeil et al., 2021), or around 
half of what would be needed to fracture the underlying plains. It seems unlikely 
therefore from this work that Oxia Planum, which is closer to the edge of the Chryse 
Planitia basin, would be able to accommodate twice the thickness of material than 
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deeper areas of the basin – especially when the evidence presented here suggests 
that the layer was considerably thinner in Oxia Planum. There are two possibilities: 
1) hydraulic fracturing of the clay-bearing unit was the result of deformation of an 
underlying ductile layer (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021); or 2) fractures in the clay-
bearing unit are not hydraulic but are the result of horizontal tensile stresses 
generated by contractional processes such as desiccation, syneresis, or thermal 
contraction (Parkes Bowen et al., 2022). Identification and analysis of sub-HiRISE-
scale mound-proximal fractures in the clay-bearing unit using the PanCam 
instrument aboard the Rosalind Franklin rover (Coates et al., 2017) could allow for 
a better understanding of their origins. 

The similarities in height difference between the top of the present-day 
mounds and the palaeosurface defined by the contact between the mounds and clay-
bearing unit suggest that when the mound layer was emplaced in the Noachian, the 
geography of Oxia Planum was broadly comparable with its modern low-relief 
topography. Despite this, there are small differences, as the geological boundary 
often occurs near the base of the topographic mound slope (e.g. Figure 6.7b) 
suggesting that these mounds have protected a more complete section of the clay-
bearing unit. 

The mounds appear to be the second-oldest unit in the landing site after the 
clay-bearing unit. Therefore, the regions of clay-bearing unit that occur directly 
below still-intact mounds have remained buried and unexposed since burial in the 
early-middle Noachian and have had greater protection from solar radiation, impact 
events, and atmospheric alteration than exposed clay-bearing unit. Any potential 
biosignatures would also have been afforded this protection. The mounds also could 
record water-rock interaction as their upstanding lineations are interpreted as 
indurated fractures, suggesting interaction with fluids (Section 4.6.3). Therefore, 
the base of mounds – particularly tall, layered mounds with indurated fractures that 
show evidence of active erosion – and subordinately, areas around dark resistant 
unit mesas, may be among the best places in the landing ellipses to detect 
biosignatures in the clay-bearing unit.  
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6.8 Conclusions 

• The morphology of mounds in Oxia Planum is more likely to be the result of 
erosional processes than constructional processes. The Oxia mounds are 
morphologically and morphometrically continuous with the population of 
larger mounds further out in the Chryse basin, and comprised part of a 
Noachian-aged, layered deposit that extended around the circum-Chryse 
region. 

• The mounds contain as many as three distinct members, possibly separated 
by unconformities: the lower mound member, a bright, layered, blue-toned 
material, which could be uneroded sections of the uppermost clay-bearing 
plains; the middle mound member, a thin, low-relief blue-toned material; 
and the upper mound member, a yellow-toned material of variable roughness 
which forms most of the mound topography. 

• In Oxia Planum, the mound-forming layer had a minimum mean thickness 
of ~40 m but is likely to have had a mean thickness of ~130 m. This is 
considerably thinner than elsewhere in Chryse Planitia, suggesting that the 
mound-forming layer thinned towards Arabia Terra to the south, following 
the elevation of both the paleosurface and the present-day elevation. 
Alternatively, the Oxia Planum mounds may represent the uppermost part of 
the circum-Chryse mound-forming deposit. 

• The minimum erosion rate estimates from this study are an order of 
magnitude higher than Amazonian estimates, a similar order of magnitude 
but slightly lower than present-day erosion rates in arid and polar deserts on 
Earth, and comparable to previous estimates of erosion rates on Noachian 
Mars.  

• Mounds in Oxia Planum show positive-relief linear to curvilinear features 
that are similar to examples in the circum-Chryse region. These are 
interpreted to be indurated fractures, suggesting interaction with fluids and 
precipitation of resistant minerals. 

• It is highly unlikely that the mound-forming layer alone provided enough 
vertical stress to hydraulically fracture the clay-bearing unit, suggesting 
either that the overburden in the region was considerably thicker than my 
calculations suggest, or that hydraulic fracturing was achieved through non-
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overburden-induced stress, or that the fractures were formed ‘near-surface’ 
through horizontal tensile stresses. 

• Those areas of the clay-bearing plains which are directly covered by mounds 
have been continually protected from the martian environment since the 
Noachian and are likely to be some of the most pristine clay-rich materials in 
the landing site. The areas directly adjacent to the mounds (and mesas of dark 
resistant material), are likely to have been more recently exposed than other 
areas away from the mounds through the erosion and backstepping of these 
younger units. These are therefore the most promising locations for Rosalind 
Franklin to search for subsurface biosignatures. 
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Chapter 7  
Synthesis 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The research described in this thesis shows that the circum-Chryse mound 
population has a complex geologic history that is profoundly important in 
developing an understanding of the evolution of the Chryse Planitia basin, and wider 
dichotomy boundary. The mounds represent a hitherto unknown geologic archive 
that documents the depositional, alteration, and erosional processes which were 
active at the dichotomy region primarily during the Noachian, but also through to 
the present. In this chapter, I consolidate the overarching themes and concepts 
presented in this thesis, discussing how study of the mounds has improved our 
wider understanding of Mars' early geologic history, provided new insight into 
regional stratigraphy of the wider Chryse region, and highlighted their importance 
relative to the objectives of the ExoMars Rosalind Franklin rover mission. 
Additionally, I critically assess the merit of newly published literature that is in part 
a response to the work presented in McNeil et al. (2021) and Chapter 4.  

The research questions outlined in Chapter 2 aimed to holistically investigate 
the circum-Chryse mound population. These are grouped as outlined below and in 
Section 2.8, and the locations of where each set of questions are discussed in this 
chapter are highlighted. 

• The first set of questions (Section 2.8.1), addressed in Chapter 4, focussed on 
establishing fundamental information about the mounds, including their 
morphologic-morphometric properties, their spatial distributions, and 
relationships between different mound classes. From this information, possible 
formational mechanisms are considered, and their implications discussed 
(Sections 7.2 and 7.3). Chapter 4 also forms the broad contextual framework for 
Chapters 5 and 6 and from which the regional geologic history (Section 7.6) is 
derived.  
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• The second set of questions (Section 2.8.2) that are addressed in Chapter 5 aimed 
to further investigate the stratigraphic relationship between the phyllosilicate-
bearing highland plateaus surrounding Mawrth Vallis and the mound 
population. The outcomes of this study are of particular importance to the 
evolution of the Chryse Planitia basin, the Mawrth Vallis region, and the wider 
dichotomy boundary. These are discussed in detail in Sections 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7.  

• The final set of questions (Section 2.8.3) that are addressed in Chapter 6 aimed 
to investigate the mounds in Oxia Planum to better understand their local 
significance in the ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover landing site, and their implications 
for the rover mission. This is discussed in Section 7.4.   
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7.2 How has this study changed our understanding of the mounds? 

Work in Chapters 4 and 5 confirms – as initially suggested in Michalski and 
Noe Dobrea (2007) – that the mounds in the mouth of the Mawrth Vallis channel 
represent the former extent of the layered bright-toned rocks that crop out on the 
plateau region (Sections 4.6.1 and 5.4.1). This study shows that the former extent of 
this deposit was even greater than they implied, covering much of the eastern and 
southern margin of Chryse Planitia (Section 4.5.2). Michalski and Noe Dobrea 
(2007) suggested that the mounds may be structurally down-thrown, however, I 
find no evidence of this in the region. In fact, the north to south orientated tectonism 
that pervades the region has upthrown some of the mounds relative to the plateau 
(demonstrated graphically in Figure 5.3). It is clear from the results of Section 5.4 
that individual mounds expose different sections of the same stratigraphic 
sequence; the difference being a function of the degree of erosion they have 
experienced. This erosion appears to have occurred in two main phases: the initial 
mound-forming erosion (by unknown processes discussed in Section 5.5), which 
dictates how much of the overall stratigraphy is exposed and to what depth, and the 
post-capping unit erosion (probably dominantly by wind), which dictates how much 
of the eroded stratigraphic sequence is observable on a landform-by-landform basis. 

Rotto and Tanaka (1995) mapped the mounds as ‘knobby terrain’ comprised 
of debris flow material. Whilst the depositional environment of much of this aerially 
extensive deposit is difficult to constrain, the laterally continuous, repetitive stratal 
geometries observed in some mounds (e.g. Figure 5.8e) and lack of clear channel 
morphologies in the strata suggest that debris flow deposits are unlikely to account 
for the entire mound-forming sequence, but cannot be ruled out either. Their 
interpretation of the mounds themselves consisting of highly degraded highland 
plateau material manifested as crater-rims, however, is mostly supported by this 
thesis – but the crater-delineating mounds are unlikely to themselves consist of 
crater rim material (Section 4.6.3) and are more likely to instead overlie highly 
fractured regions of heavily cratered antecedent bedrock that has facilitated 
cementation and hence preservation of the material. If this were not the case, 
mounds ‘within craters’ (e.g. Figure 4.5a) would have had to have formed by an 
entirely different process, yet in every way they appear similar to those found in rim-
delineating patterns. 
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This study has shown that the mounds are three-dimensional exposures of the 
circum-Chryse phyllosilicate-bearing complex (Section 5.4.1), and that their 
location, morphology, morphometry, and composition appear to be intrinsically 
linked (Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4), and reveal part of the regional geologic 
history that would not otherwise be preserved. Within this thesis I record for the 
first time: (1) the mound population’s chemostratigraphic signatures, and document 
the first direct observation of nontronite overprinting saponite-rich material, 
confirming prior alteration models and laboratory studies (Section 5.4.3). (2) the 
first observation of the material that underlies the phyllosilicate-bearing rocks of the 
Mawrth Vallis plateau (Section 5.4.3); noting these are likely to be some of the oldest 
exposed supracrustal rocks on Mars and are exciting targets for future investigation 
from orbital or landed missions. (3) stratigraphic parity between the mounds and 
clay-bearing regions of the surrounding highlands – revealing variations in pre-
alteration composition and or alteration environments around this part of the 
Chryse Planitia basin margin (Section 5.4).  
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7.3 Mawrth-Oxia stratigraphic equivalencies 

The research presented in Chapters 4 and 5 reveals that the mounds in the 
eastern Chryse basin are the stratigraphic key to unlocking the relationship between 
Oxia Planum and Mawrth Vallis. Understanding their stratigraphic relationship is 
vital from a basin evolution perspective, and from an astrobiological one; the most 
ancient, altered strata are also likely to record Mars’ earliest aqueous alteration 
environments which are thought represent the most habitable period in martian 
history. Through investigation of the mounds, I have shown that the mounds and 
circum-Chryse phyllosilicate-bearing deposits, including that of Oxia Planum and 
Mawrth Vallis, should be considered part of the same depositional and alteration 
environmental system.  

Despite this regional stratigraphic equivalence we must consider that the 
mounds are not a single deposit indicative of a single discrete episode of deposition, 
alteration, and erosion, but eroded out of a pre-existing landscape that has been 
affected by a spatially and temporally heterogeneous array of depositional processes 
and variable amounts of alteration (i.e. a complex geological history). This alteration 
could have either occurred contemporaneously with deposition or post-
depositionally from the top-down (see Section 5.4). Thus, the mounds may record 
different stratigraphic sections (and therefore depositional and alteration 
environments) within the circum-Chryse stratigraphy. Differences in mound 
morphology across the region, as well as morphostratigraphic changes in layering 
style, compositional variations, and changes in fracture size, length, and style, 
strongly suggest this. The present-day exposure of these strata is a function of 
modern topography, and is controlled by past erosional, depositional and alteration 
processes that occurred at different points in the basin’s stratigraphy through the 

Noachian. Walther’s Law states that sedimentary successions will progress 
vertically through different facies because of lateral migration of juxtaposed 
depositional environments. We might, therefore, imagine that different 
morphologies or compositions within stratigraphic successions exposed by the 
mounds reflect migrations in depositional or alteration environments over time. 

One of the most important stratigraphical observations from this study is the 
occurrence of morphologically and compositionally Mawrth-like (Section 5.4.3) and 
Oxia-like (Section 5.4.4) mounds at great distances away from their respective 
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highland equivalents. The similarities between these mounds and those highland 
areas could indicate that similar processes occurred in both margin-distal and 
margin-proximal locations within the Chryse Planitia basin in the Noachian 
(although not necessarily contemporaneously). I therefore discuss in the following 
section whether it was possible to discern whether these processes were primarily 
depositional or post-depositional, and whether it is possible to correlate between 
typical ‘Mawrth-like’ mounds (e.g. Figure 5.8) and atypical ‘Oxia-like’ mounds (e.g. 
Figure 5.10) to determine the relative order of their highland counterparts. 

7.3.1 Mawrth-mounds relationship 

Most of the outcrops that expose the interiors of mounds are closer in 
morphology and composition to the phyllosilicate-bearing plateau near Mawrth 
Vallis than they are to the materials that compose the plains or mounds at Oxia 
Planum. Like the Mawrth Vallis plateau area, mound cores are typically layered at 
HiRISE scale (e.g. Figures 4.9, 5.8), extensively fractured, sometimes exhibiting 
halo-bound fracture styles (Figure 4.10), and yield compositions corresponding to 
Fe/Mg-rich smectite minerals (Figures 5.6, 5.9, 5.11) sometimes overlain by Al-rich 
smectite minerals (Figure 5.7). In Chapter 5, I showed that the mounds formed 
though backwasting and erosion of the Mawrth Vallis plateau, providing a clear 
genetic link reinforced by topographic, spectral, and visible observations.  

7.3.2 Oxia-mounds relationship 

The relationships between the dichotomy-distal mounds and units at Oxia 
Planum, however, are less clear, as there are fewer observable similarities, and those 
similarities which are observable occur at a much greater distance over more 
complex topography. It is suggested in Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021) and Poulet et al. 
(2020) that Oxia Planum may correlate to the lowest sections of the Mawrth Vallis 
phyllosilicate-bearing strata due to the intense fracturing seen at both locations. No 
other compositional or morphologic evidence was given for this suggestion by those 
authors, partially because the base of the Mawrth Vallis phyllosilicate-bearing strata 
had not been observed at that time. 

In Chapter 5, I make the first observation of the base of the hydrated Mawrth 
Vallis stratigraphic column in the base of a mound (Figure 5.8b). Compositionally, 
the lower section of this mound is a match for saponite, which is shown in Gainey et 
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al. (2022) to be an alteration precursor to more Fe-rich smectites such as Fe-
saponite and nontronite — so it is feasible that the lowest levels of the most 
dichotomy-distal mounds are stratigraphically equivalent to the plains at Oxia 
Planum. Generally, vermiculite or Fe-saponite are the preferred matches for the 
orange-toned clay-bearing plains unit at Oxia Planum although, as shown by band-
centre mapping in Brossier et al. (2022), Fe-saponite is slightly favoured as the 
primary phyllosilicate phase present there. Vermiculite, a phyllosilicate mineral 
with an intermediate composition between mica and Mg-smectite (Chamley, 2013), 
forms through chemical weathering or hydrothermal alteration in the unsaturated 
zone located above the water table in oceanic basins on Earth. Conversely, saponite 
(a Mg-rich smectite) can form in several ways, including through the weathering of 
mafic-ultramafic rocks, via hydrothermal processes in veins and vesicles of volcanic 
rock, or in alkaline evaporitic lakes (Velde, 2013).  

From a basin-scale perspective, if the primary phyllosilicate phase in both the 
most distal mounds and at Oxia Planum is Fe-saponite, then it is possible that these 
share an alteration history. In Chapter 5, I show that the mounds exhibit saponite 
compositions (and therefore a lower grade of alteration than the plateau) because 
they disconnected from the highland hydrologic system earlier than the plateau. 
However, the plains at Oxia Planum cannot have also done this because they are still 
physically connected to the highlands. A more saponite-rich composition may be 
indicative of more ‘pristine’ ancient, altered material, and therefore, the clay-
bearing plains at Oxia may have undergone less subsequent alteration, and so may 
be ‘better’ than Mawrth Vallis for astrobiological exploration. Clearly, Oxia Planum 
has experienced a different alteration history than the rest of the basin; there is no 
evidence of nontronite or the Al-rich unit in Oxia Planum, suggesting either that it 
has been removed (substantial erosion has taken place after the clay-bearing unit 
was deposited; see Section 6.6) or, as I suggest here, that it never occurred in this 
location in the first place.  

The coexistence of morphologically (i.e. orange-toned material underlying a 
thinner, blue-toned material) and compositionally (i.e. corresponding to vermiculite 
or saponite laboratory spectra) similar ‘Oxia-like’ material in a triangular mesa >100 
km from the dichotomy boundary (Figure 5.10) and widely across the clay-bearing 
plains at Oxia Planum has provided a vital observation for understanding regional 
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processes. This is because it shows that, simultaneously or not, similar conditions 
must have been present both at the basin margin and in deeper parts of the basin. 
Here, I explore and discuss the likelihood of three different evolutionary pathways 
that may explain this morphologic-compositional correspondence, and what it 
means for the evolution of the basin.  

The boundary between the orange and blue members in the clay-bearing plains 
in Oxia Planum cannot purely be a consequence of differential alteration. This is 
because there are interbedded impact craters (Davis et al., 2023; Fawdon et al., 
2023) at the interface between the two members that have been infilled by the 
overlying blue member, therefore suggesting their relationship is unconformable 
(Figure 7.1). Similarly, they have different spectral signatures (Mandon et al., 2021; 
Brossier et al., 2022) over short stratigraphic distances, further reinforcing the 
hypothesis that their contact is unconformable. Therefore, the same stratigraphic 
section observed further out into the basin, as exposed by the mound in Figure 5.10, 
cannot also be attributed exclusively to alteration; similar depositional 
environments must have occurred in both places (either simultaneously or at 
different times due to Walther’s Law) to produce the same morphologically and 
spectrally distinct members. 

 
Figure 7.1: CaSSIS Red-Pan-Blue image of the clay-bearing plains unit in Oxia Planum 
(MY36_016394_162_0) showing two impact craters within the lower member that 
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contain layered deposits of the upper member, indicating that the two are separated by 
an unconformity. 

One important caveat to this observation is that although the mound in Figure 
5.10 is morphologically, stratigraphically, and compositionally similar to the clay-
bearing plains at Oxia Planum, it is unique in all these characteristics when 
compared to the rest of the mound population. There are a number of possible 
explanations for this: (1) The alteration environments (i.e. aqueous chemistry, depth 
of burial, time of burial, pH, or temperature) could have varied laterally in deeper 
sections of the basin, resulting in the preferential production of vermiculite in some 
regions, and saponite in others. (2) The pre-alteration composition of the 
supracrustal material could have varied across the basin. Vermiculite forms through 
the aqueous alteration of micaceous minerals, so regions with present vermiculite 
compositions may have contained relatively more mica (i.e. slightly less mafic than 
other regions) prior to alteration. I suggested in Section 5.5 that the multicoloured 
strata at the very base of the mound in Figure 5.8 are likely to reflect pre-alteration 
compositional heterogeneity, so there may also have been lateral variations in 
composition across basin-scale distances. (3) The ‘Oxia-like’ mound (such as the 
example in Figure 5.10), and, by extension, the clay-bearing plains at Oxia Planum, 
could be a separate, more ancient population to the more common smectite-bearing 
examples.  

As discussed in scenario 3 in Section 5.4.4, it is most likely that the Oxia-like 
mound is part of a layer that is antecedent to the primary mound layer. The working 
hypothesis here is that this mound, as well as the plains at Oxia Planum, were 
originally mafic bedrock (i.e. material that comprised the margins of Chryse Planitia 
after the basin-forming impact, but before the true mound-forming layer was 
deposited), that was later overlain by mafic material of slightly different 
composition, and a variable thickness of up to 500 m. Basin-wide aqueous 
conditions then resulted in contemporaneous alteration conditions and backwasting 
of the highland material through the Noachian. 
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7.4 Implications for ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover operations 

It is feasible that the Rosalind Franklin rover will land close enough to a 
mound to be able to image it in situ with the PanCam instrument suite, including 
the HRC (High Resolution Camera) and WAC (Wide Angle Cameras; Coates et al., 
2017). Ground-based imaging of strata exposed on individual mound edifices could 
allow us to determine the depositional environments in which the mound-forming 
unit was formed, for example by identifying a range of sedimentological features 
such as clast sizes, geometry, and orientation, and importantly sedimentary 
structures including horizontal- and cross-stratification, scours, channels, or 
grading. Whilst the sedimentology and stratigraphy of individual mounds might be 
able to inform us about the likely origin of the deposits, images of multiple mounds 
would allow for a better understanding of the wider mound-forming deposit and 
could elucidate whether it was deposited through primary deposition (e.g. rivers or 
an ocean), ashfall processes, the reworking of pre-existing material, or any 
combination of these. If the mounds were part of a regional layer, one would expect 
to be able to see consistent sedimentological features across different examples, and 
one would also expect a compositional difference between the upper member and 
the lower member/middle member. If the Oxia Planum mounds are distal outliers 
of Oxia Planum (Coogoon Valles) sedimentary fan material (e.g. Quantin-Nataf et 
al., 2021) that overlie the plains, or progradation of any highland detrital sediments, 
one might expect to see large-scale sedimentary features exposed in mound flanks. 
The Mars 2020 ‘Perseverance’ and MSL ‘Curiosity’ rovers both imaged the flanks of 
Kodiak Butte and the Murray Buttes in their respective landing sites, revealing 
large-scale sedimentary features which have contributed to our understanding of 
past depositional environments in these locations (e.g. Banham et al., 2021; 
Mangold et al., 2021). Similar analyses using PanCam data from the Rosalind 
Franklin rover may allow for an improved understanding of the Noachian 
environments of Oxia Planum. 

It is suggested in Section 6.7.5 that the areas of the clay-bearing plains in Oxia 
Planum which occur directly adjacent to the mounds are some of the locations with 
the highest astrobiological potential, and are key targets for Rosalind Franklin’s 
geochemical investigation of the subsurface. The results of this study suggest that 
some mounds (those above highly fractured regions) were indurated against erosion 
by cementation as a result of greater fluid flow in these locations (Section 4.6.3). 
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Locations with evidence for fluid flow, either in the form of hydrothermal activity or 
groundwater migration, are key targets for astrobiological exploration by Rosalind 
Franklin (Vago et al., 2017). One region where a mound overlies a crater rim, which 
may be relatively more fractured than other areas of the landing site, is Sardinia 
Lacus (Figure 6.7a). Sardinia Lacus lies on the northern edge of the 2022 1-sigma 
landing ellipse (Figure 6.1), and may therefore be a realistic locality for Rosalind 
Franklin to visit. As well as a mound with possible association to subsurface fluid 
flow, the Sardinia Lacus region also has large exposures of Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicate 
minerals in its clay-bearing plains (Brossier et al., 2022; Mandon et al., 2021), 
patches of the dark resistant material (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), and periodic 
bedrock ridges (Favaro et al., 2021), allowing for most of the geologic units and 
aeolian features in the landing site to be sampled by the rover within a relatively 
small region. 

In addition, the observation of Oxia-like material (shown in Figure 5.10 and 
discussed in Section 7.3.2) has significant implications for the science objectives of 
the Rosalind Franklin rover. Through rover-based exploration of the clay-bearing 
plains of Oxia Planum, this observation shows that the rover will also be exploring 
the nature of more regionally important environments that existed deeper in the 
Chryse basin during a potentially habitable period. Such environment might have 
existed globally, as similar aqueous conditions may have covered the entire northern 
lowland plains at this time (e.g. Clifford and Parker, 2001; Di Achille and Hynek, 
2010). Reciprocally, further investigation of the mounds (some of which may be 
three-dimensional exposures of the Oxia Planum plains, e.g. Figure 5.10) from orbit 
may yield important information about the Oxia Planum region that is not accessible 
by the rover in the landing site, either owing to engineering or mission constraints, 
or to the plains’ low relief and resulting limited vertical stratigraphic exposure. 
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7.5 Regional geologic history 

In this sub-section, a geological history of the Chryse Planitia margin is 
constructed by synthesising the observations and conclusions from each of the 
investigative chapters with the current understanding of the evolution of Oxia 
Planum (predominantly from Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021) and Mawrth Vallis 
(predominantly from Loizeau et al., 2012). This geologic history is shown 
schematically throughout the section, and is synthesised in a single schematic figure 
(Figure 7.10) at the end of the section. 

7.5.1 Phase 1: Chryse Planitia formation 

Formation of the Chryse Planitia basin occurred through a large impact at ~4.1 
Ga (Greeley et al., 1977; Pan et al., 2019; Stockman and Frey, 1995); Figure 7.2. In 
the time after the primary impact, there was substantial modification of the 
southern margin of the basin as well as infill from reworked highland deposits 
and/or volcanism. Intense impact gardening occurred simultaneously with this, 
evidenced by the demarcation of large (>10 km) buried impact structures by arcuate 
populations of mounds, quasi-circular depressions, and arcuate wrinkle ridges 
(Figures 4.5, 4.11; Pan et al., 2019). 

 
Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram of the margin of the dichotomy region at Chryse Planitia 
showing the possible pre-mound topography formed from pre-mound mafic bedrock: a) 
the dichotomy in this region (after a large lowland-forming impact) prior to the Chryse 
impact event, and b) the region after the main Chryse impact event and subsequent impact 
gardening. In this diagram, the centre of Chryse Planitia is far off to the left side. The 
orientation of this diagram (lowlands to the left, highlands to the right) is repeated in the 
next seven figures.  
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7.5.2 Phase 2: Emplacement of circum-Chryse deposit 

Pre-alteration “circum-Chryse” supracrustal rocks, which would go on to form 
the mounds, the Mawrth Vallis plateau, and Oxia Planum, were deposited straddling 
the dichotomy boundary (Figure 7.3). These materials may have been derived from 
the highlands and deposited along the margin and slopes of the Chryse basin, or may 
be fine-grained volcanic material deposited through airfall processes, and reworked 
in a number of depositional environments along the dichotomy margin. It is likely 
that the primary Mawrth Vallis deposit was in place no later than ~4.0 Ga (Loizeau 
et al., 2012), so assuming that Oxia Planum lies stratigraphically below the Mawrth 
Vallis regional plateau strata as I suggest in Chapter 5, the rest of the deposit must 
also have been emplaced by this time. The mounds ubiquitously exhibit HiRISE-
scale layering, with individual layers often maintaining their thicknesses laterally 
for hundreds of metres to kilometres (e.g. Figures 4.7, 4.9); this is observed in 
mounds separated by hundreds of kilometres (Figure 4.7), as well as in impact 
craters in Oxia Planum and Mawrth Vallis, suggesting similar depositional processes 
occurred across the basin. Given these lines of evidence, I therefore suggest that the 
dichotomy-draping circum-Chryse deposit is predominantly volcaniclastic in origin, 
and was laid down in aqueous conditions (possibly marine, in a northern ocean 
which may have existed at this time; e.g. Di Achille and Hynek (2010)). Like the 
fretted terrains north of Arabia Terra, which are composed of clay-bearing, fine-
grained, layered sediments and are suggested to be deposits of ancient explosive 
volcanic materials deposited on the dichotomy (Denton and Head, 2018; Irwin, 
2004), the circum-Chryse deposit may be a southern continuation of these 
volcaniclastic deposits. Modelled thicknesses of ashfall deposits from ‘super 
eruptions’ of hypothesized calderas in northern Arabia Terra (Whelley et al., 2021), 
are ~200 m in this region; i.e. on the same order of magnitude as the stratigraphic 
thicknesses of clay-bearing deposits at Mawrth Vallis and Oxia Planum.  

 
Figure 7.3: Deposition of fine-grained volcaniclastic material from explosive volcanism 
onto the dichotomy region. Some sections are deposited into a northern ocean, and others 
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on the highland areas to the south. This mafic material may have been initially altered to 
saponite (pink), with possible further alteration to nontronite (orange) at the surface in 
the south by intense amounts of highland runoff. In these diagrams, the strength of the 
pink and orange colours represent the degree of alteration of saponite- and nontronite-
rich sections, respectively. 

Differences in the layering style and phyllosilicate content of this ashfall 
deposit across the basin may be the result of distinct depositional and geochemical 
environments (Lowe et al., 2020; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), as discussed below. 
The substantial fracturing observed within mounds throughout the Mawrth Vallis 
plateau (Loizeau et al., 2015; Poulet et al., 2020) and the Oxia Planum plains 
(Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), also likely occurred at this time, either due to burial 
(Loizeau et al., 2012) or possibly due to post-emplacement subsidence of the 
hypothesised volcaniclastic deposit (e.g. Fawdon et al., 2015; Whelley et al., 2012), 
local contractional processes (e.g. Section 6.7 and Parkes-Bowen et al. (2022)), or 
larger basin-scale stresses from Chryse Planitia (e.g. Pan et al., 2019). 

7.5.3 Phase 3: Initial alteration of the circum-Chryse deposit 

The circum-Chryse supracrustal rocks were altered by long-lasting contact 
with liquid water, either coeval with their deposition in Phase 2, or after the full 
~500 m of material had been deposited (Figure 7.4).  

 
Figure 7.4: Forced regression of a northern ocean exposed the surface of the deposit to 
runoff from the highlands, and alteration of mafic minerals to saponite continued, with 
some transformation from nontronite to saponite occurring in subaerial regions. Small 
amounts of deposition of the upper section of the mound material may have continued, but 
had mostly stopped by this time. 

 
In this first alteration phase, the deposit was transformed from a mafic, fine-

grained volcaniclastic material into a saponite-bearing mixed-layer deposit under a 
variety of subaerial, subaqueous, and subsurface alteration environments. In the 
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subsurface, materials were preferentially altered to saponite, whereas surficial 
materials experienced alteration to nontronite (Figure 5.8). This alteration affected 
the entire highland margin of the Chryse basin, from Mawrth Vallis in the east to 
Oxia Planum in the southeast and Hypanis Vallis in the southwest. Therefore, 
similar geochemical environments—as well as a substantial amount of water—must 
have been present over the southern margin of Chryse Planitia for a long enough 
time period (or cumulatively long enough periods) to alter the strata from the top-
down in a similar way across the wider region.  

I therefore suggest that the circum-Chryse supracrustal rocks were deposited 
primarily through ashfall processes as fine-grained volcaniclastics onto the 
dichotomy margin, at a time when a standing body of water existed in the northern 
lowlands. In this scenario, material laid down further out into the basin was 
deposited in standing water, leading to the laterally extensive horizontal strata 
observed in dichotomy-distal mounds, and material deposited closer to the basin 
edge (e.g. Oxia Planum, Mawrth Vallis plateau) was deposited in various subaerial 
and subaqueous environments (Davis et al., 2023; Loizeau et al., 2015; Lowe et al., 
2020; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021) leading to less continuous layers.  

7.5.4 Phase 4: Induration of highly permeable regions 

After deposition and alteration of the mound forming layer, but before the 
erosional events that formed the mound landforms themselves, regions of the 
deposit overlying structural weaknesses such as the rims of large impact craters and 
faults (Figure 4.5) experienced relatively higher fluid flow and subsequent 
cementation from groundwater than other less fractured regions (Figure 7.5). This 
had the effect of indurating these rocks against future erosion (see Section 4.6.3). 
Other regions of the deposit that were not situated above crustal weaknesses did not 
experience this and retain an unaltered lower mafic tier (such as the example seen 
in Figure 5.8b and in the surrounding Mawrth-proximal lowlands).  
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Figure 7.5: In Phase 4, deposition of the mound-forming material had mostly finished, 
and infill of the Chryse basin caused fractures to occur in the deposit. Continued highland 
runoff altered the top section of the now saponite-rich deposit to nontronite. Preferential 
subsurface percolation of groundwater through pre-existing fractures resulted in 
increased cementation and erosion resistance in the areas of the deposit directly above 
those fractures. Erosion of mound material preferentially occurred along other non-
indurated (basin flexure?) fractures. 

7.5.5 Phase 5: Making mounds 

Observations in Chapter 5 show that the process of escarpment retreat and 
mound formation was structurally controlled (Figure 5.14), with erosion occurring 
preferentially along a pre-existing structural framework (e.g. Duszyński et al., 
2019). In this scenario, macro-scale fracturing observed at the dichotomy edge could 
have occurred due to post-Chryse impact crustal relaxation and loading from 
continued infill through erosion at the rim. Continued surface runoff from the 
highlands, as well as movement of groundwater along these fractures would have 
widened the fractures until the inter-fracture regions became topographically 
separated, forming mounds (Figure 7.6). This process occurred preferentially at 
deeper, downslope, and lower elevation regions of the basin first, (as this is where 
crustal flexure would have been greatest and where the escarpment would be most 
unstable), separating the most distal mounds from the highlands. Once a mound 
was disconnected from the highland hydrological system, it no longer received 
overland flow or groundwater from upslope regions. As a result, significant 
alteration of that mound ceased, and it became a relict, recording the state of 
alteration at the dichotomy at the time of physical separation. It is likely that the 
formation of the present-day Mawrth Vallis channel occurred around this time 
(Loizeau et al., 2012) and it is therefore parsimonious to suggest that the 
geomorphic work to form Coogoon Vallis in the Oxia Planum region (Section 2.7.1; 
Fawdon et al., 2021; Molina et al., 2017) was coeval. Forced regression of a northern 
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ocean (Barker and Bhattacharya, 2018) may have contributed to this erosion, 
although there is no clear evidence for this at present.  

 
Figure 7.6: Large amounts of geomorphic shaping occurred through erosion of the 
dichotomy scarp. Mounds form through erosion of fractures produced through basin-
scale relaxation (Figure 5.14), with distal mounds forming first (a). At the same time, 
continued top-down alteration affected the regions of the deposit still topographically 
contiguous with the southern highlands, converting saponite to nontronite (b, c), and 
resulting in the geographic gradient in phyllosilicate geochemistry observed in the 
mounds today (Figure 5.5). At this time, the Mawrth Vallis channel formed, and 
debouched into the northern lowlands east of Chryse Planitia. Eroded material was 
transported north through alluvial processes (Figure 5.15) that occurred around the 
eroded mounds. 

Top-down alteration continued contemporaneously on the sections of the 
circum-Chryse margin still physically connected to the highlands throughout the 
Noachian (particularly in the eastern regions around Mawrth Vallis), and 
backwasting of the dichotomy scarp continued to form mounds (Figure 7.6b, c). 
Each nascent mound would have been subject to aqueous conditions for a more 
prolonged time than the last, and would therefore become more altered, resulting in 
the geographically controlled gradient in phyllosilicate geochemistry observed today 
(Figure 5.5). Northward-draining alluvial systems (Figure 5.15) occurred on the 
plains around the bases of mounds, as well as on top of the highland plateau, 
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transporting eroded mound material from the hinterland, presumably to a deeper 
sedimentary sink in Chryse Planitia and Acidalia Planitia. 

At Oxia Planum, there are no sharp dichotomy-demarcating cliffs like those 
observed in the Mawrth Vallis region. Instead, the clay-bearing plains gently slope 
down into the basin until they are obscured by younger infill that embays the 
mounds, and slope up into the more heavily cratered plains of western Arabia Terra, 
where there is insufficient quality of exposure to spectroscopically ascertain their 
mineralogy. I propose that here, the erosional processes were different and did not 
occur preferentially along fractures, but occurred somewhat evenly across the Oxia 
Planum-Colles slope, evidenced by the uniform gradation of the mounds out of the 
highland topography (e.g. Figure 4.4a and Appendix B).  

7.5.6 Phase 6: Formation of the Al-rich cap and final erosion 

At the Noachian-Hesperian boundary, colder, drier, more acidic conditions 
prevailed, resulting in leaching of soluble cations from the top of the succession (see 
Section 2.6.3) and the formation of the Al-rich phyllosilicate-bearing cap (Figure 
7.7). Major alteration had all but ceased by this time (Loizeau et al., 2012). This was 
followed by a final major erosional phase that detached the youngest mounds from 
the highlands; these are the only mounds to exhibit the Al-rich phyllosilicate-
bearing cap. The maximum distance of a mound with this Al-rich cap from the 
dichotomy is ~20 km (Figure 5.7), an order of magnitude lower than the furthest 
mound that is purely Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicate-bearing. As such, I deduce that the 
final erosional event was either an order of magnitude less intense, and/or an order 
of magnitude shorter than previous events. 
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Figure 7.7: Leaching of Fe+Mg cations from the top section of the plateau through a new 
phase of aqueous activity in colder, drier, more acidic conditions formed the Al-rich 
phyllosilicate-bearing unit (a), which only existed on the plateau at this time. The leached 
material and detritus from the highlands were transported north by inter-mound plains 
channel systems. After this time, incisive erosional activity separated sections of the 
plateau (b), forming mounds that have the Al-rich phyllosilicate-bearing unit at their apex 
(Figure 5.7). This erosion is the final major aqueous event recorded in the Chryse Planitia 
region, except for the outflow events that formed Ares, Tiu, and Kasei Valles, but did not 
create prolonged water-rock interactions able to further aqueously alter the region. 

7.5.7 Phase 7: Post-alteration events 

The ~10 m-thick capping unit (see Section 5.4.3) was deposited across at least 
the southern half of the circum-Chryse region during the Hesperian (Loizeau et al., 
2012), probably through airfall processes (either volcanic or impact-generated). 
This unconformably mantled the topography, including the mounds and the 
Mawrth Vallis plateau (Figure 7.8a), and, if it is derived from explosive volcanism, 
demonstrates that post-alteration explosive volcanic activity may have been 
substantial enough to cover large swathes of this region. Therefore, volcanic 
material could have also been deposited over similarly large areas in the pre or syn-
alterational phases and could have contributed to the mound-forming layer as 
suggested in Phase 2. The capping unit, which is always found at the top of the 
presently visible stratigraphy, marks the point at which no further subsequent 
substantial alteration occurred.  
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Figure 7.8: Emplacement of the mafic capping unit (a) occurred in the Early Hesperian 
after alteration had ceased. The unit was emplaced through airfall processes, and may 
have originated as ash from explosive volcanism, or through the settling of atmospheric 
dust after a large impact event. Finally, the dark plains-forming unit which pervades 
Chryse Planitia was emplaced (b); it may be genetically related to the capping unit, or it 
could be another ambiguous unit indicative of another, as of yet, unconstrained event. 

After this time, Chryse Planitia was infilled by dark plains material, obscuring 
the bright-toned materials around the bases of mounds (Figure 7.8b); the 
emplacement of these dark plains material may be related to the capping unit 
(Loizeau et al., 2012) and/or origin of the dark resistant unit found in Oxia Planum 
(Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Section 6.7). Conversely it may be that none of these 
later unaltered deposits are genetically related. Subsequent continued growth of the 
Tharsis volcanic province caused reactivation of structural weaknesses underlying 
the mound populations, causing some faults to further propagate through the 
mounds (e.g. Figure 4.5d). Finally, throughout the Hesperian and Amazonian, the 
ashfall draping unit was eroded by the wind, revealing the cores of the mounds as 
the bright-toned outcrops observable from orbit today (Figure 7.9). 

 
Figure 7.9: a cross-section the mound-plateau system as observed today, after wind 
erosion throughout the Hesperian and Amazonian has removed some of the capping unit 
and the mound material itself. Reactivation of faults has fractured the mounds from below 
(e.g. Figure 4.5d).  
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Figure 7.10: Tabulated compilation of Figures 7.2–7.9 showing the mound evolution in 
chronologic order, as well as the place of each event in martian geologic time (scaled to 
the events depicted, not to the length of the period or subdivision), and the type and 
magnitude (shown as width) of processes occurring throughout.  
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7.6 Global context: are the mounds unique or ubiquitous? 

Investigation of the mounds in Chryse Planitia has shown that in this region, 
the scarp associated with the abrupt topographic expression of Mars’ hemispheric 
dichotomy boundary retreated during the Noachian as a result of erosion most likely 
driven by liquid water at the surface and in the subsurface. This section considers 
the uniqueness of the mounds relative to similar landforms across Mars, and 
investigates whether there are possible genetic links between these mounds and 
others that occur along the rest of the dichotomy boundary. 

The primary question is whether or not the circum-Chryse mounds are unique 
on a global scale. The dichotomy boundary is a planetary-wide feature that is 
interrupted only by the Tharsis region, which developed over the time since 
dichotomy formation (Werner, 2009). Some regions of the dichotomy are sharp and 
cliff-forming, like that observed near Mawrth Vallis (e.g. Figure 2.6), and others are 
diffuse and slope-forming, characterised only by gently dipping plains and changes 
in the expression of secondary features such as the infilling of Noachian impact 
craters, like the Oxia Planum and Xanthe Terra regions (e.g. Figure 2.6; Quantin-
Nataf et al., 2021; Roberts et al., 2021).  

Mesas, buttes, and hills closely resembling those of this study are observable 
at a range of scales north of the dichotomy boundary across the globe (Figure 7.11), 
in both sharp and diffuse regions. In particular, these are obvious north of Mawrth 
Vallis in eastern Cydonia Colles, in the fretted terrains of northern Arabia Terra, 
around northern Isidis Planitia and Nilosyrtis Mensae, and around the Nepenthes 
and Aeolis Mensae. These locations span the range of latitudes and longitudes at 
which the dichotomy is present; therefore, I hypothesise that physical modification 
and backwasting of the dichotomy is likely to have occurred at the global scale. It is 
more challenging to determine if chemical modifications similar to those observed 
in Chryse Planitia took place across the globe in the Noachian, as this requires 
sufficient exposure of potentially altered strata, and high-quality compositional data 
of those exposures. An important implication of the presence of comparable mounds 
along the dichotomy is that that the alteration and erosion of the dichotomy may 
have occurred synchronously along its entire extent. This suggests that comparable 
processes were likely at work along the entire dichotomy's length, and this would be 
consistent with the presence of a northern ocean. 
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Figure 7.11: Examples of other dichotomy-proximal landforms that are evocative of the 
circum-Chryse mounds; a) Robinson projection of global MOLA DTM and hillshade, 
showing the locations of Chryse Planitia (CP), Cydonia Colles (CC), Deuteronilus Mensae 
(DM), Protonilus Mensae (PM), Nilosyrtis Mensae (NM), the Nili Fossae region (NF), 
Isidis Planitia (IP), and Aeolis Mensae (AM); b) MOLA DTM and hillshade of Cydonia 
Colles; c) of Nilosyrtis Mensae and Nili Fossae, and Aeolis Mensae regions, showing the 
range of mound-like landforms that occur at the dichotomy boundary (approximately 
shown as the white areas of these DTMs). 
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In Whelley et al. (2021), the fretted terrains of Deuteronilus 
Mensae and Protonilus Mensae (Figure 7.12) are suggested to have originally been 
emplaced as volcanic ash from explosive volcanism in western Arabia Terra. Found 
~10° further north of Chryse Planitia at the dichotomy boundary, the fretted terrains 
form gently northward sloping plains that are riven by linear to curvilinear chasms 
and channels that are a clear indication of structural control and an underlying 
cratered landscape (Figure 7.12). The formation mechanisms of fretted landscapes 
are poorly constrained (Denton and Head, 2018), but may be the result of subsurface 
material removal through groundwater flow (Carr, 1995; Irwin, 2004; McGill, 2000) 
and/or tectonically-controlled aqueous surface activity (Irwin and Watters, 2010), a 
process suite that I also ascribed to eastern Chryse Planitia (Chapter 5). It is 
therefore possible, given their comparable geographic relationship on the 
dichotomy at the edge of Arabia Terra, their similar thicknesses, and their proposed 
analogous scarpland formational mechanisms, that the circum-Chryse deposit is the 
southwestern continuation of these deposits. Why then, is the morphology of 
plateau breakup so different between the two locations? One possibility is that the 
processes are controlled in large part by latitude: liquid water may have been less 
stable at higher latitudes due to climatic differences, so erosional processes could 
have been substantially slower or more geographically constrained due to ice being 
the preferred water phase. In this scenario, Chryse Planitia’s eastern margin has 
undergone full escarpment retreat, but to the north, the fretted terrains still form 
gently sloping plains, and are likely more representative of the pre-erosional 
Noachian landscape. Future investigations into isolated mound-like features 
elsewhere along the dichotomy should examine compositional data to see whether 
mound geochemistry varies with distance from the dichotomy as observed in Chryse 
Planitia (Chapter 5). 
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Figure 7.12: MOLA DTM and hillshade showing the dichotomy boundary at the 
northernmost extent of Arabia Terra, focussing on the fretted terrains of Deuteronilus 
and Protonilus Mensae. Both locations have gradually northward-sloped plains that 
are dissected to varying degrees by curvilinear to orthogonal valleys. 

Comparisons between the topography of mound-bearing regions and geophysical 
models of crustal thickness (e.g. Wieczorek et al., 2022; Knapmeyer-Endrun et al., 
2021) may allow for testing of the hypotheses in this study. If highland material 
has indeed been removed from around the dichotomy region, one might expect 
thick highland crust to continue north of the present dichotomy, and exist in the 
regions containing mounds. Current thickness estimates around the Chryse-
Acidalia dichotomy region (Wieczorek et al., 2022) of a constant-density crust do 
suggest that thicknesses change slightly north of the current dichotomy boundary, 
rather than on the dichotomy itself, perhaps suggesting that, at least regionally, 
the southern highland crust continues some way into the northern lowlands. 
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7.7 New insight into the mounds of Xanthe Terra 

Since the publication of McNeil et al. (2021), two studies of the geology of the 
northern Xanthe Terra region near the Hypanis Valles delta have introduced new 
observations of the mounds in this region. The studies of Adler et al. (2022) and 
Frueh et al. (2022) are particularly timely and important; this thesis maps the 
mounds in the Chryse Planitia region, but only briefly touched on the geology of the 
mounds in Xanthe Terra, instead focussing more on the mounds east of Ares Vallis. 
This decision was made because the area east of Ares Vallis has the best exposure, 
the highest quality and volume of data, and was more relevant to the wider story of 
Mawrth Vallis and Oxia Planum. Adler et al. (2022) suggest that mounds in the 
northern Xanthe Terra region are not part of the circum-Chryse population, but are 
in fact of volcanic origin, and are considerably younger than the early to mid 
Noachian suggested in Chapter 4. Additionally, Frueh et al. (2022) suggest that the 
northern Xanthe ‘buttes and knobs’ could be discrete landforms younger in age than 
the mesas. Here, I discuss the findings from these new studies and how they have 
progressed our understanding of the mounds and the wider Chryse Planitia region.  

Adler et al., (2022) split the Zone 3 (see Figure 4.4) landforms morphologically 
into plateaus (equivalent of mesas in Chapter 4), cones (smooth, rounded features 
similar to hills in Chapter 4, but with a ‘summit feature’), and mounds (the same as 
cones, but without a ‘summit feature’). Before I review the scientific merit of the 
study, I suggest that the use of the term ‘cone’ to describe ambiguously derived 
landforms should have been avoided, as to many readers it will intrinsically invoke 
volcanic cones and volcanism as a formation mechanism; non-genetic terms are 
preferable here. 

Adler et al., (2022) fail to observe layering in cones and mounds but note that 
plateaus are layered, and therefore suggest that all non-plateau landforms in the 
Hypanis region are volcanic in nature and unrelated to the plateaus. However, upon 
revisiting HiRISE and CTX images of the Zone 3 mounds, layering is occasionally 
visible, albeit poorly expressed and often overlain by surficial slope deposits in 
landforms they have mapped as cones and mounds (Figure 7.13). This means we 
should not rule out a genetic relationship between mounds, cones, and plateaus in 
this region. Adler et al. (2022) map cones and mounds as rounded landforms 
differentiated by the presence or lack of craters apparently associated with the peak 
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of the landform. The morphology of cones and mounds are otherwise identical 
except for this purported crater. Very few examples actually have pitted craters at 
their apexes, and there is no other evidence suggesting that these craters have a 
volcanic origin. Many landforms have craters on their flanks, but are classed as 
mounds or cones, seemingly at random (Figure 7.14). In addition, some craters are 
described as calderas, when there is no geomorphological justification for this claim. 
There are, for example, stark differences in ‘summit crater’ size for similarly sized 
mounds (Figure 7.14), meaning it is highly unlikely that these landforms were 
created through the same vent-fed volcanic processes. 

It seems far more likely that in this ancient and heavily cratered region of Mars, 
that these are simply impact craters and that cones and mounds have a shared 
origin. The authors suggest as an alternative hypothesis that the mounds and cones 
formed through sedimentary volcanism; however, they do not appear to be 
comparable in morphology or scale to other more interpretations of sedimentary 
volcanic landforms in the Chryse Planitia region that have much more compelling 
evidence for these processes (e.g. Brož et al., 2019, 2022; Komatsu et al., 2016; 
Oehler and Allen, 2010), or positive-relief features across the globe that formed 
through constructive volcanism (e.g. Brož and Hauber, 2013, 2012). Deposits of 
sedimentary volcanoes are also usually obliquely layered and not subhorizontally 
layered as observed in the mounds in Figure 7.13. One observation made by Adler et 
al. (2022) is that of a convincing volcanic edifice within Lederberg Crater – this is a 
key observation on which other interpretations later in the paper are based. 
However, this landform shares no morphologic, morphometric, or textural 
characteristics with the other mounds, other than being a positive relief feature; 
consequently, it is unlikely to be related to the mounds. 
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Figure 7.13: Layering in mounds that were mapped in Adler et al. (2022) as non-layered 
‘mounds’ in Xanthe Terra: a) CTX mosaic view of northern Hypanis fan region; b) 
layering in a mound in HiRISE image ESP_039036_1925, and c) layering in a smaller 
mound in HiRISE image ESP_069552_1920. 
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Figure 7.14: Mounds mapped as cones in Adler et al. (2022) in northern Xanthe Terra: 
a) CTX mosaic showing the context of (b) and (c); b) a large, 500 m-diameter crater, 
mapped as a caldera, on the side of a mound. There is no geomorphological evidence that 
this feature is a caldera, and is more likely to be an impact crater, given the fact that it has 
a discernible rim. Despite this, the mound has been labelled as a cone; HiRISE 
ESP_039036_1925. c) a similar size ‘cone’, this time with a 50 m-diameter ‘caldera crater’ 
at its top; both (b) and (c): HiRISE ESP_039036_1925. 
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Adler et al. (2022) go on to suggest that cones and mounds are the youngest 
features in the Hypanis region and present superficially compelling, yet 
fundamentally inconsistent, evidence for this: 

1. Cones and mounds superpose or overlap impact craters in the late Noachian 
Highlands unit of Tanaka 2014. Whilst this is interesting, and shows with 
high certainty that the mound formed after the crater, the age of a terrain 
mapped at the global scale should never be attributed to every individual 
crater within that terrain. The superposed crater may have formed at any 
time. 

2. They suggest that because cones/mounds superpose channels on the Hypanis 
fan deposit without diverting palaeoflow, that they postdate the formation of 
the fan deposit. This is a reasonable assumption, but they have not taken into 
consideration that the age of the fan is extremely poorly constrained, that 
sections of the fan deposit may have formed at different times (Fawdon et al., 
2018), and they do not give justification for their age of late Noachian/early 
Hesperian for this reactivated channel.  

3. Lastly, they suggest that their ‘fresh’ surface morphology indicates that the 
mounds are younger than the surrounding terrains. This is a reasonable 
assumption in general, but does not consider that the mounds may have 
weathered differently to the surrounding terrains which may be a result of 
being made of a finer, more friable lithology. 

Despite these inconsistencies and incomplete observations, Adler et al. (2022) 
make some important and valid observations about the mounds in the Hypanis 
region. They show that there are differences in the texture of mounds and plateaus 
in the Hypanis region, and that these, combined with their morphological 
differences, could mean that they have a different origin, with plateaus being 
consistent with erosion from a previously more extensive layer as suggested in 
Chapter 4. This divergence of form had also been previously noted in Frueh et al. 
(2022), who observe that some examples of mounds are considerably taller than 
nearby mesas, with one example of a mound seemingly superposed onto the edge of 
a mesa. They suggest that it is unlikely that the mounds eroded out from the mesas 
as a result of this. This is an extremely important observation that has implications 
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for the geologic evolution of the Hypanis region, as the mounds here may have 
formed from two or more layers. 

A volcanic or sedimentary volcanic origin for some of the cones and mounds 
mapped by Adler et al. (2022) cannot be ruled out, but there is a lack of convincing 
evidence for more than one volcanic edifice in this whole region. A key observation 
of Chapter 4 is that the same number of hills, mesas, clustered mounds, and 
compound mounds occur in each of the three outflow-delineated zones, suggesting 
that they share a comparable geologic history. Furthermore, my work shows that the 
mounds form a circum-Chryse belt that continuously becomes more dispersed and 
smaller to the west of the basin until disappearing completely (except where they 
are broken by the Hesperian-aged outflow channels cutting through them). If the 
mounds in northern Xanthe Terra, being part of the wider circum-Chryse deposit 
and showing this same trend, are young and volcanic in nature, then why is the rest 
of the population clearly not (see Chapters 4–6)?  

It is also clear from the evidence provided in Adler et al. (2022) and Frueh et 
al. (2022) that the mounds in northern Xanthe Terra are more complex than first 
thought, and multiple formational processes might have been responsible for their 
origin and evolution. I propose that, as stated in Chapter 4, most of the mounds in 
northern Xanthe Terra are part of the larger circum-Chryse mound population, but 
that variations in their depositional or weathering environments of the Xanthe Terra 
margin and the east of the Chryse Planitia basin have caused the visible differences 
between these mounds and the rest of the population. This would explain why the 
layers are obscured and why the mounds appear to be smoother than their 
equivalents east of Ares Vallis. Some of the landforms in Adler et al. (2022) may 
have a younger volcanic or sedimentary volcanic origin, and convergence of form 
may have changed their morphology to match that of the mounds, but for the 
majority of the landforms in the region, it is unlikely. The better explanation for the 
majority of the mound-like landforms here is that they formed through erosion of 
older material, in the same way as the rest of the circum-Chryse population. 
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7.8 Summary 

In summary, investigation of the mounds has revealed that they are important 
features in this geologically and astrobiologically significant region of Mars. Not 
only has their study revealed vast amounts of detail about the mounds themselves, 
but it has also answered multiple outstanding questions about Oxia Planum, and the 
Mawrth Vallis region, including the degree to which the former was buried, and the 
basin-scale evolution and formation of the latter. The mounds are primarily 
erosional features that expose different sections of the circum-Chryse stratigraphy, 
which, as this study has shown, is complex. The few locations investigated here that 
possess the trinity of excellent exposure, sufficient topography, and high-quality 
data, exemplify this. Although the mounds indicate erosion throughout the basin, 
the stark morphological, compositional, and stratigraphic differences I have 
described suggest that there is no specific process responsible for the material that 
has formed the mounds across the vast region. Variations in depositional material, 
processes, alteration, and possibly other variables may be required to account for 
the significant regional differences between the Mawrth Vallis, Oxia Planum, and 
Xanthe Terra study areas. 
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Chapter 8  
Conclusions and future work 

 

8.1 Summary 

This thesis presents the first comprehensive study into the isolated kilometre-
scale mounds that exist in and around the margin of Chryse Planitia. The literature 
had previously only made brief mentions of the mounds prior to this research, 
revealing for the first time their age, origins, and evolution. This study has 
significantly altered the pre-existing understanding of the mounds, quantifying 
their occurrence and morphology, deciphering their stratigraphy, and providing 
new insights into the geological history of Mars. 

 My research has revealed the mounds to be a key part of the regional 
stratigraphy, harbouring unique information only accessible through their study, 
and enhancing our understanding of the geologic evolution of Chryse Planitia. This 
has further improved our knowledge of the depositional, erosional, and modification 
processes active in the Mawrth Vallis – Oxia Planum region during the Noachian, 
shining new light on one of Mars’ most intensively studied, yet enigmatic regions. 
In addition, this investigation has shown that the dichotomy – the most 
fundamental global physiogeographic feature on the planet – has been extensively 
modified, both physically and chemically, in this location. Furthermore, 
investigations into the mounds in Oxia Planum have revealed important 
information about the burial and exhumation history of the ‘Rosalind Franklin’ 
ExoMars rover landing site and have highlighted the mounds as potentially key 
astrobiological targets to investigate during rover operations.  

8.2 Conclusions 

The population of isolated mounds in Chryse Planitia are accessible, three-
dimensional exposures of layered Noachian-aged deposits that provide unique 
insight into the depositional and alteration environments present on early Mars. 
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Below are the main findings, categorised into subsections approximately 
corresponding to the respective chapters in which they are described and discussed: 

8.2.1 Findings from the initial mound survey: age, origins, and significance 

• There are 14,386 mounds in the circum-Chryse Planitia region of Mars. 

• Morphological variations in the mounds allows them to be organised into 
four main classes: hills, mesas, clustered mounds, and compound mounds, 
which also reflect their individual morphometries and erosional state. 

• The mounds tend to a height of approximately 500 m, suggesting that the 
mounds formed from the erosion of one or more regionally extensive deposits 
that once covered large (~500,000 km2) swathes of the dichotomy margin 
around southern and eastern Chryse Planitia. 

• The heights of the mounds above the surrounding plains range from 
negligible to 593 m, and average 106 m. The basal footprints of the mounds 
range from ~0.1 km2 to ~130 km2 and average 1.66 km2. 

• The mounds are composed of multiple stratigraphical units, but are primarily 
made of a finely layered, bright-toned material that is morphologically 
similar to outcrops of highland material observed on the adjacent plateau. 
Therefore the Mawrth Vallis plateau region is interpreted as once being 
contiguous with the primary mound-forming deposit, implying that the 
global crustal dichotomy boundary in this area once lay several hundred 
kilometres north of its current location, and has retreated to its current 
location and morphology as a result of surface and subsurface aqueous 
processes. 

• The mounds have a complex geologic history, with their parent material 
being deposited, modified (including alteration, lithification, and 
differentially indurated), and eroded over several hundred million years, 
between the start of the Noachian (~4.1 Ga) and the early Hesperian (~3.7 
Ga). 

• Buried impact structures, demarcated by arcuate mound populations, 
suggest that groundwater processes played a crucial role in the preferential 
preservation mechanism of some mounds. However, the presence of 
numerous mounds within buried craters and the fact that most mounds are 
randomly distributed without any association with an underlying cratered 
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surface, suggest that this process was uncommon, localised, and not the only 
process controlling mound preservation. 

8.2.2 Findings from stratigraphic investigations into mounds near 

Mawrth Vallis   

• Erosion of the regional stratigraphy into mounds occurred 
contemporaneously with extensive top-down aqueous alteration across the 
dichotomy region. This erosion did not happen everywhere simultaneously. 
Distal sections of the mound deposit were eroded first, physically separating 
those mounds from the plateau and its hydrologic system, and terminating 
their alteration, leaving the mounds as relicts that record the state of 
alteration at the dichotomy at the time of mound disconnection. Continued 
backwasting of the dichotomy scarp in the Noachian progressively formed 
more mounds (each relatively more altered than the last), creating the 
geographically controlled compositional gradient observable from orbit 
today. 

• Substantial amounts of erosion—enough to separate sections of the plateau 
by up to 20 km—occurred in the Late Noachian-Early Hesperian, after the 
formation of the Mawrth Vallis channel and the subsequent leaching events 
that produced the Al-rich capping unit on the plateau. This is the final major 
aqueous event to affect the mounds until the outflow channels formed later 
in the Hesperian, and removed swathes of the population. 

• The full history of Noachian aqueous activity is recorded within the 
phyllosilicate-bearing strata comprising the mounds, evidenced by aqueously 
altered stratified material interposed between unaltered mafic material. The 
mound shown in Figure 5.8 is the first (and so far, only) location in the entire 
circum-Chryse region where this is documented in a single outcrop, and is 
therefore a prime candidate for future in situ exploration.  

• Prior to this study, the material that underlies the Mawrth Vallis 
phyllosilicate-bearing strata had not been observed. This research has 
revealed this to be coarsely layered, unaltered, low-Ca pyroxene-rich rock 
that is likely to be some of the oldest exposed supracrustal material on the 
planet. 
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8.2.3 Findings from high-resolution stratigraphic investigations of 

mounds in the ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover landing site 

• In Oxia Planum the mounds are compound in nature; they are composed of 
multiple unconformity-bound members and are primarily the result of 
erosion. They are morphologically and morphometrically continuous with 
the larger population of mounds. 

• The bases of the Oxia Planum mounds are often, but not always, 
stratigraphically equivalent to the astrobiologically-important clay-bearing 
plains, whilst upper sections are typically composed of a thicker ‘upper 
member’ which can be either rough or smooth and forms most of the mound 
topography in this region. 

• The mound-forming material that has been removed from the landing site 
buried the current topography by a minimum of ~40 m on average, but is 
likely to have buried it by an average of ~130 m of overburden. The difference 
between this thickness and the ~500 m of removed material suggested by 
mounds deeper into the basin suggests either that the mound-forming layer 
thickened towards Chryse Planitia in the north, or that the mound material 
in Oxia Planum only represents the uppermost part of the circum-Chryse 
mound-forming deposits. 

• The ‘orange’ and ‘blue’ members of the Oxia Planum clay-bearing plains unit 
(the oldest major unit in the landing site) which currently underlie the 
mounds have been shielded from the martian environment since burial in the 
Noachian, making them some of the most pristine clay-rich materials within 
the landing site. Therefore, the areas next to the mounds are probably more 
recently exposed due to erosion and backwasting of younger units compared 
to other areas away from the mounds. These locations offer the most 
potential for Rosalind Franklin to seek out subsurface biosignatures and 
should be considered priority targets for geochemical investigation. ‘Oxia-
like’ mounds far out into the basin show that by investigating these clay-
bearing plains, the rover will simultaneously be investigating Noachian-aged 
geochemical environments which were once more widespread. 

• Investigation of mound flanks with the rover’s PanCam instrument is likely 
to help uncover the origin of the mound material and improve our 
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understanding of the early martian depositional environments found in Oxia 
Planum, and in the wider basin beyond.  
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8.3 Future work 

8.3.1 Comparisons to other mounds across Mars 

The most obvious avenue for future work involves investigating new 
populations of mounds, particularly along the dichotomy in the regions outlined in 
Section 7.5. Here I outline two promising locations for future study and the reasons 
why they demand attention: 

Nilosyrtis Mensae/ Nili Fossae (NM/NF): The NM/NF region (Figure 
7.11) has specifically been chosen because it shares key characteristics with the 
circum-Chryse mound-bearing region (Ehlmann et al., 2009): it is extensive, 
dichotomy-adjacent, exhibits diverse alteration mineralogy assemblages within 
hundreds of metres of stratigraphy, and lies at the rim of Isidis Planitia (Mustard et 
al., 2009), an impact basin of similar size and age to Chryse Planitia. It is also at a 
similar latitude to Chryse Planitia, so latitude-dependent processes (e.g. glaciation) 
could have occurred in both locations at similar times. Crucially, the dichotomy 
margin at NM/NF exhibits a population of upstanding landforms which are similar 
in size and form to the population at Chryse Planitia. The application of techniques 
like those described in this thesis to this region could help us to understand the 
geomorphic similarities and differences between the Chryse and NM/NF 
populations, elucidating their formation mechanisms, and shedding light on the 
diversity of erosional and weathering processes active on early Mars. 

Eridania basin: Eridania basin lies away from the dichotomy boundary, but 
is another ideal location for a similar study to this thesis. It contains diverse 
phyllosilicate mineralogy, exhibits mound-like landforms, hosts evidence for 
Noachian hydrothermal activity, and possibly hosted an inland sea in the Noachian 
(Adeli et al., 2015; Michalski et al., 2017). Comparing the compositional 
stratigraphy and tectonic setting here to that in Chryse Planitia and NM/NF will 
help determine whether hydrothermal processes could also have been important in 
Oxia Planum, Mawrth Vallis, and NM/NF. Furthermore if these mounds formed in 
a similar repeated alteration/erosional environment like the circum-Chryse 
mounds, similar chemical gradients might be expected here. Constraining global 
interpretations of large impact basins, their groundwater/hydrothermal systems, 
and stratified clay-rich rocks is vital to understand aqueous processes on early Mars, 
and hence the astrobiological potential of these terrains. 
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8.3.2 Continued efforts to place Mawrth Vallis and Oxia Planum within 

the regional stratigraphy 

This thesis has shown that the clay-bearing plains at Oxia Planum are likely to 
lie stratigraphically below or at the base of the Mawrth Vallis phyllosilicate-bearing 
sequence (Section 7.3), but further work is required to better understand this 
relationship. 

High-resolution mapping of ‘hero mounds’ (e.g. Figure 5.8) for which there are 
high-quality visible (HiRISE and CaSSIS), compositional (CRISM and CaSSIS), and 
topographic (from stereo HiRISE pairs) data could allow for better understanding 
of the geology of individual mounds at key points within the basin, and may help to 
constrain depositional environments. One way to further probe the alteration 
environments, and better understand the amount of authigenic versus detrital 
alteration material in each mound would be to identify how mineralogic patterns of 
alteration (e.g. hydration/hydroxylation) interact with stratigraphic boundaries at 
the HiRISE and CaSSIS-scale. For example, if the region was subject to authigenic 
alteration after deposition of the regional stratigraphic succession, we might expect 
morphostratigraphic and chemostratigraphic signals to show no correlation (as seen 
at the scale of target CRISM data). If individual beds or sections of the succession 
have distinct spectral signatures, then this could suggest differences in pre-
alteration mineralogy (suggesting diverse sources) at the stratal level, detrital input 
of eroded clay-rich material from elsewhere in the basin, and/or changing alteration 
environments contemporaneous with deposition.  

 To put these measurements and observations in spatial context, additional 
proximal-distal ‘radial’ transects, circumferential transects, and localised 
morphostratigraphic and chemostratigraphic logs could be produced. This would 
allow the geometry of the clay-rich deposits to be determined as a function of 
location within the basin. These transects would show the distribution of different 
mineral phases in the circum-Chryse region and allow for the 3D sedimentary and 
alteration geometries to be reconstructed, in turn allowing the emplacement and 
alteration processes operating at or near the dichotomy in the Noachian to be 
determined at the basin-scale for the first time.  
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8.3.3 Bright alluvial plains in Chryse Planitia  

Figure 5.15 shows that bright-toned material underlies the thin, dark, mafic 
material that mantles the plains regions around the mounds in Chryse Planitia. The 
superposing dark material mantled the topography, before being eroded in some 
places through wind action, which has revealed a network of channel-like features 
that were hitherto unknown. Work in Chapter 5 suggests these could be the 
remnants of a vast alluvial system that existed around the mounds after the 
dichotomy had retreated from those locations. One way to test this would be 
thorough examination of the plains, using high-resolution HiRISE and CaSSIS to 
map and interrogate these channel systems. Identification of channel morphology 
and drainage direction could help understand the nature of these systems, and thus 
reveal information about sediment transport and erosion during dichotomy 
escarpment retreat.  

In addition, spectral investigation of the bright-toned outcrops may be 
possible using OMEGA or CaSSIS. This may be particularly useful in further 
understanding the alteration history of the region and may act as a further test of 
the proposed geological history outlined in Section 7.5. For instance, since channel 
systems were active around the mounds on the floor of Chryse Planitia, we might 
expect to observe greater amounts of aqueous alteration in the bright-toned regions 
of the basin floor than in sections of the mounds if the channels were active for long 
enough, as the floor would have been exposed to these aqueous channel-forming 
processes for a prolonged time as the dichotomy continued to recede south-
eastwards. Therefore, if the bright-toned sections of the plains yield spectra of Al- 
or Al/Fe-rich phyllosilicates, and the surrounding mounds primarily contain 
Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates, this would bolster the hypotheses in Section 7.5. 

8.3.4 Chemistry and age of mound-delineated craters 

One potentially useful avenue of investigation is the population of mounds that 
delineate large (> ~7 km diameter) craters on a palaeosurface underlying the current 
topography. This is for two reasons. Firstly, crater-counting of these arcuate mound 
populations may yield model ages of the surface below, although there are caveats 
to this; we cannot be sure that all mound-delineated craters exist on the same 
surface, and choosing which arcuate mounds to take as a section of a crater is a 
subjective task, so this introduces considerable error into any ages that are derived 
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from this population. As such, future studies will need to take these into account to 
produce model ages. Secondly, investigation of spectra extracted from mounds that 
are part of these arcuate populations, with comparison to spectra from those that do 
not appear to belong to an arcuate population, may provide a test of the induration 
hypothesis described in Section 4.6.3, because their mineralogy could reflect this 
higher degree of cementation. 

8.3.5 Investigations into the mounds of Xanthe Terra 

Finally, from the discussion in Section 7.7, it is clear that the mounds of Xanthe 
Terra are still not well understood. Further high-resolution studies, building on the 
work of Chapter 4, Adler et al. (2022) and Frueh et al. (2022), and perhaps using 
the stacked transect technique utilised in the Mawrth Vallis region in Chapter 5, 
should be conducted on these mounds in order to better understand their 
relationship to the rest of the population and the highlands of Xanthe Terra and 
shed light their origin. One way to test the mound volcanic origin hypothesis in Adler 
et al. (2022) is to undertake a statistical analysis of craters on the surface of the 
mounds. CTX coverage is complete in this region, and is of sufficient resolution for 
this task. In this analysis, counting the number of craters on the flanks of the 
mounds and comparing this to the number of craters on the apexes of mounds, may 
tell us whether the crater-top ‘calderas’ are statistically significant or not. 
Comparing this to much more convincing small volcanic edifices elsewhere on Mars 
may further aid in understanding the origin of these landforms. 

8.3.6 In situ investigation of mounds with landed missions 

Far beyond the scope of this thesis is the prospect of future landed missions to 
the well-exposed, most stratigraphically complete mounds that occur deeper in the 
Chryse basin (e.g. the ‘hero mound’ in Figure 5.8). These, as shown in Chapter 7, are 
likely to be some of the most complete successions of altered Noachian strata in the 
region, and thus are the best opportunities to investigate the environments they 
record in a single stratigraphic section. 

Two of the primary engineering constraints that resulted in Oxia Planum being 
selected over Mawrth Vallis as the Rosalind Franklin rover landing site are the 
roughness and higher elevation of the Mawrth Vallis plateau surface. Given that the 
mound in Figure 5.8 exists next to the smooth plains and has a much lower 
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elevation, means that it is an ideal location for a landed mission to investigate the 
entire Mawrth Vallis sequence that is recorded and exceptionally exposed by it. 

A rover (or potentially, helicopters like Ingenuity, paired with a stationary 
lander equipped with an analytical laboratory), could land near the mound, and 
tackle it in sections, making morphostratigraphic logs with each traverse or flight. 
The geochemistry could be sampled by the rover/copter(s), and then either analysed 
on board, or taken to the lander for analysis. This would allow for the entire aqueous 
sequence to be analysed in sections, and the habitability of some of Mars’ most 
ancient altered strata to be assessed in situ. A mission such as this has the potential 
to revolutionise our understanding of Mars geoscience, providing answers to some 
of our most fundamental questions about the red planet. These include whether 
there was an ocean in the northern plains during the Noachian, what the nature and 
composition of that ocean was, and what the chemistry of runoff from the highlands 
was like. It also covers important climate paradigms, such as whether Noachian 
Mars was perennially warm and wet, or if it was mostly cold and arid with occasional 
wet periods. Additionally, it would explore whether the strata record chemical and 
physical environments favourable for single-celled organisms. Ultimately, the most 
profound question that these mounds could answer is whether there was ever life on 
Mars. These previously enigmatic mounds could hold the key to unravelling this 
mystery, and the insights gained from this research bring us one step closer to 
finding the answer. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Data Availability 

All remote sensing data used in this thesis are publicly available from NASA’s 
Planetary Data System (PDS) and ESA’s Planetary Science Archive (PSA) servers. 
These are located at https://pds.nasa.gov and https://archives.esac.esa.int/psa/, 
respectively. A GIS-ready shapefile and tabulated database containing information 
about mound morphology and morphometry of the circum-Chryse population 
(Chapter 4) are located on ORDO (Open Research Data Online, the Open 
University’s research data repository) and can be found at 
https://doi.org/10.21954/ou.rd.13675369.v1. The shapefile attribute table contains 
information pertaining to the mounds (Table A1), given to 6 decimal places 
regardless of original precision, as this is the raw data captured in ArcGIS. A second 
GIS-ready shapefile and tabulated database with information about the 
morphometry of mounds in the ExoMars ‘Rosalind Franklin’ rover landing site 
(Chapter 6), is also available on ORDO at 
https://doi.org/10.21954/ou.rd.16832266.v2. 
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OBJECTID Unique numerical identification number for each mound, in the 
order in which they were digitised between November 2019 and 
February 2020. 

Zone Numerical value between 1 and 3 describing the broad geographic 
location of each mound, see Fig. 4.4 for a cartographic 
representation. 

Type Text describing the mound in 6 different classes: hill, mesa, 
compound, clust_hill, clust_mesa, clust_mixed. See Chapter 4 for 
definitions of these classes. 

Lat Latitude of geographic centre of mound. 

Lon Longitude of geographic centre of mound. 

Peri_m Total length of perimeter of mound polygon, in m. 

Area_m Total area of enclosed mound polygon, in m2. 

H_MOLA_m Height of the mound in metres, derived from PEDR shots. 

H_HRSC_m Height of the mound in metres, derived from the HRSC DTM. 

P_MOLA_m Mean height of the plains surrounding the mound in metres from 
MOLA. 

P_HRSC_m Mean height of the plains surrounding the mound in metres from 
HRSC. 

Aspect_Ratio Aspect ratio of the mound; length of longest vertex of minimum 
bounding rectangle divided by length of shortest vertex. 

Orientation_Deg Direction of orientation of minimum bounding vertex in degrees. 

Roundness A measure of roundness/compactness using the Polsby-Popper 

score method: (4p ´ area)/(perimeter2). 

 

Table A1: Variables describing the circum-Chryse mounds and definitions of those 
variables, pertaining to the information in the shapefiles and databases at 
https://doi.org/10.21954/ou.rd.13675369.v1. 
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Appendix B: Full-size maps of the mound population 

Below are three enlarged maps of Zone 1, Zone 2, and Zone 3, from Figure 4.4. 
Hills are shown in black, mesas in red, clustered mounds in green, and compound 
mounds in blue. Basemap: HRSC-MOLA blendshade (Zones 1 and 2); MOLA 
Blendshade (Zone 3). Topography the same as shown in Figure 4.4. 

Zone 1: East of Ares Vallis 
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Zone 2: Northern Margaritifer Terra and outflow channel ‘islands’ 
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Zone 3: Northern Xanthe Terra 
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